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By publishing this Energy 
Report, TowerXchange is 
recognising the vital part the 
passive telecom infrastructure 

industry will play in advancing global 
connectivity and addressing climate 
change.  

No longer just a concern in developing 
markets, towercos are taking over 
management of energy across Europe, 
America and developed Asia. Mobile 
operators are looking to towercos to take 
the headache of power management 
off their hands as 5G drives up energy 
demand, and coverage obligations 
push power-hungry sites into remote 
locations. In November COP26 
concluded, with an agreement that 
kept the dream of 1.5 degrees warming 
alive, but that agreement alone won’t 
be enough without the work of private 
industry enabling emissions reductions. 
Mobile operators, towercos and ESCOs 
have all already begun the work.  

Mobile operators have been setting 
ambitious emissions reduction targets, 
and towercos have now begun to follow 
suit. TowerXchange is tracking nearly 50 
MNOs and six towercos with emissions 

and renewables targets, and those 
totals will only swell. Targets will drive 
investment in renewables, batteries and 
new innovative technologies for energy 
production and management. Tower 
owners will push these initiatives down 
through their supply chains, so make 
sure you review our coverage table to 
understand what the companies you 
work with have planned.  

Technology innovators and new 
business models have enabled massive 
improvements in energy management 
in telecoms. For over five years in India 
and Africa ESCOs have been winning 
business by combining a business 
model which promises reliable power, 
predictable pricing and emissions 
reductions. Long-term investments in 

renewable generation creates a win-
win-win for the operators-ESCOs-planet: 
that is why TowerXchange and the IFC 
estimate that a quarter million sites may 
end up under ESCO management by 
the end of the decade. At the end of this 
report you will find selected interviews 
and white papers with technology 
leaders in telecom power.  

As well as editorials helping you 
understand the new energy landscape 
for telecom tower operators and 
suppliers, TowerXchange has prepared 
a telecom tower power grid covering 
the vital energy statistics for nearly 100 
countries. As time progresses, we hope 
to expand our coverage to offer you a 
comprehensive breakdown on the energy 
demand for wireless networks globally.  

Welcome to TowerXchange’s 2022 Energy Report

About TowerXchange 

TowerXchange is a research firm and 

community host dedicated to the global 

tower industry. TowerXchange tracks 

ownership of the world’s 5.07mn towers, 

records and forecasts M&A activity 

across the sector and produces reports 

and analyses on industry trends from the 

board room to the field, tackling topics 

such as business model diversification, 

operational excellence and greening 

the network. The company maintains 

relationships with the management 

teams of the world’s 300+ towercos and 

organises a series of “Meetups” on each 

continent, assembling tower owners, 

investors and the supply chain. 

TowerXchange is part of Euromoney 

PLC. For more information visit  

www.towerxchange.com

Laura Graves 
Research Director 
TowerXchange

Matthew Edwards
Product Director
TowerXchange
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TowerXchange Membership
Access the tower industry’s most comprehensive resource centre and network of professionals

 Country by country tower counts for the world’s 304 towercos Detailed market studies

  Access to webinars and working  
group meetings 

Tower ownership in the 
German market

Ground based towers:

1.  Deutsche Funkturm
2.  Vantage Towers 
3.  ATC Europe 
4.  Telefónica 
5.  Media Broadcast Group450

Rooftops: 

6.  Deutsche Funkturm
7.  Vantage Towers 
8.  ATC Europe 
9.    Additional TEF/ Telxius sites to 

be transferred to ATC Europe 
10. Telefónica

Towercos Business Model Total Towers Count Last Updated Country Count

1. China Tower Corporation Operator-led 2,015,000 Q220 1

2. American Tower Pureplay independent 181,200 Q320 20

3. Summit Digitel Pureplay independent 136,000 Q420 1

4. Indus Towers [1] Operator-led 127,946 Q320 1

5. Cellnex Pureplay independent 52,893 Q320 9

6. Vantage Towers [2] Operator-led 45,500 Q420 9

7. Bharti Infratel [1] Operator-led 41,471 Q320 1

8. Crown Castle Pureplay independent 40,128 Q320 1

9. edotco Operator-led 32,816 Q220 9

10. SBA Communications Pureplay independent 32,724 Q320 14

11. Deutsche Funkturm Operator-led 31,200 Q120 1
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  Expert opinion on 
how the towerco 
business model  
will evolve

  Access to special 
reports
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Become a member of TowerXchange and access a wealth of industry 
resources, analyses and experts

 Interviews with the who’s who in global towers A complete history of all major tower transactions globally 

|   TowerXchange Issue 28  |  www.towerxchange.com150

Keywords: Build-to-Suit, 
Cellnex, Data Centre, 
Edge, Europe, France, IBS, 
Interview, Ireland, Italy, M&A, 
Netherlands, Portugal, Spain, 
Switzerland, Towercos

Cellnex’s M&A outlook
and evolving role in the 
impending 5G era
An interview with Cellnex CEO, Tobias Martinez

TowerXchange: 2019 has been a record year 
for Cellnex in terms of M&A which has added 
significant scale to Cellnex’s portfolio [see side 
bar]. Could we see a similar level of activity over 
2020?

Tobias Martinez, CEO, Cellnex Telecom: 2019 was 
indeed a very successful year in terms of M&A; we 
completed three major deals with Iliad and Salt 
across three countries, achieved scale in the UK (a 
very important piece of our European platform) 
through the acquisition of Arqiva’s telecoms 
division, entered two new countries through 
towerco acquisitions in Ireland and Portugal –the 
latter already at the very beginning of 2020-- and 
bolstered our position in the Spanish market. 

In terms of M&A activity across 2020, the appetite 
is certainly there from Cellnex but until there are 
concrete opportunities on the table it is impossible 
to say how this will translate into signed deals. In 
2018, many investors and analysts were thinking 
that Cellnex was reducing its M&A activity but in 
reality, we were busy laying the groundwork for the 
deals you saw throughout the course of 2019. Deal 
announcements are only the most visible part of the 
huge amount of work that goes into M&A activity. 

Throughout 2019 and early 2020, we have seen a 
number of European telecom operators announce 
that they are seriously reviewing their existing 
outsourcing strategy and so we expect a number 
of opportunities to arise over the coming year. 
Whether we can deliver on these opportunities 
remains to be seen as M&A can be a tricky and 
lengthy process.

Read this article to learn:
< Priorities and expectations for M&A and new build in 2020 and beyond

< Cellnex’s view on how 5G rollout will be achieved and what the most important use cases will be

< The towerco’s exploration of edge computing to date

< How Cellnex views the mobile market evolving and how this will impact their growth and strategy

After a record year of M&A for 
Europe’s leading independent 
towerco, TowerXchange sit down 
with Cellnex’s CEO, Tobias Martinez 
to discuss the company’s prospects 
for further M&A, projections for 
5G rollout and how Cellnex views 
its role in the radically evolving 
telecommunications industry. 

Tobias Martinez, CEO, Cellnex Telecom

Year Country Seller Buyer Tower 
count

Deal value 
US$

Cost per tower 
US$ Deal structure

2020 Brazil Telefónica Telxius 1,909 $151,000,000 $79,099 Portfolio acquisition

2020 Brazil, Peru & 
Colombia Cell Site Solutions IHS Holdings Limited 2,300 Portfolio acquisition

2019 Chile & Peru Entel American Tower Corporation 3,243 $772,000,000 SLB

2019 Brazil Highline do Brasil Digital Colony ~300 Portfolio acquisition

2019 Brazil Grupo TorreSur SBA Communications 1,313 $460,000,000 $350,342 Portfolio acquisition

2019 Ecuador & Colombia Telefónica Phoenix Tower International 2,029 $317,000,000 SLB

2019 Bolivia Trilogy Phoenix Tower International 600 $100,000,000 $166,666 SLB

2019 Mexico, Nicaragua, 
Colombia Uniti Towers Phoenix Tower International 500 $100,000,000 $200,000 Portfolio acquisition

2018 Dominican Republic Teletorres Phoenix Tower International 1,049 $170,000,000 $162,059 Portfolio acquisition

2018 Guatemala Undisclosed Phoenix Tower International 20

2018 Jamaica Digicel Phoenix Tower International 451 $90,000,000 $199.556 SLB

2018 French Antilles Digicel Phoenix Tower International 215 SLB

2018 El Salvador Tigo SBA Communications 800 $145,000,000 $181,250 SLB

2017 Colombia/Peru Torres Andinas SBA Communications ~350 Portfolio acquisition

2017 Brazil Highline do Brasil SBA Communications 1,200 Company acquisition

2014-7 Brazil TIM American Tower 5,873 $850,000,000 $144,730 SLB

2017 Mexico Axtel American Tower 142 $56,000,000 $394,366 SLB

2017 Colombia/Peru Undisclosed Phoenix Tower 150

2017 Colombia Millicom/Tigo American Tower 1,200 $147,000,000 $122,500 SLB

Find out more at www.towerxchange.com 
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TowerXchange’s 2022 Meetup calendar 
TowerXchange Meetups have been bringing together leaders of the global tower industry for almost a decade. Held over two days, featuring 
visionary presentations, keynote panels, our hallmark roundtables and a dedicated exhibition, the scope of each Meetup covers M&A activity, 
organic growth prospects, operational excellence, technological advances and business strategy as towercos continue to diversify their service 
offerings and move into adjacent digital infrastructure. 

4th Annual TowerXchange Meetup MENA 
29-30 March 2022, Dubai, UAE  

Tower sale processes are live or being considered in 
Saudi Arabia, Jordan, Iraq, Bahrain, Tunisia, Oman 
and Pakistan; a new towerco license in being awarded 
in Egypt; and ESCOs are now active from Pakistan to 
Morocco. The market is unlocking and new players, both 
regional and international are taking control of MENA’s 
274,310 towers. With this shift comes a heightened focus 
on driving co-locations and operational efficiencies, 
implementing best practice from across the globe in the 
sharing and optimisation of passive infrastructure. At 
this pivotal time, meet the region’s pioneering towercos, 
alongside MNOs, investors and the tower industry supply 
chain at the 4th Annual TowerXchange Meetup MENA. 

6th Annual TowerXchange Meetup Europe
24-25 May 2022, London, UK 

Due to the global travel lockdown, it will have been three 
years since the European tower industry met face-to-
face. During those three years the market has undergone 
a tectonic shift. Over 330,000 towers have either been 
carved out or changed hands in that period. With just 
over 740,000 total towers in the European market, a 
staggering 45% of Europe’s total tower stock is in the 
hands of (or soon to be in the hands of) new owners and 
management teams. Owners and management teams 
who will be descending upon London for the 6th Annual 
TowerXchange Meetup Europe. 

9th Annual TowerXchange Meetup Americas
July 2022, Boca Raton, United States 

Two major trends keep emerging across the region. 
On one hand, towercos are still eyeing consolidation 
opportunities, with established and new buyers actively 
acquiring portfolios in various geographies. On the other 
hand, more entrepreneurial towercos have made the leap 
and now serving MNOs beyond steel and grass, offering 
a wider array of solutions to their customers, from energy 
solutions to access control all the way to fibre to the tower. 
These themes and more will take centre stage at the 9th 
annual TowerXchange Meetup Americas – back in Boca 
Raton, FL, for a full scale show.  
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TowerXchange’s 2022 Meetup calendar

10th Anniversary TowerXchange Meetup Africa 
October 11-12 2022, Johannesburg, South Africa 

TowerXchange plan to return to Johannesburg for the 
10th Anniversary TowerXchange Meetup Africa. A new 
round of M&A is expected to continue in 2022 with 
remaining tower deals closing and new towers coming to 
market in emerging markets and from Tier 2 operators. 
New independent towercos have launched and will be 
building substantial new portfolios in urban and rural 
areas, taking the challenge to the existing Big Three. 
Join us all for our biggest show yet which will unite the 
full African telecom tower industry after a long absence 
from Johannesburg.  

9th Annual TowerXchange Meetup Asia 
December 2022, Singapore 

TowerXchange is the force behind the creation of a 
unified voice for Asian towercos - we pride ourselves 
for having created a dotted pattern where there was 
none and uncovered the dynamics of the most diverse 
region in terms of maturity, player landscape and 
disperse geographies. The Asian telecom infrastructure 
landscape couldn’t be more intriguing, with cutting 
edge, futuristic markets going hand in hand with 
remotely located realities where connectivity is still 
a struggle. From India to Indonesia, encompassing 
Myanmar, Bangladesh, the Philippines, Malaysia and 
more – TowerXchange will once again welcome the who 
is who in Asian telecom infrastructure under one roof 
for a deep dive into the regional tower ecosystem and its 
many facets and opportunities. 

“When we met with investors, we 
use TowerXchange reports to provide 
independent market data and to 
corroborate our view of the market.”

Dagan Kasavana, CEO, Phoenix Tower International 

 

“TowerXchange is a niche platform 
exclusively for the telecom tower and 
infrastructure fraternity, not only to 
network and share knowledge but also 
serving as a de facto search engine for the 
global towerco industry.” 

Tushar Kapadia, VP Strategic Initiatives, GTL Infrastructure 

 

“TowerXchange Meetups have become the 
definitive gathering for business leaders 
in telecommunications infrastructure, 
and TowerXchange’s publication is widely 
respected as the industry’s Journal of record” 

Suresh Sidhu, former CEO, edotco Group
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The last two years have seen dozens of MNOs set targets for reducing their emissions. 
Towercos are now also following suit with a growing number setting targets or reaching 
carbon neutrality already. TowerXchange has reviewed the public targets and strategies 
of nearly 50 MNOs and towercos from every corner of the globe (see Appendix).   
 
The strategies deployed include investing in distributed solar and wind generation, 
energy storage, smarter genset cycling, lower energy base stations, better energy 
control systems and power purchase agreements. Reducing emissions at cell 
sites will require investment in brand new equipment, but to reach net zero as an 
organisation MNOs and towercos will be forcing their suppliers to go green too.  

Targeting decarbonisation

In February 2020 the GSMA announced 
that the industry had agreed to a Net 
Zero carbon emissions target by 2050. 
By adopting new Science-Based Targets 
(SBT) MNOs will adopt sector-specific 
decarbonisation pathways that allow them 
to set targets in line with the latest climate 
science. Selected towercos have since 
followed suit with more expected to follow.

By the close of 2021 TowerXchange was able 
to track emission reduction targets from 

nearly 50 organisations – and by next year 
we expect to be tracking even more. While 
a small number of MNOs have pushed back 
their emissions reduction targets to 2040 
or 2050 most have short term targets which 
require action today or during this decade. 
By 2025 Orange must source 50% of its 
energy from renewables; by 2025 AT&T will 
require that 50% of its suppliers by spend to 
have science-based targets for their Scope 
1 and Scope 2 emissions. Given the cost 
structure of an MNO that means that AT&T’s 
towercos will have to commit to emissions 
reductions sooner rather than later. Some 

MNO and towerco energy targets 
Towercos and MNOs are setting ambitious clean energy targets – find out how to get involved, and how 
you will be affected

• How MNOs and towercos are approaching decarbonisation
• The MNOs and towercos with formal emissions reduction targets set
• How to think and talk about emissions reductions targets 
• How carbon intensive different towercos are 
• How the emissions reduction movement will impact the supply chain.

Read this article to learn:
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are already responding – for example, in 
2019 American Tower linked its CEO’s pay to 
hitting targets for reductions in diesel usage.

What’s scope got to do with it? 

Let’s take a step back. What exactly 
are Scope 1, 2 and 3 emissions? Scope 1 

emissions describe direct emissions. Scope 
2 cover indirect emissions like purchased 
electricity. Scope 3 emissions cover all 
other indirect emissions that occur in a 
company’s value chain. 

This means American Tower having a 
formal target to reduce its own diesel 

consumption was a way to tackle Scope 1 
emissions. Orange’s goal to source 50% of 
its power from renewables is a target for 
Scope 2 emissions. And AT&T’s insistence 
its suppliers tackle their Scope 1 and 2 
emissions is a way for it to reduce its own 
Scope 3 emissions. This stuff starts out 
slightly confusing but soon makes sense. 
And the industry will have to make sense of 
it because these targets will start impacting 
you soon, if they haven’t already. 

Be careful, because the same emissions can 
be reported in different ways depending 
on the ownership of the assets which are 
emitting. An MNO reports emissions from 
a leased power-as-a-service tower as Scope 
2 emissions, because it is sourcing power 
from the tower owner. The same MNO which 
owned its own off-grid sites would report 
most of its emissions under Scope 1. 

A towerco generating power at a site and 
supplying it to tenants would report those 
emissions as Scope 1. If the towerco is 
buying power from the grid and passing it 
onto the MNO tenant, that will sometimes 
be reported as Scope 2. 

The energy embedded in the steel of a 
tower (which can be substantial!) would 
be reported as Scope 3. Petrol burned by 
truck rolls for maintenance of generators 
or refuelling would also fall under Scope 
3. Flying out to negotiate a sale and 
leaseback? That’s Scope 3 too. 

Emissions challenges

The telecom sector enables over 2mn tonnes 
of GHG emissions reduction annually, 
according to The Carbon Trust, but telecom 
networks themselves are a significant 
source of emissions. Recent figures show 
that the ICT sector produces 2.3% of global 
carbon emissions. According to The Carbon 
Trust, telecom towers are the source of 
24% of those emissions and network 
emissions are predicted to grow at a rate of 
4.6% annually. Electricity used by telecom 
networks alone is predicted to grow at a rate 
of 10% per year. In short, business as usual 
points to increasing emissions and that is 
why MNOs and towercos are starting work 
on carbon reduction strategies now.

In some markets, it is currently impossible 
to keep cell sites online without relying 
on diesel generators, and so operators 
in developing world markets like MTN 
Group have thus far only committed to 
decarbonisation by 2040. Reliance Jio, stc, 
Bharti Airtel, SK Telecom, Telecom Italia and 
Turkcell have all merely committed to a 2050 
decarbonisation target. In some markets, 
grids are not decarbonising quickly, and 
carbon-based fuels remain cheap, and hence 
Zain’s modest goals targeting 5-25% reduction 
in Scope 1 and 2 emissions, depending on 
market. However, Vodacom has committed to 
cutting its emissions in half by 2025, which 
will involve a significant cut in its emissions 
in South Africa over the next few years. 

Figure 1: How to talk about emissions

Indirect 
Emissions

Direct 
Emissions

Scope 1  
Burning fuel  

& other directly  
causes emissions

Scope 2  
Energy 

Purchased

Scope 3  
Goods & services 

Purchased
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Figure 2: Ticking clocks: MNOs and towercos with emissions reduction targets 

Displaying only the most imminent targets, most of those shown are targeting net-zero before 2040

Company Target 
year

Activity

American Tower USA 2020 Achieved carbon neutral certification

Vertical Bridge 2020 Achieved carbon neutral certification

Phoenix Tower International 2021 Commited to carbon neutrality in 2021

Zain 2022 5-25% reduction in Scope 1 and 2 emissions, depending on market

Advanced Info Service 2023 75% reduction in Scope 1 and 2 emissions

Swisscom 2025 100% reduction in Scope 1, 2 and 3 emissions

Orange 2025 50% of power from renewables.

Deutsche Telekom 2025 100% reduction in Scope 1 and 2 emissions

Telefónica 2025 70% reduction in Scope 1 & 2 emissions

Telia Company 2025 50% reduction in Scope 1 and 2 emissions

Vodafone 2025 50% reduction in Scope 1 and 2 emissions

Tele2 2025 60% reduction in Scope 1 and 2 emissions

Cellnex 2025 21% reduction in Scope 3 emissions

Proximus 2025 30% reduction in Scope 1 and Scope 2 emissions

Vodacom 2025 50% reduction in Scope 1, 2 and 3 emissions

T-Mobile USA 2025 95% reduction in Scope 1 and 2 emissions

TDC A/S 2028 100% reduction in Scope 1 and 2 emissions

Telstra 2028 100% reduction in Scope 1 and 2 emissions

Helios Towers 2030 46% reduction in Scope 1 and 2 emissions per tenant

AT&T 2030 63% reduction in Scope 1 and 2 emissions

América Móvil 2030 52% reduction in Scope 1 and 2 emissions

Telenor 2030 100% emission reduction in EMEA, 57% reduction in Scope 1  
and 2 emissions

Company Target 
year

Activity

KPN 2030 100% reduction in Scope 1 and 2 emissions

BT Group 2030 29% reduction in Scope 3 emissions

Safaricom 2030 41% reduction in Scope 3 emissions

NTT Docomo Inc. 2030 50% reduction in Scope 1 and 2 emissions

Softbank 2030 82.8% reduction in Scope 1 and 2 emissions

Taiwan Telecom 2030 30% reduction in Scope 1 and 2 emissions

Singtel 2030 40% reduction in Scope 1, 2 and 3 emissions

A1 Telekom Austria Group 2030 50% reduction in Scope 1, 2 and 3 emissions

KDDI 2030 7% reduction in emissions

KT Corporation 2030 35% reduction in Scope 1 and 2 emissions

American Tower 2035 40% reduction in Scope 1, 2 and 3 emissions

Verizon Communications 2035 53% reduction in Scope 1 and 2 emissions

Iliad 2035 100% reduction in Scope 1 and 2 emissions

MTN Group 2040 100% reduction in Scope 1, 2 and 3 emissions

Altice Portugal 2050 100% reduction in Scope 1, 2 and 3 emissions

Globe Telecom, Inc. 2050 100% reduction in Scope 1, 2 and 3 emissions

Bharti Airtel Limited 2050 100% reduction in Scope 1, 2 and 3 emissions

Reliance Jio 2050 100% reduction in Scope 1, 2 and 3 emissions

Saudi Telecom Company 2050 100% reduction in Scope 1, 2 and 3 emissions

SK Telecom 2050 100% reduction in Scope 1 and 2 emissions

Telecom Italia 2050 100% reduction in Scope 1 and 2 emissions

Turkcell 2050 100% reduction in Scope 1, 2 and 3 emissions

Source: TowerXchange; Latest Annual Report or Sustainability Report; sciencebasedtargets.org
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In other areas, like Scandinavia, 
hydroelectricity is enabling Telia to set a 
zero target for Scope 1, 2 and 3 emissions as 
early as 2030. In Europe, grid greening and 
energy efficiency drives are enabling Telenor, 
Telefónica and Deutsche Telekom to commit 
to all but eliminating their emissions by 2030. 
Some towercos also have their own targets. 
Cellnex has committed to sourcing 100% of 
its energy from renewables by 2025; Vantage 
Towers aims to reach 100% renewable 
sourcing by 2021. In the United States, Vertical 
Bridge and American Tower have both 
achieved a 100% reduction or offset in their 
Scope 1 and 2 emissions, reaching carbon 
neutrality. Phoenix Tower International is 
following and plans to be certified carbon 
neutral by the end of the year. 

Figure 2 highlights the commitments 
made to investors by MNOs and towercos 
boards, illustrating the major role of 
decarbonisation and investment in green 
operations. This list has more than doubled 
since we compiled it one year ago. 

Renewable energy

Decarbonisation targets cannot be 
met without investment in non-carbon 
generation. Most mobile operators draw 
most of their power from the grid, and 
across the world, grids are becoming 
greener. However, telecom networks cannot 
rely on the grid alone and many operators 
are setting renewable energy targets for the 

proportion of energy used which is drawn 
from renewable sources (see Figure 3).

Back-up power requirements will increase as 
intermittent generation from solar and wind 
increases the need for resilient networks. 5G 
use cases like telemedicine and autonomous 
cars also make uninterruptable service far 
more important than before, and back-up 
power utterly essential. As site tenancies 
and data demand increases, 4G overlay (and 
soon 5G deployments) is pushing up power 
requirements for sites in bad grid and poor 
grid areas; without renewables and batteries 
improving their power density, operators will 
find it hard to transition away from diesel-
based solutions. 

Nine MNOs and four towerco have set targets 
for renewable power. Some are following 
local decarbonisation policies, like Axiata’s 
30% renewables target in Malaysia (the 
country has committed to reaching a 20% 
renewable energy ratio for its grid power by 
2025), but others have committed to their 
own investment, like American Tower’s 
plans for 66MW of installed solar by the 
end of 2025, or Orange’s Power Purchase 
Agreement with ENGIE covering two new 
solar projects totalling 51 MW. Orange is also 
working with ESCOs to facilitate investment 
in renewables in its MEA business, where 
thousands of sites are being modernised 
with on-site renewable energy. All mobile 
operators will be evaluating how renewables 
can help them meet their energy targets and 

reduce their cost base, but some will address 
it with more urgency than others. 

Grid power 

Costa Rica’s grid is 98% renewables and 
extremely reliable. In markets like that 

towercos and MNOs would be wise to 
ensure that their remote sites are powered 
by renewable and hybrid systems. In some 
markets however, towercos and MNOs can 
promote the development of renewable 
energy at grid level through power 
purchase agreements. Orange’s PPA with 

Figure 3: MNOs and towercos with renewables targets 

Company Target 
year

Activity

Telia Company 2020 90%+ of power from renewables. 

América Móvil 2020 50% of power from renewables

Deutsche Telekom 2021 100% of power from renewables

Swisscom 2021 100% of energy sourced from renewable generation

Vantage Towers 2021 100% of power from renewables

Orange 2025 50% of power from renewables.

Vodafone 2025 26% of energy from renewables

American Tower 2025 66MW of installed renewables capacity on 12,000 sites 

Verizon Communications 2025 50% of power from renewables

Cellnex 2025 100% of energy sourced from renewable generation

Helios Towers 2026 Over 70% of sites to have hybrid and solar solutions by 2026

Telefónica 2030 100% of power from renewables

Axiata Group 2030 30% of power from renewables in Malaysia

Source: TowerXchange; Latest Annual Report or Sustainability Report; sciencebasedtargets.org
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ENGIE above is one such example. These 
agreements allow for a telecom buyer to 
source their energy from only renewable 
sources (this is one reason why MNOs 
in the hydropower-rich Nordics can set 
such ambitious renewable and emissions 
reduction targets). Small decisions 
by towercos and MNOs in countries 
with advanced electricity markets can 
meaningfully boost renewables investment 
at the grid level and make the power for 
their sites green. TowerXchange expects 
to see more towercos and MNOs follow 
this strategy as part of their overall plan to 
reduce their environmental impact. 

Green finance

This investment in renewable energy and 
energy efficiency requires new capex. 
Two trends are reinforcing investment in 
renewables and new energy systems. 

On the one hand, investors are increasingly 
emphasising Environmental, Social and 
Governance (ESG) matters when agreeing 
investment. Investors are no longer solely 
interested in the return on invested capital, 
although this is still a primary concern. The 
impact of a firm on the environment, its 
interactions with society and its governance 

structures are all now critical to signing 
off investments in private and public 
companies.

Over the last three years Vodafone, 
Telefónica, Verizon, Millicom, Swisscom, 
Orange and KPN have raised US$7.3bn 
through Green Bonds or ESG-link credit 
facilities, with frameworks in place which 

allow for those MNOs to raise more. Power-
as-a-service towercos in the developing 
world, like Helios Towers and IHS Towers, 
have raised money from developmental 
investors, which are prioritising ESG 
requirements more than others. That is one 
reason why both IHS Towers and Helios 
Towers have public sustainability strategies. 
TowerXchange expects the value of money 

Figure 4: MNOs raise US$7.3bn through green financing

Vodafone, 2020 US$2,737mn

Telefónica, 2020 US$1,108mn

KPN, 2021 US$1,108mn

Verizon  
Communications, 2019 US$1,000mn

Orange, 2020 US$593mn

Swisscom, 2020 US$540mn

Millicom, 2019 US$211mn

Source: TowerXchange

Figure 5: American Tower’s emissions

Performance indicator Unit 2019 2020 Change

Building heating (natural gas, 
heating oil)

MTCO2 e 40 78 95%

Tower generators (diesel, gasoline 
and propane)

MTCO2 e 641,408 591,870 -8%

Vehicles (diesel, gasoline MTCO2 e 5,103 5,022 -2%

Total scope 1 emissions (direct) MTCO2 e 646,551 596,969 -8%

Operations electricity MTCO2 e 3,255 20,993 545%

Office electricity MTCO2 e 3,482 9,743 180%

Total scope 2 emissions (indirect) MTCO2 e 6,736 30,736 356%

Total scope 1 and 2 emissions 
(direct and indirect)

MTCO2 e 653,288 627,706 -4%

Total scope 3 emissions (indirect 
value chain)

MTCO2 e 3,416,686 3,581,967 5%

Source: American Tower Sustainability Report 2020
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raised in green bond issues to increase, 
and for investor pressure for public ESG 
commitments to increase. 

How towercos are tackling power

Some towercos operate like real estate 
companies, and in those cases, towercos’ 
emissions are commensurately lower. 
American Tower produces 99% of its 
emissions at its tower sites in the markets 
where it operates energy equipment. 

In its LATAM markets, its emissions are 
orders of magnitude lower per tower 
than in its African business. That isn’t 
because the network is using less power, 
but because of the way the emissions are 
accounted for. Power is mainly the MNO’s 
responsibility in LATAM, whereas ATC 
must account for its power generation  
and grid usage in India.

Towerco emissions come in two main 
flavours: diesel gensets and grid power. 

We can use American Tower as an 
example. The first set of emissions to 
consider are produced by generators 
running at its tower sites, these are 
controlled directly by American Tower 
and are recorded as Scope 1 emissions. 
Nearly 600,000 metric tonnes of CO2 
equivalent (MTCO2) are produced each 
year by American Tower’s gensets. The 
main method deployed to reduce these 
emissions is to move generation away 
from diesel generators and towards hybrid 

systems, in which the generator is cycled 
with batteries to reduce total run-time. 
But solar, wind, fuel cells and alternative 
forms of generating power all help too.

In 2019 the bulk of American Tower’s 
reported emissions came from grid 
electricity, which American Tower manages 
for its tenants in many markets, these were 
recorded as Scope 2 emissions, 1,775,664 
MTCO2e, as they are caused indirectly by 
the grid from which American Tower draws 
power for its tenants. In 2020 its reporting 
changed, and these were left off its climate 
balance sheet as it can be argued these are 
properly accounted for by MNOs, not by 
American Tower recording any pass-through 
power it cannot control. Much like in 
financial accounting, in climate accounting 
you also have to make decisions about how 
assets and liabilities are recorded. These 
emissions are harder to reduce, but more 
efficient sites, outdoorisation, passive 
cooling and smart energy management all 
help reduce emissions, but those decisions 
lie with operators.

There are also indirect emissions 
embedded in the steel used by towercos, in 
the flights taken to negotiate M&A deals, 
water used in construction and petrol 
burned visiting sites by contractors. These 
Scope 3 emissions are hard to measure 
and control, but in 2020 American Tower 
estimated they contributed the real bulk of 
their 3,581,967 MTCO2e of emissions. 

Figure 6: Selected towerco emissions 

Towerco Manages power? Emissions in last reporting period (MTCO2e)

Scope 1 Scope 2 Scope 3 Total reported emissions

American Tower In some markets 596,969 30,736 3,581,967 4,209,673

Cellnex France No 4 146 587 737

Cellnex Spain Yes 1,651 109,694 6,834 118,179

Crown Castle No 16,173 95,880 Not reported 112,053

edotco Yes 103,500 1,040,000 Not reported 1,143,500

Helios Towers In some markets 117,688 48,779 74,717 241,184

Indus Towers Yes 592,484 4,101,000 Not reported 4,693,484

SBA Communications No 22,300 37,500 Not reported 59,800

Source: Figures drawn from latest Annual Report or Sustainability Report.
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Reporting

Reporting on emissions varies hugely. 
Some towercos report headline figures 
for energy usage, carbon emissions and 
average usage per tower like American 
Tower. Some provide ad hoc reporting 
like Indus Towers. And others provide 
comprehensive reporting down to the 
carbon emissions embedded in the paper 
they use, like Cellnex. 

Reporting standards are slowly improving, 
as in most sectors, and TowerXchange 
would urge towercos to take this 
accounting and reporting seriously so that 
they are able to track their energy usage 
and emissions more accurately.

Intensity and energy efficiency

The net emissions of two towercos can 
differ considerable. Vertical Bridge has 
achieved a net zero score for its towers 
in the United States by reducing energy 
consumption and offsetting its unavoidable 
emissions. American Tower emits 0.4 
MTCO2e per tower per year in its LATAM 
business, and 14.7 MTCO2e per tower per 
year in its African business where it is 
responsible for generating and supplying 
power it to its tenants. In the United States, 
American Tower can offset its emissions to 
become carbon neutral, but in Africa and 
India emissions reductions mean removing 
diesel generation. 

In Spain, Cellnex is responsible for 
providing power to the tower, which 
involves managing the grid connection 
for its tenants, whereas in France tenants 
manage their grid connections themselves. 
As can be seen this leads to a radically 
lower carbon intensity per tower in France 
than Spain. 

What does it mean for you? 

In 2017, American Tower set a goal of 
reducing its Scope 1 GHG gas emissions in 
Africa and India by more than 60% and 
of burning 140mn fewer litres of diesel 
annually by 2027. Since then, American 
Tower has spent more than US$160mn in 
green energy solutions, such as advanced 
batteries, solar installations and other 
innovative technologies, primarily in 
India and Africa. It has plans to spend 
up to US$250mn. Orange has formalised 
much of its energy saving plans in its 
Engage 2025 strategy, but before that it 
was signing ESCO deals across Africa 
to incentivise new partners to invest in 
renewable energy at its sites. 

Carbon reduction targets are changing 
which technologies MNOs and towercos 
use; they are changing the types of 
contracts that are signed; and they are 
changing way investments are made in 
towercos and MNOs. Targets are also 
impacting supply chains. Dozens of MNOs 
and towercos have committed to “Scope 

3” targets, those commitments are now 
vendor and service provider commitments, 
as suppliers to the industry. Some of 
those commitments are not to be hit until 
2050, but for most the commitments 
will start to bite much sooner. Reducing 

Scope 3 emissions requires that 
suppliers get cleaner and that will mean 
everyone – suppliers of steel towers, 
cabinets, network equipment, generating 
equipment and backup solutions – needs 
to find ways to be greener. 

Figure 7: Emissions per tower  

Towerco Emissions per tower (MTCO2/tower)

Vertical Bridge 0.0

ATC Europe 0.0

ATC USA 0.0

Cellnex France 0.1

ATC LATAM 0.1

Crown Castle [1] 1.5

SBA Communications 1.8

ATC Asia 4.0

Cellnex Spain 11.5

ATC Africa 14.7

Helios Towers 23.4

Indus Towers 35.0

edotco 35.6

[1] Figure excludes Crown Castle’s fibre, small cells and data centre emissions

Source: Figures drawn from latest Annual Report or Sustainability Report and combined with TowerXchange’s own 
tower counts for the relevant period. Comparisons cannot be made to the exact same baseline period.
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Climate targets for MNOs and towercos

Geographic 
footprint Company MNO/

Towerco
Supplier 
targets

Renewables 
targets

Green 
financing Target 

year Activity Target 
year Activity Target 

year Activity Target 
year Activity Target 

year Activity Target 
year Activity

Europe, 
Africa

MNO Yes Yes
US$593mn, 

2020
2021

Working with ESCOs 
in Africa

2020

Signed a 15-year Power 
Purchase Agreement 
(PPA) with ENGIE covering 
two new solar projects 
totalling 51 MWph.

2025
50% of power from 
renewables.

2025
29.6% reduction 
in Scope 1 and 2 
emissions

2025
14% reduction 
in Scope 3 
emissions

2040

100% reduction 
in Scope 
1, 2 and 3 
emissions

Europe, 
Americas

MNO Yes Yes 2021
100% of power from 
renewables

2021
25% reduction in Scope 3 
emissions

2025
100% reduction 
in Scope 1 and 2 
emissions

2030
90% reduction in 
Scope 1, 2 and 3 
emissions

2030

A further 25% 
reduction 
in Scope 3 
emissions 

2050

100% reduction 
in Scope 
1, 2 and 3 
emissions

Europe, 
Americas

MNO Yes Yes
US$1,108mn, 

2020
2025

70% reduction in Scope 
1 & 2 emissions

2025
25% reduction in Scope 3 
emissions

2030

100% reduction 
in Scope 1 and 2 
emissions in Spain, 
Germany, Brazil and 
the UK

2030
80% reduction 
in Scope 1 and 2 
emissions

2030
100% of power 
from renewables

2050
100% reduction 
in Scope 1 and 
2 emissions

Europe MNO Yes Yes 2020
90%+ of power from 
renewables. 

2025
50% reduction in Scope 1 
and 2 emissions

2025
29% reduction in 
Scope 3 emissions

2025
72% of suppliers to 
have science-based 
targets

2030
100% reduction in 
Scope 1, 2 and 3 
emissions

Europe MNO Yes Yes
US$2,737mn, 

2020
2025

50% reduction in Scope 
1 and 2 emissions

2025
26% of energy from 
renewables

2030
95% reduction 
in Scope 1 and 2 
emissions

2030
50% reduction in 
Scope 3 emissions

2040
100% reduction in 
Scope 1, 2 and 3 
emissions

Americas, 
Europe, 
Africa, 
Asia

Towerco Yes Yes 2019
Linked CEO-
compensation to 
reduction in diesel usage

2025
66MW of installed 
renewables capacity on 
12,000 sites 

2027
60% cut in diesel-
related emissions in 
Africa and Asia

2035
40% reduction in 
Scope 1, 2 and 3 
emissions

Americas MNO Yes 2024
50% of suppliers by spend 
must set science-based 
Scope 1 and 2 targets

2025
Double energy 
productivity 

2030
63% reduction 
in Scope 1 and 2 
emissions

2035
100% reduction 
in Scope 1 and 2 
emissions

Americas MNO Yes
US$1,000mn, 

2019
2025

50% of power from 
renewables

2035
53% reduction in Scope 1 
and 2 emissions

2035
40% reduction in 
Scope 3 emissions

2040
100% reduction in 
Scope 1, 2 and 3 
emissions

Africa, 
MENA

Towerco Yes 2021

Analyse carbon footprint 
and climate risk across 
our value chain and set 
an emissions reduction 
target in 2021

2026
Over 70% of sites to have 
hybrid and solar solutions 
by 2026

2030
46% reduction 
in Scope 1 and 2 
emissions per tenant

2040
Net zero carbon 
emissions
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Geographic 
footprint Company MNO/

Towerco
Supplier 
targets

Renewables 
targets

Green 
financing Target 

year Activity Target 
year Activity Target 

year Activity Target 
year Activity Target 

year Activity Target 
year Activity

Americas MNO Yes Yes 2020
50% of power from 
renewables

2030
52% reduction in Scope 1 
and 2 emissions

2030
14% reduction in 
Scope 3 emissions

2050
100% reduction in 
Scope 1, 2 and 3 
emissions

Europe MNO Yes 2025
60% reduction in Scope 1 
and 2 emissions

2029
90% reduction in Scope 1 
and 2 emissions

2029
60% reduction in 
Scope 3 emissions

Europe Towerco Yes Yes 2025
100% of energy sourced 
from renewable 
generation

2025
21% reduction in Scope 3 
emissions

2030
70% reduction in 
Scope 1 2 and 3 
emissions

Europe, 
Asia

MNO Yes 2025
68% of suppluers to 
have science-based 
targets for emissions

2030
100% emission reduction 
in EMEA

2030
57% reduction 
in Scope 1 and 2 
emissions

Europe MNO Yes
US$1,108mn, 

2021
2030

100% reduction in Scope 
1 and 2 emissions

2025
20% reduction in Scope 3 
emissions 

2040
100% reduction in 
Scope 1, 2 and 3 
emissions

Europe MNO Yes 2030
87% reduction in carbon 
intensity

2030
29% reduction in Scope 3 
emissions

2045
100% reduction in 
Scope 1, 2 and 3 
emissions

Africa MNO Yes 2030

10% of suppliers to have 
agreed Science-based 
targets for emissions 
reductions

2030
41% reduction in Scope 3 
emissions

2050
74% reduction in 
Scope 3 emissions

Europe MNO Yes 2025
30% reduction in 
Scope 1 and Scope 2 
emissions

2040
50% reduction in Scope 3 
emissions

2050
100% reduction in 
Scope 1, 2 and 3 
emissions

Africa MNO Yes 2021
Committed to 
developing a science 
based target

2025
50% reduction in Scope 1, 
2 and 3 emissions

2040
100% reduction in 
Scope 1, 2 and 3 
emissions

Americas MNO Yes
US$211mn, 

2019
2022

Publishing energy 
strategy update

2023
100% of strategic 
suppliers score over 45 
for sustainability

Climate targets for MNOs and towercos (cont)
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Geographic 
footprint Company MNO/

Towerco
Supplier 
targets

Renewables 
targets

Green 
financing Target 

year Activity Target 
year Activity Target 

year Activity Target 
year Activity Target 

year Activity Target 
year Activity

Americas MNO Yes 2025
95% reduction in Scope 
1 and 2 emissions

2025
15% reduction in Scope 3 
emissions

Asia MNO Yes 2030
50% reduction in Scope 
1 and 2 emissions

2030
14% reduction in Scope 3 
emissions

Asia MNO Yes 2030
82.8% reduction 
in Scope 1 and 2 
emissions

2030
14.8% reduction in Scope 
3 emissions

Asia MNO Yes 2030
30% reduction in Scope 
1 and 2 emissions

2030
15% reduction in Scope 3 
emissions

Europe MNO Yes 2028
100% reduction in Scope 
1 and 2 emissions

2050
100% reduction in Scope 
1, 2 and 3 emissions

Asia MNO Yes 2028
100% reduction in Scope 
1 and 2 emissions

2050
100% reduction in Scope 
1, 2 and 3 emissions

Asia MNO Yes 2030
40% reduction in Scope 
1, 2 and 3 emissions

2050
100% reduction in Scope 
1, 2 and 3 emissions

Europe MNO Yes Yes US$540, 2020 2021
100% of energy sourced 
from renewable 
generation

2025
100% reduction in Scope 
1, 2 and 3 emissions

Americas, 
Europe

Towerco 2021
Commited to carbon 
neutrality in 2021

 

USA Towerco 2020
Achieved carbon neutral 
certification

Climate targets for MNOs and towercos (cont)
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Geographic 
footprint Company MNO/

Towerco
Supplier 
targets

Renewables 
targets

Green 
financing Target 

year Activity Target 
year Activity Target 

year Activity Target 
year Activity Target 

year Activity Target 
year Activity

USA Towerco 2020
100% reduction in Scope 
1 and 2 emissions

Europe Towerco Yes 2021
100% of power from 
renewables

MENA MNO 2022

5-25% reduction 
in Scope 1 and 2 
emissions, depending on 
market

Asia MNO 2023
75% reduction in Scope 
1 and 2 emissions

Europe MNO Yes 2030
50% reduction in Scope 
1, 2 and 3 emissions

Asia MNO Yes 2030
30% of power from 
renewables in Malaysia

Asia MNO 2030
7% reduction in 
emissions

Asia MNO 2030
35% reduction in Scope 
1 and 2 emissions

Europe MNO 2035
100% reduction in Scope 
1 and 2 emissions

Africa MNO Yes 2040
100% reduction in Scope 
1, 2 and 3 emissions

Climate targets for MNOs and towercos (cont)
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Geographic 
footprint Company MNO/

Towerco
Supplier 
targets

Renewables 
targets

Green 
financing Target 

year Activity Target 
year Activity Target 

year Activity Target 
year Activity Target 

year Activity Target 
year Activity

Asia MNO Yes 2050
100% reduction in Scope 
1, 2 and 3 emissions

Europe MNO 2050
100% reduction in Scope 
1, 2 and 3 emissions

Asia MNO 2050
100% reduction in Scope 
1, 2 and 3 emissions

Asia MNO Yes 2050
100% reduction in Scope 
1, 2 and 3 emissions

MENA MNO Yes 2050
100% reduction in Scope 
1, 2 and 3 emissions

Asia MNO 2050
100% reduction in Scope 
1 and 2 emissions

Europe MNO 2050
100% reduction in Scope 
1 and 2 emissions

MENA, 
Europe

MNO Yes 2050
100% reduction in Scope 
1, 2 and 3 emissions

Climate targets for MNOs and towercos (cont)
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For many years, the topic of energy provision 
and management at towers has been a 
top topic of discussion for towercos in the 
context of bad grid markets across Africa 
and Asia. Anyone who has attended one of 
TowerXchange’s Meetups in these regions 
will know that power issues dominate  the 
discussion, as tower owners and their partners 
strive to improve power uptime in the face of 
challenging operating environments. 

In Europe, power discussions for towercos have 
very much taken a back seat. With over 99% of 
sites on robust and reliable grid, the headaches 
caused by power have been minimal, and 
finding ways to improve energy efficiency and 
management has not been a top priority. Towercos 
have typically played a limited role in the power 
ecosystem, by supplying grid connections and 
back-up power in some markets, but most left 
energy issues firmly in the hands of the operators.

Things are however starting to change, as 
discussed by the energy focus group at the 2021 
TowerXchange Meetup Europe. 

Introduction

Network data traffic has been growing rapidly, 
increasing the power consumption of the 
telecoms sector. As 5G rollout sweeps the 
European continent, data consumption is forecast 
to grow at an even faster rate. Whilst 5G is 90% 
more energy efficient than 4G, and operators are 
expected to switch off less energy efficient legacy 

How the energy paradigm 
is changing in the 
European tower market
15 key take homes from the energy focus group at  
TowerXchange Meetup Europe
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equipment, the general expectation is that 
the power demand of telecoms networks 
and, more specifically, cell sites are set to 
go up.

A 4G site can typically have around 8-14kW 
of power demand; with 5G, Vertiv reports 
that they are starting to see requests from 
customers going up to 24kW. As power 
consumption escalates, so too does energy 
opex. This puts increased financial strain 
on operators who are already making 
heavy capex investment in 5G rollout 
amidst decreasing ARPUs. 

In parallel, ESG matters have moved up the 
agenda for telecoms operators. In February 
2019, the GSMA put in place a commitment 
for the mobile industry to be carbon 
neutral by 2050 at the latest. By April 2021, 
over a third of the mobile industry, by 
revenue, had committed to that goal. 

With more operators putting in place 
commitments to reduce their environmental 
impact on the planet, the focus on 
reducing carbon emissions extends  to 
one of their most important partners – 
towercos. Towercos too are signing up to 
sustainability targets of their own as they 
work towards limiting climate change.

What role should towercos play in the 
supply and management of European 
telecom network power going forward? 
Currently the status quo is complex with 

regards to their involvement in power. 
Some towercos provide grid power on 
sites, others don’t. Some towercos that 
provide power may only do so in some 
of their markets. Within a particular 
market a towerco may not provide power 
on all their sites or to all of their tenants. 
Some countries prohibit towercos from 
selling power, and thus a pass-through is 
not possible and towercos must bundle 
estimate costs into a broader service 
agreement. In additon to all of these 

factors, some sites may or may not have 
back-up power equipment in place. 

Despite these complicaitons, there 
seems to be a general consensus that 
towerco’ involvement in powering cell 
sites will increase. In light of this growing 
realisation, TowerXchange brought 
together a focus group of tower energy 
experts to discuss the way forward for 
power provision and management in the 
European tower market.

Network data traffic has been 
growing rapidly, increasing the power 
consumption of the telecoms sector. 
As 5G rollout sweeps the European 
continent, data consumption is 
forecast to grow at an even faster rate.

Meetup 
Europe

24-25 May 2022 | London, UK

The meeting place for the 
European tower industry

Register today  
meetup.towerxchange.com/europe
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TowerXchange Meetup Europe 2021 energy focus group contributors

Marc Tosquella, Global Head of Energy,  
Cellnex

Marc Tosquella is Global Head of Energy of Cellnex and, as such, 
he is responsible for coordinating and leading the area of Energy 
Management. With special focus in energy procurement and 
purchasing, as well as direct responsibility for the group’s exposure 
to energy related matters. He is coordinating and monitoring the 
implementation of the group’s policies in the Business Units in 
all the countries where the Group operates. He holds a degree 
in Industrial Engineering from the Universitat Politècnica de 
Catalunya and an Executive MBA from ESADE.

Gianpaolo Trella, Head of Energy Management,  
INWIT

Gianpaolo has senior managing experience in property, facility and 
energy management; project management and engineering consultancy 
in the field of Civil and Infrastructural Engineering, Renewable Energy 
Power Plants and energy efficiency. His long-time experience comes 
from many years in different companies, such as Tim, Alitalia, L.g 
Advisory, RenEn s.r.l. Renewable Energies, and CIDS S.p.A. 

Born in Naples, Italy, Gianpaolo graduated in Civil Engineering 
from the Massachusetts Institute of Technology – Cambridge, USA, 
with a master’s degree in civil engineering from the University of 
L’Aquila, Italy, and a Licensed Professional Engineer certification. 
Since April 2020 Gianpaolo started his new adventure as Head of 
Energy Management at Inwit.

Anastasios Koumparos, Head of Energy Management, 
Vantage Towers

Anastasios Koumparos leads the energy management activities 
at Vantage Towers, shaping the business strategy and developing 
new energy services. He brings extensive experience in the energy 
sector and has a passion for green tech innovation. Before joining 
Vantage Towers, Anastasios worked at Vodafone Group where he 
drove cost savings using energy data analytics. He also worked  at 
two smart grid start-ups and DNV. He holds an MSc in Environmental 
Technology from Imperial College London, a MEng in Electrical and 
Computer Engineering and a BA in Law.

Yildiray Ornekli, Network Infrastructure Manager, 
Turkcell

Yildiray’s career in Turkcell started in the Core Network Division 
with various roles including Core Network Expert and Core Network 
Manager. After 10 years,he assumed the role of Maintenance & 
Implementation Manager on Radio Networks. 

After having completed a PhD Degree in Business Administration, 
Yildiray was assigned to the position of Business Development 
Manager at Global Tower, Turkcell Group’s infrastructure company. 
Currently, Yildiray works as an Infrastructure Manager in the 
access network planning department, responsible for the design, 
planning and supply of the mobile network, fixed network, tower 
network and data centre infrastructure equipment and solutions 
as well as asset management.
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TowerXchange Meetup Europe 2021 energy focus group contributors

Jon Abbott, Technologies Director, Global Telecom 
Strategic Clients – EMEA, Vertiv

Since January 2018, Jon serves as Technologies Director, Global 
Telecom Strategic Clients for Vertiv in Europe, Middle East and Africa 
(EMEA), defining telecom strategy through ‘voice of the customer’ 
and segment trend, focusing on power, cooling and energy efficiency.

Jon has over 20 years of experience in the telecom field, working 
with critical infrastructure for OEMs and CSPs alike. Jon holds a 
bachelor’s degree in Engineering Product Design from  London 
South Bank University.

Michel Fraisse, Europe Vice President & CTO Huawei 
Digital Power Product Line.

Michel Fraisse holds a Master of Science from CPE engineering 
school (FRANCE) and a Master of Business Administration from 
the Pennsylvania State University (USA). Michel has 30 years of 
experience dealing with the IT & telecom power industry. From 1990 
until 2002, Michel held a number of positions at Schneider Electric, 
culminating in his position as Global Marketing Director for the UPS 
Network and Telecom markets.

In 2002, Michel joined Eltek a leading manufacturer of telecom power 
solutions where he became the Executive Vice President in charge 
of Global Sales, Marketing and Product Management as well as the 
European Regional President. In January 2016, Michel joined Huawei 
as Europe Vice President for Huawei Network Energy product line. 
Michel’s current position is Europe Vice President & CTO Huawei 
Digital Power Product Line.

Magnus Bjelkefelt, Senior Applications Manager, EnerSys

Magnus Bjelkefelt is a Senior Applications Manager, Energy Systems 
at EnerSys®, an industrial technology leader serving the global 
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The future energy consumption of mobile networks is 
tough to forecast with more questions than answers

Forecasting future power consumption on cell sites is tough. How quickly will operators 
roll out 5G? Will they use active sharing? What equipment will they use and how 
will the energy efficiency of such equipment evolve? What role will Self Organising 
Networks (SON) and machine-based learning sleep modes play in reducing energy 
consumption? When will legacy technologies be switched off? Will old equipment base 
stations be replaced with newer, more efficient alternatives?  How will data traffic grow? 
Modelling outcomes in the face of such unknowns is a major challenge. More concrete 
rollout plans from operators will help, as will closer dialogue with OEMs to understand 
technology evolution.

The power consumption of cell sites is, however,  
expected to increase

5G is significantly more efficient than 4G per bit of data, yet there is no end to data 
appetite. As 5G rollout continues and new use cases are enabled, data consumption by 
telecoms networks will explode and this will be felt at cell sites.

The forecasted increase in energy requirements of 5G 
networks is yet to be felt in the field

The past 12-18 months have been far from a normal year, with data usage patterns 
shifting as the world locked down amidst a global pandemic. Whilst 5G rollout has begun 
to take place after spectrum auctions have been concluded in many European markets, to 
date, there is yet to be an  exponential increase in power consumption or costs.

In many instances, existing grid connections will be 
insufficient to meet the increased power load on sites. The 
decision whether to upgrade grid connections or deploy 
hybrid solutions is dependent on the site

Whilst the exact numbers are hard to forecast, many existing grid connections  
are going to be insufficient to meet the increased power demands of cell sites as 5G  
is rolled out and data consumption continues to grow. Vertiv report that they have  
been seeing requests up to 24kW for 5G sites (versus a typical 8-14kW load on a  
4G site). Whilst upgrading the grid connection presents one solution, this can  
sometimes be prohibitively costly, especially in dense urban areas where the grid is 
already over-stretched.

What’s more, there can often be a long wait to have the grid connection upgraded. In 
these instances, the deployment of hybrid solutions (particularly lithium-ion batteries) 
to handle peak power requirements can present a more attractive option. 5G power 
requirements are expected to be “spikey”; solutions that help meet the peaks of these 
spikes will be essential.

Simplification of power delivery to small cell sites will 
accelerate rollout; although providing energy resilience to 
small cells is not currently a priority

Small cells are being used in some markets to provide network densification for 4G, and 
there has been a lot of discussion around the forecast level of small cells deployment for 
5G. Initially 5G rollout is being focussed on the macro-layer, but as mmWave spectrum 
is acquired, the expectation is small cells will become more important. How significant 
small cells rollout will be, and in what time frame, is the subject of much debate and will 
vary country to country.

15 key take homes from the focus group discussions
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 Where small cells are being rolled out however, reducing rollout costs and timeframes 
is key to delivering a ROI. Small cells require both fibre and power connectivity, and 
simplifying the delivery of both will help accelerate rollout. Vendors are developing 
systems based on high-voltage, high-power fault-managed power distribution topology 
using composite cable to achieve this. Whilst reducing rollout costs and timeframes is a 
priority, providing back-up power at small cell sites appears not to be – at least for now. 

In China, where a high volume of small cells have been deployed, only around 20% have 
back-up power. Adding back-up to each small cell would be extremely costly, and with 
the macro-network being able to pick up signal should a small cell experience power 
failure (thus avoiding infringement of an MNO’s service provision) – the incentive for 
MNOs to invest is not there. This may change as the volume of small cells deployment 
increases, and the use cases reliant on the small cells become more critical.

At macro-sites, all towercos and MNOs have the same 
“quick wins” for upgrading existing power infrastructure in 
mind

Where towercos own power equipment on site, they each have the same priorities in 
mind when it comes to improving energy efficiency and reducing power bills; upgrading 
old rectifiers to more efficient ones, deploying free cooling solutions, switching to 
lithium-ion batteries and replacing/ minimising the usage of the diesel generators in 
place on the limited number of off-grid sites 

Whilst lithium ion is being widely deployed there are still 
some questions around lifecycle costs 

Lithium-ion batteries are replacing lead acid battery deployment across cell sites, with 
their ability to withstand higher temperatures (35°C vs 25°C) thus reducing cooling 
requirements in shelters one of their principal benefits in a telecom setting. Whilst end 
of life issues are starting to be resolved with more recycling companies coming into 
existence (in large part due to the growing electric vehicle industry) and about 96% 

of battery components able to be recycled (the same level as with lead acid), the more 
limited ecosystem for recycling is pushing lithium-ion lifecycle costs up.

Solar PV is by far the most widely deployed renewable 
energy technology; space availability is the major challenge; 
standardisation in system design is yielding results

Solar PV is currently showing the most promise for on-site renewables generation. One of 
the biggest barriers to solar being able to take more telecom network power load comes 
from the limited space available to install panels. INWIT reference that on average they 
have around 50sqm space, enough to install PV with generation capacity in the 2-6kW 
range - 10-15% of site power demands. 

One can assume this to be fairly typical of the site profile of other towercos operating in 
the European market. INWIT reference that there are sites with higher space availability, 
particularly those atop of larger buildings. For such sites, larger solar systems can be 
deployed and INWIT has begun rolling out a programme to deploy solar systems up to 
20kW across 200 of such sites.   

With smaller solar systems, the key to improving ROI is standardisation. Solar panels 
perform best when they are installed at an optimum tilt taking into account shading 
from the surrounding environment. But to come up with a bespoke system for each 
tower would be extremely inefficient from a time and cost perspective. As part of INWIT’s 
programme to install solar at 1,600 sites with around 50sqm of space availability, the 
towerco has come up with a standard design – deploying solar panels flat, in large part 
on top of shelters. 

Wind energy has shown some promise, but generally  
ROI is longer

Small wind turbines are starting to be explored by the industry; as demonstrated by 
Vantage’s pilots in Portugal and Germany and Cellnex’s pilot in Ireland. INWIT had 
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explored wind power at select sites in Italy but found  they couldn’t get a fast enough ROI 
due to the more moderate wind speeds. Towercos are just starting to analyse the data 
from their first wind power installations, but are hopeful that the technology can provide 
an alternative source of renewable power generation.

Regardless of energy generation type, improved site 
monitoring and performance analysis is top priority

When it comes to energy monitoring, Vertiv commented that most sites are still in the 
dark ages, with only very basic data on their condition and status being available to 
them. They added “There is a huge amount of granular data available at site, that if 
captured, can be used to visualise performance and better understand the network’s 
behaviour towards energy consumption. Optimisation, especially dynamic optimisation, 
will require a significant increase in site intelligence.” 

“Remote management and scheduling functions, visualisation of power and lithium battery 
running states and alarms, et cetera, will help both an operator and a towerco to optimise 
CAPEX & minimise OPEX by managing their networks in a smart & efficient manner”

Towercos see potential new revenue streams in providing 
data on energy consumption/ performance to their tenants

Where towercos have been involved in providing grid power to their MNO tenants, 
most of the data they have relied on to understand site power consumption has come 
from utility companies who own the meters at tower sites. Now though, more and more 
towercos are starting to deploy remote monitoring systems and data analytics to better 
understand the way that power is consumed on sites. The deployment of such systems 
will not only enable towercos to better manage their own operating costs, but will also 
open up a new potential service line. 

In terms of managing their own operating costs, the deployment of such sites will enable 
towercos to more accurately forecast energy consumption on cell sites. To date the only 

data they have typically received is in utility bills which can often be delayed, further 
compounding the challenge. 

More accurate forecasting is particularly valuable to towercos in markets where they are not 
able to bill tenants based on consumption. Legislation in some countries prohibits towercos 
from selling power and so electricity costs must be estimated and bundled into a broader 
service agreement. Inaccuracies in such estimates could lead to towercos being out of pocket.

In terms of opening up a new revenue stream, towercos are starting to explore ways that 
data surrounding energy consumption and performance on sites could be provided as an 
additional service to tenants. As the power demands of networks increase, ESG matters 
move further into the spotlight, and MNOs invest in equipment to improve energy 
efficiency it is more important to understand how power is being consumed and how well 
such technologies are performing so that they can be optimised. 

By deploying monitoring solutions and intelligent analytics, towercos will be able to 
provide critical data to tenants to support them in this process. Discussions between 
MNOs and towercos are in relatively early stages. Towercos trying to understand what 
would be most valuable to their tenants and commercial teams looking to develop a 
model around this, but going forward one can imagine this being a key towerco offering.

Grid balancing services could present a further revenue 
stream for towercos

As the penetration of renewables increases on European grids, controlling power 
fluctuations needs to be managed through grid balancing. Grid operators have been 
investing in balancing solutions directly but have also been looking to large consumers 
of energy to assist, disconnecting during peaks in usage.

Whilst the power consumption of a single tower is low, in aggregate towers are 
consuming significant volumes of power – in some countries, towercos or MNOs with 
large tower portfolios are one of the nation’s largest power consumers. The capillarity 
of tower networks also presents an interesting proposition in grid balancing, offering a 
distributed solution.  
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By switching off from the grid upon request and relying on self-generation, towercos 
can assist grid operators by lowering the power demands on the grid during peaks in 
consumption or troughs in generation. In return, towercos would receive payment for this 
service. How much towercos would be paid will vary country to country and sometimes 
region to region, dependent on how much the grid owners require the service.

In order to play such a role, towercos would first need to deploy smart meters and enable 
remote disconnect from the grid. Whilst deploying such equipment purely for grid 
balancing services may not make financial sense with payments not offsetting the costs, 
if smart meters are for example, being deployed to improve monitoring to sell services to 
MNO tenants, the economics start to look more favourable. 

Towercos must also install excess generation capacity on sites to cover for when they 
disconnect from the grid, with lithium ion batteries being a key component. Whether it 
makes sense to install such overcapacity depends on how much grid operators will pay 
for the service. As towercos start to install smart meters more widely however, one can 
expect that more discussions will start to happen between them and the grid operators 
about whether a win-win solution can be found.

The industry must engage energy regulators and grid 
operators to address legislative barriers

Legislation stating that tower owners are only able to produce electricity for self-
consumption exists in a number of European markets. Not only does this prevent 
towercos from being able to bill tenants based on consumption, but it also puts a key 
barrier in place to improving the economics of providing power at cell sites. 

Turkcell commented that in northern Cyprus, where there is no limitation on selling 
power, they see a much better ROI on energy equipment. The telecoms sector should 
continue to engage in dialogue with grid operators and regulators to influence and help 
shape regulation, something that should not only bring value to the telecoms industry 
but also to the grid.

With energy decisions, the tower industry needs to shift 
from a mentality of short-term capex minimisation to a 
more holistic lifecycle approach

It is important to think about site efficiency and overall lifecycle costs rather than short 
term capex gains, particularly when discussing sustainability agendas. We are already 
seeing companies take this shift with towerco and operator CFOs understanding the 
importance of the shift.

Going forward, Europe’s towercos are expected to play an 
increasingly significant role in power

Whilst towercos in bad-grid markets have been providing power as a service for a number 
of years (and their ability to do so has been seen as a strategic differentiator), in Europe, 
towercos have tended to stay away from energy. 

This is yet another towerco mentality that is starting to change. Towercos see a 
potential role for themselves in providing services based around power to their clients 
by becoming more involved in provision of grid power, back-up power and monitoring 
solutions. As towercos take over power they are bringing many of the same benefits 
that the steel and grass towerco model brought, providing opportunities to share 
infrastructure whilst taking the capex deployment burden off the MNOs.

 Additionally, if a towerco provides power on a site, any new tenants will be able to 
connect more rapidly to power thus expediting getting equipment online. Finally, 
Europe’s larger towercos, particularly those with multi-national footprints, have 
significant purchasing power and thus may be able to negotiate better rates than their 
tenants would otherwise have been able to. 

All in the group were in agreement that it was a natural step for towercos to assume more 
responsibility for power across the continent and all expected towercos to play a bigger 
role in this going forward.
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A decade of lease up and the overlay of 3G and 4G networks mean that the energy 
demands of developing world cell sites have changed. Having multiple tenants running 
multiple technologies is a good problem to have and where grid power is reliable a 
relatively easy one to solve. However, in parts of Africa, Asia and the Caribbean, 4G is 
reaching communities before reliable power, and that is causing headaches for towercos.  
 
Several trends are driving up power demand on cell sites. Luckily the industry has 
some ready to go solutions which it must deploy. In many ways, MNOs and towercos are 
the victim of their own success, as advances in mobile adoption and increases in data 
consumption drive increases in site power consumption, and it is down to the industry 
to resolve these complex issues. 

What is increasing power on cell sites?

Increasing tenancies are pushing up 
power demand. As towercos have become 
more prevalent, sites which were once 
home to one MNO’s equipment now host 
the equipment of two or three operators. 
While some equipment can be shared, 
each new tenant adds significantly to 
the power demands for that site. This 
is more efficient than running parallel 
infrastructure, but it makes the variance 
in power demand from site to site much 
larger, making planning more complex.

Technology upgrades are also boosting 
power demands. While 3G is more efficient 
per byte of data than 2G, as is 4G versus 
3G, or 5G versus 4G, the practical effect of 
technology upgrades has been to increase 
power demand as new technologies enable 
greater and greater use of data.

In some markets, MNOs have retired older 
2G and 3G infrastructure, significantly 
lessening the power load on sites, but 
in many markets, towers must carry 
equipment for 2G, 3G, 4G and soon 5G. And 
because of increasing tenancies, a towerco 

Energy challenges in the developing world
Increasing site loads are causing headaches for towercos, but they’re also creating new opportunities

• What is increasing power on cell sites?
• How to dimension cell sites properly
• Why diesel gensets have an edge for heavily loaded sites
• Solutions for reducing power load
• What is site clustering and where is it relevant?

Read this article to learn:
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can be running multiple technologies for 
multiple operators. Some newer technology 
can run multiple Gs at once, but most 
legacy systems cannot.

Traffic is also increasing across networks, 
which is prompting a response from MNOs 
to improve capacity and maintain quality 
of service. That results in MNOs adding 
additional sectors or more active equipment 
which also pushes up power loads to ensure 
3G or 4G networks perform as expected by 
consumers. For example, in South Africa 
single tenant sites which were originally 
dimensioned for 1-2kW outgrew their 
original design because local economic 
activity gravitated closer to the tower. 
Simple solutions which can respond flexibly 
to increasing power demand are essential.

As sites become more complicated, 
you also have legacy layouts which are 
underperforming. When power demand 
was low, less efficient rectifiers or “good 
enough” electrical engineering could be 
excused, but now sites need optimum 
layouts to avoid needing too much power. 
Even better, these elements of electrical 
engineering should be shared to maximise 
their efficiency. 

Compounding the problem are cooling 
systems. As power demands increase so 
do cooling demands which again require 
power to run. Inefficient systems which 
require lots of cooling compound the 

problem, requiring an oversized cooling 
solution. Outdoorisation and other 
alternatives can keep the power required for 
cooling to a minimum, but it is still better 
to not generate the heat in the first place to 
create a win-win situation.

A few years ago, a two tenanted site in 
Africa would require just 3-4kW to run 
satisfactorily, but now basic sites regularly 
require 5-6kW, and a popular site carrying 
multiple technologies can draw multiples 
of that. In areas with unreliable grid that 
means towercos have to produce increasing 
amounts of primary power. 

Dimensioning sites is getting harder

Because of the multiple factors which can 
affect site power demands it is becoming 
increasingly complex to dimension a new 
site correctly, particularly where grid 
power is unreliable. Dimensioning is the 
process of calculating the appropriate 
power equipment for a site given its 
characteristics. Any towerco wants to lease 
up a site rapidly (and increase the power 
demand on the site), but to install all 
the equipment necessary to run a multi-
tenant multi-technology site from day 
one would require a major capital outlay. 

Ensuring sufficient space for expansion 
and modularity in design are hence vital for 
dimensioning a site currently.

In Africa, sites are usually dimensioned 
with energy systems to cater for loads up to 
3kW, this enables sites to expand to carry 
two tenancies while only using 70-80% of 
total capacity to retain some flexibility and 
resilience. However, as described above, 
power demands on sites are increasing 
rapidly and such rules of thumb will 
likely soon be out of date. Dimensioning 
plans which made sense one year ago, 
can be rendered inadequate if one or more 

A few years ago, a two tenanted site in Africa 
would require just 3-4kW to run satisfactorily, but 
now basic sites regularly require 5-6kW, and a 
popular site carrying multiple technologies can 
draw multiples of that
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MNO accelerates plans to rollout LTE, for 
example, as Airtel Africa have done over the 
last couple of years.

Physical size also plays a major role in 
dimensioning sites. An on-grid site can 
benefit from a small battery bank which can 
be relied on to provide short-term back-up 
power. Size becomes an issue for a site 
which relies on its own primary power. If 
you want to cycle batteries you need to find 
space for your generators and batteries. If 
you want a combined solar hybrid system 
then you will also need space for solar 
panels. As site energy demand goes up 

so does the floor space required for solar 
panels and for the batteries to store energy 
when the sun is out.

But oversizing is not a solution. 
Ultimately, towercos cannot assume that 
the multiple inefficiencies pushing site 
power higher will continue indefinitely. 
Legacy network equipment is getting 
swapped out and new sites are being 
built with new efficient equipment which 
radically cuts power demands. Similarly, 
not all generations of equipment will 
be required for the long-term as some 
older tech is turned off or replaced with 

shareable alternatives. While basic sites 
may be required to be dimensioned at 
a higher 3-4kW level in the medium 
term, attention should turn to the many 
ways site load can be reduced or power 
generation made more efficient.

In India 98% of sites are connected to the 
grid, but that grid power varies in reliability. 
In the big cities, sites usually only have some 
limited battery backup to cover outages, and 
even when you move into tier 2 cities you can 
enjoy 22 hours a day of reliable grid power. 
However, in rural areas that dips to 12-18 
hours a day, and hence creates a problem 

which must be solved for cell site power. 
According to India’s Tower and Infrastructure 
Providers Association (TAIPA) 40% of India’s 
sites are now Green Towers, in that they burn 
less than 100 litres of diesel a week. 

Unlike in Africa, where 4G overlay is 
arriving on top of networks existing 2G 
and 3G networks, India’s biggest network 
is 4G-only, belonging to Reliance Jio. 
Now of course, as Jio moves to install 5G, 
power demand will creep up, but for now 
it appears that India is able to rely on 
renewables to augment the power of its bad 
grid sites. However, just as site power has 
increased in Africa, the same will happen in 
India as data usage continues to increase. 

New opportunities 

Because power is becoming more difficult 
to manage across many markets, towercos 
are now using power-as-a-service as a 
USP. Previously towercos have operated 
in markets like Malaysia and Indonesia 
as steel and grass operators, leaving 
the provision of power to the tenants. 
However, with increasing power demands 
(and increasingly unpredictable disruption 
from extreme weather events) towercos are 
seeing an opportunity to take ownership 
of more of the value chain. In ASEAN 
American Tower see an opportunity to 
crack open new markets by transferring 
their power-as-a-service know how from 
Africa and India. 

If you want a combined solar hybrid system then 
you will also need space for solar panels. As site 
energy demand goes up so does the floor space 
required for solar panels and for the batteries to 
store energy when the sun is out
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Indeed, a similar trend is unfolding in the 
Americas. Towercos in CALA once operated on 
a strictly steel and grass basis, but expansion 
to new markets and increasing site load 
are pushing towercos towards power-as-a-
service. Phoenix Tower International are now 
partnering with ESCOs in the Caribbean to 
take ownership of power at cell sites. Grid 
power in the Caribbean can be around 12-18 
hours at some sites, making them perfect 
places to deploy capex into renewables, 
batteries and upgraded gensets to reduce 
long-run costs. Even putting bad grid aside, in 
many markets, grid power can be expensive. 
Power generation in the Caribbean is generally 
fossil fuelled and expensive, so investing 
in on-site renewables which reduce grid 
consumption can also drive cost reductions. 

Solution to reduce power load

Towercos and MNOs have many strategies 
available to reduce power load on sites, for 
example, new network technologies from 
the major OEMs and Open RAN competitors 
can run multiple generations from one base 
station, allowing 2G and 3G connectivity 
to be provided at 150Ws of power. This has 
enabled firms like Africa Mobile Network to 
rollout low-cost rural sites which rely solely 
on solar and storage.

Sharing can also extend beyond steel and 
grass or generating equipment. All elements 
of the power set-up can be shared, but 
towercos can also start sharing equipment 

like antennas to reduce extraneous 
equipment. In Poland, Cellnex is taking 
control of the RAN for Polkomtel, showing 
the potential for an enhanced towerco 
model to further increase efficiency. This 
reduction in duplication goes to the heart 
of the towerco model and is being explored 
more aggressively with MNOs that want to 
cut their own costs too. Using the correct 
control systems and ensuring rectifiers are 
working efficiently is also key.

Grid power decarbonisation should be 
driven at the government level, but MNOs 
can make a material difference to their 
emissions and bottom lines by making their 
sites more efficient. Selling sites to towercos, 

as is increasingly the trend in many regions, 
is probably the best way to realise these 
benefits as where towercos are managing 
power they are better incentivised to remove 
inefficiencies as outlined above.

Diesel versus renewables 

Use of diesel generators has been in decline 
in many developing world markets. Diesel 
run time has been reduced even further. You 
will still find diesel generators at many sites 
but often they will be cycled with batteries 
being charged and discharged to keep 
sites active and minimise runtime and fuel 
burned. That battery charging and primary 
power can also be provided by solar panels, 

further reducing the reliance of the industry 
on diesel. When it works well this strategy 
improves uptime and reduces total cost of 
ownership, but it can come at a cost. 

A set of solar panels for 4kW of power must 
be roughly twice the size of one for 2kW. 
A similar thing is true for battery banks; 
storing more energy requires more battery 
cells and therefore more floorspace. In 
dense urban areas space is at a premium 
and may be available at a lease rate which 
is uneconomic, or not at all. On the other 
hand, a diesel generator works more 
efficiently at higher outputs; they don’t 
really like producing loads as low as 1kW, 
they’d rather be spinning out 10 times as 

In India 98% of sites are connected to the grid, but that grid 
power varies in reliability. In the big cities, sites usually only 
have some limited battery backup to cover outages, and 
even when you move into tier 2 cities you can enjoy 22 hours 
a day of reliable grid power. However, in rural areas that dips 
to 12-18 hours a day
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much energy. So as sites get hungrier diesel 
generators become even better suited to 
providing primary power on site. 

The rachet towards increasing renewable 
installation may be being reversed. However, 
with many sustainability goals predicated 
on a shift away from carbon-based fuels, the 
case for alternative fuels and genset-adjacent 
technologies is looking stronger. 

Site clustering and mini-grids

Site clustering may be one way out for 
towercos. This would involve combining 
the power generation for multiple sites 
in a central location to solve many of the 
problems of growing demand.

There is precedent for this in Myanmar 
and Australia. In Myanmar there are many 
minigrid providers serving local areas 
which see a towerco’s site as a high-quality 
anchor tenant. In Australia too, vast areas 
are economically important but far from 
population centres. There, some mines run 
their own private telecom networks which 
are often powered from a local minigrid. 
In Africa, however, there is no history of 
clustering sites or the powering of a local 
network by a local minigrid.

IHS Towers have identified situations where 
the increased complications of running a 
small power plant and dealing with local 
distribution networks (or creating their 

own) are more than balanced out by the 
improvement in site performance possible 
and the increased tenancies and technologies 
they can service on their towers. These are 
densely populated areas where site space is 
constrained but where telecom demand is 
robust; areas within a 2-3km radius where 
distribution to 5-15 sites is manageable.

This would turn the problem of site power on 
its head, rather than worrying about how to 
squeeze in 15kW of power generation for the 
hungriest sites you can start at square one and 
build a small efficient power plant. This would 
allow for increased use of solar power, better 
dimensioning of batteries and more efficient 

use of generators (which are not best suited to 
the typical 3kW load of a cell site in any case).

The solution follows from the situation. In 
Africa, demand for telecoms infrastructure 
is outstripping the ability of states to provide 
supporting infrastructure like power grids. 
Site clustering is one answer and may become 
a key tool, particularly if 5G is launched and 
pushes up power demands even higher.

Alternatively, as in Myanmar, towercos could 
become anchor tenants for minigrids that 
are developing. Minigrids reliant on solar 
power are a good fit for Africa where usable 
land can often be found adjacent to densely 

populated land, solar irradiation is good, 
and there is a desire to wean the continent 
off long-term reliance on diesel generators. 
Orange are looking into this.

The power demands of cell sites are 
changing all the time, but we are in for 
a sustained period of increasing power 
demands, especially as 5G is rolled out 
faster than old networks are turned off. 
Where possible, renewable generation 
should help decarbonise power, but the 
lowest hanging fruit are from using the 
power generated more efficiently.

What’s next? 

The resurgence of interest in diesel solutions 
will clash with the commitments of many 
MNOs and towercos for sustainability. 
However, the imperative is to keep sites active 
and available. There are some quick wins; 
many sites have antiquated rectifiers and 
inefficient and old equipment installed. That 
can all be replaced. MNOs, when suitably 
incentivised, can also make their equipment 
run more efficiently. The clustering of 
generation and provision of local-level 
electricity is far from the humble origins 
of the towerco, but it is a realistic prospect 
for solving the problems of increasing site 
load. Overall, the growth of data usage will 
outpace the development of the grid in many 
parts of the developing world, and where that 
happens, towercos will face difficult choices 
about how to keep hitting their SLAs. 

Indeed, a similar trend is unfolding in 
the Americas. Towercos in CALA once 
operated on a strictly steel and grass 
basis, but expansion to new markets 
and increasing site load are pushing 
towercos towards power-as-a-service
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ESCOs now control over 50,000 sites in 30 countries around the world. By 2030 the 
IFC estimates that ESCOs will be managing between 166k and 250k sites; a 15% 
annual growth rate which would see an increasing proportion of sites globally come 
under ESCO management. At present TowerXchange is aware of 8,600 sites with 
active RFPs and we expect to see more come online as the pandemic pause ends. In 
this article TowerXchange will discuss where ESCOs operate, the state of the market 
and the potential for expansion of the model around the developing world. 

What is an ESCO? 

TowerXchange define an ESCO simply: An 
energy services company, sometimes known 
as a TESCO (Telecom Energy Services 
Company) or RESCO (Renewable Energy 
Services Company) is a company that 
deploys its own capital to acquire energy 
equipment for telecom cell sites, then sells 
that energy back to the site owner, whether 
they are an MNO or a towerco. 

Sometimes those ESCOs charge a fixed 
monthly fee or charge by the kWh consumed. 
An alternate model is the ‘guaranteed savings’ 
model, under which the towerco or MNO 
continues to deploy their own capex, but their 

ESCO partners takes a risk in guaranteeing 
the performance of their systems. 

ESCOs predominantly rely on development 
finance, but recent work by the IFC is 
seeking to widen the available pool of capital 
on which they can tap. Now that ESCOs 
have reached a level of maturity, investors 
are increasingly comfortable backing them. 
Developmental finance offers a cheaper and 
more understanding source of capital for 
ESCOs like IPT PowerTech, but as the model 
develops and they require more capital they 
will need to bring in more investors on a 
commercial basis. While some of the most 
successful ESCOs manufacture their own 
energy equipment, all of them rely on the 

ESCOs to raise & deploy US$6bn by 2030?
The IFC predict 250k sites could come under ESCO management by 2030, how can the industry reach 
scale from where it is currently? 

• What are ESCOs?
• Where are ESCOs active around the world? 
• Who are the major ESCOs?
• What is holding back further growth in ESCO managed sites?
• How might the ESCO model evolve in the medium term.

Read this article to learn:
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Figure 1: Where ESCOs are active globally
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wider passive telecom infrastructure supply 
chain to complete their offering. And while 
today ESCOs predominantly supply towercos 
and MNOs, there are ESCOs which have 
already moved into community power and 
other opportunities beyond the tower. 

To avoid a duplication of effort, 
TowerXchange are happy to recommend 
the IFC report Investing in Sustainable 
Access to Communications: The Role of 
Telecom Energy Services Companies which 
was published earlier in 2021, and contains 
further information on what an ESCO is, 
how they might be financed, and their own 
estimates of market size.

Where do ESCOs operate?

When we began covering ESCOs in 2015 
they were a niche segment of the industry. 
When we published our 2018 ESCO Market 
Report, they were still relatively unknown 
to investors and to network operators. 
Today ESCOs are well-established industry 
players with the potential to serve over 
166,000 off-grid and bad-grid sites by 2030 
(the latest such prediction comes from the 
2021 IFC Report Investing in Sustainable 
Access to Communications: The Role of 
Telecom Energy Services Companies). Now 
we stand on the cusp of another spurt of 
ESCO growth. How did we get here?

In 2015 telecom ESCOs had contracts to 
manage just 8,664 cell sites, and since 

then the number of sites under ESCO 
management has grown at a 33% compound 
annual growth rate (this figure was higher, 
but the Covid-19 pandemic has led to a 
cooling of new contracts). TowerXchange 
has identified over 20 active telecom ESCOs, 
who between them now own and operate 
the energy equipment at 52,648 cell sites in 
South Asia, Southeast Asia, Africa and the 
Middle East, and now too Latin America 
and the Caribbean. 

31% of contracted ESCO cell sites are in 
Africa and the Middle East. 41% of sites 
are in the oldest ESCO market, India. And 
1,000s of sites are now being let to ESCOs in 
Latin America and the Caribbean, despite 
the popular assumption that grid power 
is too widely available and reliable for the 
ESCO model to work in developed markets. 
ESCOs have made some inroads into good 
grid markets like Greece, Italy and Morocco 
for difficult to manage sites, but this is not 
viewed as a substantial growth opportunity. 

Is the ESCO sector positioned for growth? 

At TowerXchange Meetup Africa, we had the 
pleasure to run a panel looking at the ESCO 
industry as it exits its COVID-19 plateau. 
TowerXchange was joined by Ariana Batori, 
Global Lead Broadband Investments at 
the IFC, the World Bank’s investment arm; 
Folami Adeleke, Head of Operations at Pan 
African Towers a Nigerian towerco that 
works with ESCOs, Jean-Michel Canto, VP 

Sustainable Energy & Partnership from 
ESCO-evangelists Orange, and Gabriel Bou 
Gebrael the General Manager for Telecom at 
the world’s largest ESCO IPT PowerTech. 

ESCO growth outside India began as an 
ad hoc response to local circumstances. In 
Nigeria IHS Towers wanted help managing 
power in that most difficult of markets. 
They signed a “guaranteed savings” deal 
with O&M contractor IPT PowerTech 
wherein IHS Towers deployed the capital 
and IPT PowerTech would be paid on 
the savings they generated through good 
management. In Gabon, Energy Vision 
won control of the power of 500 sites and 
invested in new power systems after Airtel 
was unable to sell those sites to a towerco 
due to regulatory issues. 

Naturally investors were wary of these 
early deals, and tower operators had no 
rulebook to assess them. That is now 
changing, was the message from our panel. 
When ESCOs approach DFIs they are now 
interested and informed on the model. 
The question of financing ESCO deals has 
moved on from “if” to “how.” However, the 
attitude to ESCO financing is not changing 
fast enough, and that is why the IFC 
commissioned a report to educate investors 
and support investment in this segment. 

ESCOs have several tailwinds which 
are supporting their business model. 
Technology is on the side of those with 

long investment horizons, like ESCOs. 
Improvements in solar, battery and wind 
technology are all combining to reduce 
the total cost of ownership of a hybrid 
renewable telecom site versus a diesel-first 
one. Looking at upfront costs alone, diesel 
is still cheaper, but as the breakeven point 
advances the viability of the ESCO model 
increases as it becomes easier to afford the 
capital outlay required to take over sites and 
hybridise them

Where technological change is reducing 
capex intensity for ESCOs it is increasing 
it for MNOs. Early ESCO investments were 
made to support 2G/3G sites in off-grid and 
bad-grid areas. Since then MNOs have been 
pouring billions of dollars into 4G overlay, 
and have now been confronted with an 
eyewatering bill for 5G. In the developing 
world telecom markets moves faster than 
the grid, and areas with unreliable power 
are still strong markets for 4G. In fact, 
Orange is committed to launching 5G in 
all their MEA markets. Chasing those new 
digital consumers across emerging markets 
requires big capex commitments from 
MNOs, and they do not want the expense 
of power infrastructure holding them 
back from expanding their networks in 
profitable ways. 

The balance sheet demands of rolling out 
4G and 5G sites as well as the power assets 
would simply be too much for most MNOs. 
Enter ESCOs to transform some of that 

https://www.ifc.org/wps/wcm/connect/industry_ext_content/ifc_external_corporate_site/infrastructure/resources/investing+in+sustainable+access+to+communications
https://www.ifc.org/wps/wcm/connect/industry_ext_content/ifc_external_corporate_site/infrastructure/resources/investing+in+sustainable+access+to+communications
https://www.ifc.org/wps/wcm/connect/industry_ext_content/ifc_external_corporate_site/infrastructure/resources/investing+in+sustainable+access+to+communications
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IPT PowerTech
4,950 in Nigeria, 3,250 in Lebanon, 2,050 in Guinea, 100 in Morocco

Energy Vision
8,600 in India as Tower Vision, 700 in 
Nigeria and 500 in Gabon 

*ESCOs with under 300 sites: Pace Power 300 in India, Voltalia 160 in Myanmar, CREI 155 sites in CAR, OMC Power 150 in India, ACME Group 100 in India, Medipower 70 in Italy and 5 in Malaysia, Anglobal 60 in Angola, Zoodlabs 7 in Liberia

Applied Solar Technologies
9,150 in India

Mahindra
3,500 in India

Enertika
3,500 in CALA

Camusat
3,000 in Chad, Niger, Burkina 
Faso, Cote d'Ivoire, Cameroon

Biswal
2,800 in Nigeria

Distributed Power Africa
2,000 in Africa

Unatrac
1,800 in Nigeria

Cambridge 
Clean Energy
970 in India

ESCOTEL
362 in Liberia, 
449 in Sierra 
Leone

Yoma Micro 
Power
600 in Myanmar

Ascot
320 in Sudan, 
60 in Greece 
and 30 in 
Indonesia

Hybrico
650 in Honduras, 
Nicaragua, Colombia, 
Chile and Perú. Plus pilots 
in Guatemala, El Salvador 
and Argentina

Bhaskar Solar
800 in India

Ardom
500 in India

Caban Systems
1,000 in CALA

ESCOs with 
under 300 
sites
See note 
below*

Figure 2: ESCOs by site count
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balance sheet strain into an opportunity 
for investors, by turning that capex 
heavy investment into an opex-expense 
for operators (and a reduction in carbon 
emissions for the planet). 

The logic for MNOs to share the capex 
outlay for network expansion and upgrades 
is clear and proven, at least if you listen 
to Orange. On the other hand, towerco 
interest in working with ESCOs has been 
limited, outside ESCOs’ initial success in 
India and Nigeria. Initial ESCO expansion 
in India was enabled by the desire of 
towercos to outsource power management 
as it was seen as non-core to the towerco 
business model there. In Nigeria IHS 
Towers operations were so large and 
challenging that a similar logic held that 
experimentation with ESCOs would be 
worthwhile.

Since then the towerco power-as-a-service 
proposition has evolved and become more 
central to the towerco value proposition. 
Towercos like Helios Towers or American 
Tower see their power management 
and availability guarantees as core 
competencies and strategic differentiators. 
However, a market for towerco customers 
does still exist, and we expect growth to 
continue in this segment. 

Pan African Towers manage of over 1,000 
sites in Nigeria, and were initially sceptical 
of working with ESCOs. However, given 

the challenging operating environment in 
Nigeria they followed a proof of concept 
in 2017. It was a major success. PAT now 
have 50 sites under ESCO management 
with another 200 sites planned for 2021. By 
working with ESCOs PAT has been able to 
reduce its reliance on diesel, hedge against 
fluctuations in energy prices and redirect 
their energies to managing lease-up, not 
power. 

ESCOs are also making inroads in the 
Americas. The towerco power-as-a-service 
model is less well developed in the 
Americas, where initial towerco entry was 
based on a steel and grass model. In the 
Caribbean many sites are on bad grid, and 
Phoenix Tower International are looking 
to ESCOs like Caban Systems as partners to 
enable them to offer a power-as-a-service 
solution to their customers there. 

Because grids in much of the rest of South 
and Central America are of reasonable 
quality, the economics do not favour full 
renewable hybridisation as it would in 
Africa. ESCOs are instead offering back-up-
as-a-service which requires lower capital 
outlays and leaves the risk of a full loss 
of site power with the MNO and the local 
energy grid. ESCOs install the latest battery 
technology and guarantee a certain level of 
back-up power. This balances capex, risk 
and return better than a model in which an 
ESCO is responsible for a grid connection 
which is largely reliable. 

What comes next for the industry? 

ESCOs have several tailwinds which should 
see their growth continue. First of all, the 
number of bad and off grid sites is expected 
to continue to increase. By 2030, the IFC 
estimates another 134,000 bad-grid and off-
grid sites will be added in the developing 
world, for a total of 745k sites which cannot 
rely on grid power. Off-grid sites will 
increase from 163k to 187k sites, and bad 
grid sites will increase from 448k to 557k. 

ESCOs are chasing a moving target, off-
grid and bad-grid sites will only increase 
by 22% in this period, ESCOs could see 
growth of 300%. Of course, ESCOs are not 

the only people that will be managing 
power for the world’s 745k off-grid or 
bad-grid sites in 2030, but they could be 
managing a substantial portion. The IFC 
lay out some maths describing the scale 
of the potential market. Some markets 
will likely remain too small for an ESCO to 
reach scale (think island states and poorer 
micronations), other off grid sites will lack 
solar or wind resource, and many will be 
served by a power-as-a-service towerco. 
This leaves 436k sites which meet the 
criteria for ESCOs. 

The IFC predict ESCOs growing from 50k 
sites today to 166k in 2030, but the upside 
potential could see ESCOs managing 

Figure 3: Upcoming ESCO RFPs 

Country Operator Sites

Mali Orange 1,800

South Africa Vodacom 1,400

Kenya Safaricom 1,200

Ethiopia Ethio Telecom 1,200

Egypt Orange and Etisalat 1,000s

Pakistan Telenor and Zong ~1,000

Iraq Rumoured Unknown

Source: TowerXchange
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power at 250k sites. That would require 
annual growth of 15% per year over the 
next eight years. This year’s known RFPs 
total over 8k sites, which is over the 
required 15% annual growth rate, and far 
below the 30%+ growth rate that ESCOs 
have seen since 2015. 

With intellectual backing from the IFC 
and advocates across the world like PTI, 
Orange and TowerXchange, ESCOs are well 
positioned for further expansion. 

Sustainability is a new driver for ESCOs. 
The environmental benefits of past-
ESCO deals have been positives, but the 
real drivers have always been economic 
and operational. Over the last two years 
dozens of MNOs and increasing numbers 
of towercos are setting themselves 
sustainability targets that include 
renewables targets and emissions 
reductions. Orange would be unable to 
meet its target to source 50% of its energy 
from renewables by 2025 without the 
investments made by ESCOs, and other 
MNOs will follow suit. 

Similarly, opportunities for power beyond 
the tower were marginal a few years ago 
but are now increasingly interest to MNOs 
and energy providers. Orange are working 
on an ABC model where the telecom tower 
acts as an anchor tenant (A) for a minigrid 
which supports local businesses (B) and 
communities (C) too. This model has been 

successfully trialled by Yoma Micro Power 
in Myanmar where they run 600 sites on 
this model. 

TowerXchange is also aware of an ESCO 
aggregator that is considering rolling up 
ESCOs in order to take control of their 
distributed energy assets. In the long 
run, as grids evolve and telecom sites are 
connected to it, ESCOs may become nodes 
in a distributed generation network and 
demand response system. Telecom tower 
sites are well distributed, and telecom 
enclosures are secure, which means that an 
ESCO may become a valuable entry point 
for someone seeking to invest in energy 

networks in developing markets. This is 
currently a mere possibility, but it is a 
signpost that telecom ESCOs could have a 
long life ahead of them.

Investing in ESCOs

If ESCOs are to expand from around 
50,000 sites to 250,000 sites by 2030 that 
will require a significant injection of 
capital. If we assume ESCOs add 200,000 
sites over the next eight years, and that 
the average cost per site to upgrade its 
power assets comes to US$30k (which is 
conservative considering the bill of goods 
includes a 6kW solar array, 1000AH battery 

capacity, chargers, rectifiers, genset, fuel 
tank, controllers and remote monitoring 
equipment), then ESCOs must raise and 
deploy US$750mn of capex per year. 

There are still barriers to overcome; in-
country taxes, currency unpredictability 
and energy subsidies can all make or break 
an ESCO business case, but it is important 
to move investors to a point of comfort 
where they understand the basics of the 
model and the maturity of the telecom ESCO 
business environment 

Mobile operators and ESCOs are beginning 
to standardise contracts so that they are fair 
and investible for both parties. Contracts 
are now being written with terms that 
are fairer to ESCOs so they are able to 
access finance more easily. As the ESCO 
addressable market increases and the 
world’s active ESCOs establish themselves, 
it will be the quality of these contracts 
which will help unlock the investment 
which is necessary. 

This substantial outlay by investors and 
ESCOs would be good value for the world. 
It would buy improved network availability, 
reduced carbon emissions and enable 
network operators to expand their networks 
into new communities. That is why 
TowerXchange has spent the last few years 
championing ESCOs and why the IFC is now 
also lending its support in seeking to create 
an investible model for the ESCO sector.

Coming soon? The hybrid towerco/ESCO
The global ESCO market may soon swell by another 7,000 sites, depending 
on how you define it. In November 2021 MTN agreed a sale and leaseback 
deal with IHS Towers for 5,709 towers. In the same deal IHS Towers also 
agreed to manage power across all 12,800 sites in MTN’s network, 
meaning IHS Towers would be acting as an ESCO for MTN where they are 
tenants on other towerco and MNO towers – a totally unique situation, but 
testament to the logic of the ESCO model that MNOs should outsource 
their power management. In different circumstances, in Pakistan, the 
towerco Enfrashare is participating in ESCO RFPs with local operators Zong 
and Telenor as they do not currently wish to divest their towers. Towercos 
have built a substantial expertise in power management, perhaps we will 
see towercos joining the ESCO party over the next few years?
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TowerXchange’s Telecom Energy Table

No Data <1% 25-50%1-25% 50-75% >75%

Proportion  of sites off-grid/ on bad-grid

TowerXchange are now covering the grid 
conditions and cell site power situation in 95 
countries. In the following table you will find vital 
statistics on rural electrification, tower ownership, 
active towercos, MNOs and ESCOs as well as the 
proportion of sites off-grid or on bad grid. We hope 
this information helps inform your strategies. 
TowerXchange plans to extend its coverage over 
the coming years and we would welcome your 
input as we manage this valuable resource.  
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Algeria

Argentina

Angola

Australia

Population (mn):
43.9

Population (mn):
45.4

Population (mn):
32.9

Population (mn):
25.7

Subscribers (mn):
45.6

Subscribers (mn):
54.8

Subscribers (mn):
14.8

Subscribers (mn):
27.9

Access to electricity: % of population

Access to electricity: % of population

Access to electricity: % of population

Access to electricity: % of population

Access to electricity: % of urban population

Access to electricity: % of urban population

Access to electricity: % of urban population

Access to electricity: % of urban population

Access to electricity: % of rural population

Access to electricity: % of rural population

Access to electricity: % of rural population

Access to electricity: % of rural population

99.5%

100%

45.7%

100%

99.8%

100%

72.4%

100%

98.7%

100%

7.3%

100%

100%

91%

9%

97%

3%

97%

3%

Towers
19350

SIM Penetration

103.9%

Towers
14512

SIM Penetration

120.7%

Towers
3580

SIM Penetration

45.0%

Towers
16878

SIM Penetration

108.6%

MNOs: Djezzy (Optimum Telecom), Mobilis (Algerie Telecom), Ooredoo 
(Wataniya Telecom Algerie)

Towercos: None

ESCOs: None

MNOs: Claro (América Móvil), Movistar (Telefónica), Personal (Telecom Argentina)

Towercos: A1 Torres, American Tower, Argentina Tower Company, Atis Group, 
GME Alliance, Innovattel/ Torresec, Phoenix Tower International, Plata Tower 
Company, SBA Communications, Sitios Latinoamérica, Teletower Argentina, 

ESCOs: None

MNOs: Africell, Angola Telecom, Movitel, Unitel

Towercos: ANTOSC

ESCOs: Anglobal

MNOs: Telstra, Optus, TPG Telecom

Towercos: Telstra InfraCo Towers, Axicom, BAI, Stilmark, Insite Wireless 
group, Vertel,  TX Australia

ESCOs: None

MNO owned

MNO owned

MNO owned

MNO owned

Towerco owned

Towerco owned

Towerco owned

Towerco owned

<1%

<1%

<1%

<1%

25-50%

25-50%

25-50%

25-50%

1-25%

1-25%

1-25%

1-25%

50-75%

50-75%

50-75%

50-75%

>75%

>75%

>75%

>75%

Proportion of sites off-grid/on bad grid:

Proportion of sites off-grid/on bad grid:

Proportion of sites off-grid/on bad grid:

Proportion of sites off-grid/on bad grid:

MENA

CALA

AFRICA

APAC
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Austria

Bangladesh

Bahrain

Bolivia

Population (mn):
8.9

Population (mn):
164.7

Population (mn):
1.7

Population (mn):
11.7

Subscribers (mn):
10.7

Subscribers (mn):
176.4

Subscribers (mn):
1.7

Subscribers (mn):
11.8

Access to electricity: % of population

Access to electricity: % of population

Access to electricity: % of population

Access to electricity: % of population

Access to electricity: % of urban population

Access to electricity: % of urban population

Access to electricity: % of urban population

Access to electricity: % of urban population

Access to electricity: % of rural population

Access to electricity: % of rural population

Access to electricity: % of rural population

Access to electricity: % of rural population

100%

92.2%

100%

96.3%

100%

97.8%

100%

99.9%

100%

88.9%

100%

87.9%

72%

28%

60%

40%

100%

84%

16%

Towers
16037

SIM Penetration

120.2%

Towers
41959

SIM Penetration

107.1%

Towers
1500

SIM Penetration

100.0%

Towers
4554

SIM Penetration

100.9%

MNOs: 3 (Hutchison), A1 (A1 Telekom Austria), Magenta Telekom 
(Deutsche Telekom)

Towercos: Cellnex, Magenta T-Infra

ESCOs: None

MNOs: Grameenphone, Robi, Banglalink, Teletalk

Towercos: edotco, ATC, TASC Summit Towers

ESCOs: None

MNOs: Batelco, stc, Zain

Towercos: TASC Towers

ESCOs: None

MNOs: Entel, Tigo (Millicom), Viva (Trilogy International)     

Towercos: Phoenix Tower International

ESCOs: None

MNO owned

MNO owned

MNO owned

MNO owned

Towerco owned

Towerco owned

Towerco owned

Towerco owned

<1%

<1%

<1%

<1%

25-50%

25-50%

25-50%

25-50%

1-25%

1-25%

1-25%

1-25%

50-75%

50-75%

50-75%

50-75%

>75%

>75%

>75%

>75%

Proportion of sites off-grid/on bad grid:

Proportion of sites off-grid/on bad grid:

Proportion of sites off-grid/on bad grid:

Proportion of sites off-grid/on bad grid:

EUROPE

APAC

MENA

CALA
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Brazil

Burkina Faso

Bulgaria

Cambodia

Population (mn):
212.6

Population (mn):
20.9

Population (mn):
7

Population (mn):
16.7

Subscribers (mn):
205.8

Subscribers (mn):
20.4

Subscribers (mn):
8.1

Subscribers (mn):
21.4

Access to electricity: % of population

Access to electricity: % of population

Access to electricity: % of population

Access to electricity: % of population

Access to electricity: % of urban population

Access to electricity: % of urban population

Access to electricity: % of urban population

Access to electricity: % of urban population

Access to electricity: % of rural population

Access to electricity: % of rural population

Access to electricity: % of rural population

Access to electricity: % of rural population

99.8%

18.4%

100%

93.0%

100%

64.6%

100%

99.7%

98.5%

4.7%

100%

90.9%

90%

10%

26%

74%

31%

69%

37%

63%

Towers
67903

SIM Penetration

96.8%

Towers
2757

SIM Penetration

97.6%

Towers
8320

SIM Penetration

115.7%

Towers
11019

SIM Penetration

128.1%

MNOs: Vivo (Telefónica), Claro (América Móvil ), TIM, Oi (being acquired by a 
consortium made of the big three MNOs), Algar Telecom, Sercomtel, SKY, Surf

Towercos: American Tower, Brazil Tower Company, Grupo TorreSur, 
Highline, IHS Towers, SBA Communications, Sitios Latinoamérica

ESCOs: None

MNOs: Onatel, Orange, Telecel

Towercos: American Tower

ESCOs: Aktivco

MNOs: A1 (Telekom Austria), Telenor (PPF Group), Vivacom (United Group)

Towercos: CETIN

ESCOs: None

MNOs: Smart Axiata, Cellcard, Metone, Seatel and Cootel

Towercos: edotco

ESCOs: None

MNO owned

MNO owned

MNO owned

MNO owned

Towerco owned

Towerco owned

Towerco owned

Towerco owned

<1%

<1%

<1%

<1%

25-50%

25-50%

25-50%

25-50%

1-25%

1-25%

1-25%

1-25%

50-75%

50-75%

50-75%

50-75%

>75%

>75%

>75%

>75%

Proportion of sites off-grid/on bad grid:

Proportion of sites off-grid/on bad grid:

Proportion of sites off-grid/on bad grid:

Proportion of sites off-grid/on bad grid:

CALA

AFRICA

EUROPE

APAC
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Cameroon

Chile

Chad

China

Population (mn):
16.6

Population (mn):
19.1

Population (mn):
16.4

Population (mn):
1402.1

Subscribers (mn):
21.4

Subscribers (mn):
25.1

Subscribers (mn):
8.7

Subscribers (mn):
1746.2

Access to electricity: % of population

Access to electricity: % of population

Access to electricity: % of population

Access to electricity: % of population

Access to electricity: % of urban population

Access to electricity: % of urban population

Access to electricity: % of urban population

Access to electricity: % of urban population

Access to electricity: % of rural population

Access to electricity: % of rural population

Access to electricity: % of rural population

Access to electricity: % of rural population

63.5%

100%

8.4%

100%

93.2%

100%

36.7%

100%

24.0%

100%

2.3%

100%

51%
49%

83%

17%

100%

100%

Towers
4969

SIM Penetration

128.9%

Towers
9445

SIM Penetration

131.4%

Towers
1439

SIM Penetration

53.0%

Towers
2100000

SIM Penetration

124.5%

MNOs: MTN, Orange, CamTel, Nexttel

Towercos: IHS Towers, Africa Mobile Networks, NuRAN

ESCOs: None

MNOs: Claro (América Móvil), Entel, Movistar (Telefónica), WOM (Novator 
Partners), Borealnet

Towercos: American Tower, ATP Torres Unidas, SBA Communications, 
Sitios Latinoamérica, Torrecom

ESCOs: Hybrico

MNOs: Airtel, Moov Africa and Sotel

Towercos: Helios Towers* (*pending acquisition of Airtel’s towers)

ESCOs: Aktivco

MNOs: China Mobile, China Telecom, China Unicom

Towercos: China Tower

ESCOs: None

MNO owned

MNO owned

MNO owned

MNO owned

Towerco owned

Towerco owned

Towerco owned

Towerco owned

<1%

<1%

<1%

<1%

25-50%

25-50%

25-50%

25-50%

1-25%

1-25%

1-25%

1-25%

50-75%

50-75%

50-75%

50-75%

>75%

>75%

>75%

>75%

Proportion of sites off-grid/on bad grid:

Proportion of sites off-grid/on bad grid:

Proportion of sites off-grid/on bad grid:

Proportion of sites off-grid/on bad grid:

AFRICA

CALA

AFRICA

APAC
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Colombia

Costa Rica

Congo Brazzaville

Cote d’Ivoire

Population (mn):
50.9

Population (mn):
5.1

Population (mn):
5.50

Population (mn):
26.4

Subscribers (mn):
37.7

Subscribers (mn):
7.5

Subscribers (mn):
5

Subscribers (mn):
37.4

Access to electricity: % of population

Access to electricity: % of population

Access to electricity: % of population

Access to electricity: % of population

Access to electricity: % of urban population

Access to electricity: % of urban population

Access to electricity: % of urban population

Access to electricity: % of urban population

Access to electricity: % of rural population

Access to electricity: % of rural population

Access to electricity: % of rural population

Access to electricity: % of rural population

99.8%

99.7%

48.3%

68.6%

100%

99.9%

65.6%

93.9%

98.8%

98.9%

12.7%

41.9%

50%50%

73%

27%

44%

56%

33%

67%

Towers
17943

SIM Penetration

74.1%

Towers
4255

SIM Penetration

147.1%

Towers
877

SIM Penetration

90.9%

Towers
4075

SIM Penetration

141.7%

MNOs: Claro (América Móvil ), Movistar (Telefónica), Tigo (Millicom), WOM 
(Novator Partners)

Towercos: American Tower, Andean Telecom Partners, Balesia, BTS Towers, 
Continental, IHS Towers, Innovattel/Torresec, Phoenix Tower International, 
SBA Communications, Sitios Latinoamérica, Torrecom, Tower One Wireless

ESCOs: Hybrico, Caban Systems

MNOs: Kölbi (ICE Group), Claro (America Movil), Movistar (Liberty Latin 
America) 

Towercos: American Tower, Phoenix Tower International, SBA 
Communications, Telesites

ESCOs: None

MNOs: Airtel Congo, Azur, MTN Congo

Towercos: Helios Towers, Africa Mobile Networks

ESCOs: None

MNOs: Moov Africa, MTN, Orange

Towercos: IHS Towers, Eastcastle Infrastructure

ESCOs: Aktivco

MNO owned

MNO owned

MNO owned

MNO owned

Towerco owned

Towerco owned

Towerco owned

Towerco owned

<1%

<1%

<1%

<1%

25-50%

25-50%

25-50%

25-50%

1-25%

1-25%

1-25%

1-25%

50-75%

50-75%

50-75%

50-75%

>75%

>75%

>75%

>75%

Proportion of sites off-grid/on bad grid:

Proportion of sites off-grid/on bad grid:

Proportion of sites off-grid/on bad grid:

Proportion of sites off-grid/on bad grid:

CALA

CALA

AFRICA

MENA
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Czech Republic

DRC

Denmark

Ecuador

Population (mn):
10.7

Population (mn):
89.6

Population (mn):
5.8

Population (mn):
17.6

Subscribers (mn):
13.2

Subscribers (mn):
37.1

Subscribers (mn):
7.2

Subscribers (mn):
15.5

Access to electricity: % of population

Access to electricity: % of population

Access to electricity: % of population

Access to electricity: % of population

Access to electricity: % of urban population

Access to electricity: % of urban population

Access to electricity: % of urban population

Access to electricity: % of urban population

Access to electricity: % of rural population

Access to electricity: % of rural population

Access to electricity: % of rural population

Access to electricity: % of rural population

100%

19.1%

100%

100%

100%

41.0%

100%

100%

100%

1.0%

100%

100%

29%

71%

50%50%

100%

17%

83%

Towers
11735

SIM Penetration

123.4%

Towers
4893

SIM Penetration

41.4%

Towers
9738

SIM Penetration

124.1%

Towers
5930

SIM Penetration

88.1%

MNOs: O2 (PPF Group), T-Mobile (Deutsche Telekom), Vodafone

Towercos: České Radiokomunikace, CETIN, Vantage Towers

ESCOs: None

MNOs: Africell, Airtel, Orange, Vodacom

Towercos: Helios Towers, Africa Mobile Networks, Eastcastle Infrastructure

ESCOs: None

MNOs: 3 (Hutchison), TDC, Telenor, Telia

Towercos: Cellnex, TDC Net, TT-Network

ESCOs: None

MNOs: Claro (América Móvil), Movistar (Telefónica), CNT

Towercos: Aplicanet, BTS Towers, Ecuador Tower Company, Innovattel/
Torresec, Phoenix Tower International, SBA Communications, Sitios 
Latinoamérica

ESCOs: None

MNO owned

MNO owned

MNO owned

MNO owned

Towerco owned

Towerco owned

Towerco owned

Towerco owned

<1%

<1%

<1%

<1%

25-50%

25-50%

25-50%

25-50%

1-25%

1-25%

1-25%

1-25%

50-75%

50-75%

50-75%

50-75%

>75%

>75%

>75%

>75%

Proportion of sites off-grid/on bad grid:

Proportion of sites off-grid/on bad grid:

Proportion of sites off-grid/on bad grid:

Proportion of sites off-grid/on bad grid:

EUROPE

AFRICA

EUROPE

CALA
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Egypt

Ethiopia

El Salvador

France

Population (mn):
102.3

Population (mn):
115

Population (mn):
6.5

Population (mn):
67.1

Subscribers (mn):
95.4

Subscribers (mn):
56

Subscribers (mn):
10.4

Subscribers (mn):
72

Access to electricity: % of population

Access to electricity: % of population

Access to electricity: % of population

Access to electricity: % of population

Access to electricity: % of urban population

Access to electricity: % of urban population

Access to electricity: % of urban population

Access to electricity: % of urban population

Access to electricity: % of rural population

Access to electricity: % of rural population

Access to electricity: % of rural population

Access to electricity: % of rural population

100%

48.3%

100%

100%

100%

92.8%

99%

100%

100%

36.3%

100%

100%

1%

99%

100%

15%

85%

6%

94%

Towers
24989

SIM Penetration

93.3%

Towers
7300

SIM Penetration

48.9%

Towers
2850

SIM Penetration

160.0%

Towers
55348

SIM Penetration

107.3%

MNOs: Etisalat, Orange, Vodafone, Telecom Egypt

Towercos: HOI, IHS Towers

ESCOs: None

MNOs: Ethiotel, Safaricom

Towercos: None

ESCOs: None

MNOs: Tigo (Millicom), Claro (América Móvil), Movistar (Telefónica), Digicel  

Towercos: Phoenix Tower International, SBA Communications, Sitios 
Latinoamérica, Torrecom

ESCOs: None

MNOs: Bouygues Telecom, Free Mobile (Iliad), Orange, SFR

Towercos: ATC Europe, Cellnex, TOTEM, Phoenix Tower International, TDF, 
Towercast

ESCOs: None

MNO owned

MNO owned

MNO owned

MNO owned

Towerco owned

Towerco owned

Towerco owned

Towerco owned

<1%

<1%

<1%

<1%

25-50%

25-50%

25-50%

25-50%

1-25%

1-25%

1-25%

1-25%

50-75%

50-75%

50-75%

50-75%

>75%

>75%

>75%

>75%

Proportion of sites off-grid/on bad grid:

Proportion of sites off-grid/on bad grid:

Proportion of sites off-grid/on bad grid:

Proportion of sites off-grid/on bad grid:

MENA

AFRICA

CALA

EUROPE
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Gabon

Ghana

Germany

Greece

Population (mn):
2.2

Population (mn):
31

Population (mn):
83.1

Population (mn):
10.7

Subscribers (mn):
2.9

Subscribers (mn):
40.9

Subscribers (mn):
107.2

Subscribers (mn):
11.9

Access to electricity: % of population

Access to electricity: % of population

Access to electricity: % of population

Access to electricity: % of population

Access to electricity: % of urban population

Access to electricity: % of urban population

Access to electricity: % of urban population

Access to electricity: % of urban population

Access to electricity: % of rural population

Access to electricity: % of rural population

Access to electricity: % of rural population

Access to electricity: % of rural population

90.7%

83.5%

100%

100%

98.3%

93.8%

100%

100%

24.2%

70.0%

100%

100%

100%

78%

22%

88%

12%

50%50%

Towers
993

SIM Penetration

131.8%

Towers
6749

SIM Penetration

131.9%

Towers
76456

SIM Penetration

129.0%

Towers
9956

SIM Penetration

111.2%

MNOs: Airtel, Gabon Telecom

Towercos: Helios Towers* *pending acquisition of Airtel’s towers

ESCOs: Energy Vision

MNOs: AirtelTigo, MTN, Glo, Surfl ine, Vodafone, plus data-only suppliers 
Surfl ine, Telesol, Broadband Home

Towercos: American Tower, Helios Towers, African Towers, Pan African 
Towers, Africa Mobile Networks

ESCOs: None

MNOs: O2 (Telefónica), Telekom (Deutsche Telekom), Vodafone, 1&1

Towercos: ATC Europe, Deutsche Funkturm, Media Broadcast Group, 
VantageTowers

ESCOs: None

MNOs: Cosmote (OTE), Vodafone, Wind Hellas (Crystal Almond)

Towercos: Digea, Vantage Towers 

ESCOs: Ascot

MNO owned

MNO owned

MNO owned

MNO owned

Towerco owned

Towerco owned

Towerco owned

Towerco owned

<1%

<1%

<1%

<1%

25-50%

25-50%

25-50%

25-50%

1-25%

1-25%

1-25%

1-25%

50-75%

50-75%

50-75%

50-75%

>75%

>75%

>75%

>75%

Proportion of sites off-grid/on bad grid:

Proportion of sites off-grid/on bad grid:

Proportion of sites off-grid/on bad grid:

Proportion of sites off-grid/on bad grid:

AFRICA

AFRICA

EUROPE

EUROPE
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Guatemala

India

Hungary

Indonesia

Population (mn):
16.9

Population (mn):
1380

Population (mn):
9.8

Population (mn):
273.5

Subscribers (mn):
20.4

Subscribers (mn):
1151.5

Subscribers (mn):
10.3

Subscribers (mn):
341.3

Access to electricity: % of population

Access to electricity: % of population

Access to electricity: % of population

Access to electricity: % of population

Access to electricity: % of urban population

Access to electricity: % of urban population

Access to electricity: % of urban population

Access to electricity: % of urban population

Access to electricity: % of rural population

Access to electricity: % of rural population

Access to electricity: % of rural population

Access to electricity: % of rural population

95.7%

97.8%

100%

98.9%

97.4%

100%

100%

99.9%

94%

96.7%

100%

97.5%

32%

68%

14%

86%

41%

59%

88%

12%

Towers
6571

SIM Penetration

120.7%

Towers
521393

SIM Penetration

83.4%

Towers
7542

SIM Penetration

105.1%

Towers
106384

SIM Penetration

124.8%

MNOs: Claro (América Móvil), Tigo (Millicom)

Towercos: Continental Towers, Phoenix Tower International, SBA 
Communications, Sitios Latinoamérica,Torrecom

ESCOs: None

MNOs: Reliance Jio, Bharti Airtel, Vodafone Idea, BSNL

Towercos: Indus Towers, Summit Digitel, TowerVision, Ascend Telecom, 
GTL Infrastructure, American Tower

ESCOs: ACME Group, Ardom, Applied Solar Technologies, Bhaskar Solar, 
Cambridge Clean Energy, Mahindra, OMC Power, Pace Power

MNOs: Digi, Magyar Telekom (Deutsche Telekom), Telenor (PPF Group), 
Vodafone

Towercos: ICETIN, Vantage Towers

ESCOs: None

MNOs: Telkomsel, Axiata, Indosat Ooredoo, 3, Smartyfen

Towercos: Protelindo, Tower Bersama, Mitratel, STP Tower, EdgePoint, 
IBS Tower

ESCOs: Ascot

MNO owned

MNO owned

MNO owned

MNO owned

Towerco owned

Towerco owned

Towerco owned

Towerco owned

<1%

<1%

<1%

<1%

25-50%

25-50%

25-50%

25-50%

1-25%

1-25%

1-25%

1-25%

50-75%

50-75%

50-75%

50-75%

>75%

>75%

>75%

>75%

Proportion of sites off-grid/on bad grid:

Proportion of sites off-grid/on bad grid:

Proportion of sites off-grid/on bad grid:

Proportion of sites off-grid/on bad grid:

CALA

APAC

EUROPE

APAC
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Iran

Ireland

Iraq

Israel

Population (mn):
84

Population (mn):
4.9

Population (mn):
40.2

Population (mn):
9.2

Subscribers (mn):
127.6

Subscribers (mn):
5.1

Subscribers (mn):
36.9

Subscribers (mn):
11.7

Access to electricity: % of population

Access to electricity: % of population

Access to electricity: % of population

Access to electricity: % of population

Access to electricity: % of urban population

Access to electricity: % of urban population

Access to electricity: % of urban population

Access to electricity: % of urban population

Access to electricity: % of rural population

Access to electricity: % of rural population

Access to electricity: % of rural population

Access to electricity: % of rural population

100%

100%

100%

100%

100%

100%

100%

100%

100%

100%

100%

100%

88%

12%

100%

100%

99%

1%

Towers
41106

SIM Penetration

151.9%

Towers
5419

SIM Penetration

104.1%

Towers
14779

SIM Penetration

91.8%

Towers
7880

SIM Penetration

127.2%

MNOs: MCI, MTN-Irancell, RighTel 

Towercos: Fanasia, Iranian Towers

ESCOs: None

MNOs: 3 (CK Hutchison), eir, Vodafone

Towercos: Cellnex, Hibernian, Highpoint, (Obelisk), Phoenix Tower International, 
Shared Access, Towercom, Wireless Infrastructure Group, Vantage Towers

ESCOs: None

MNOs: Asiacell (Ooredoo), Korek Telecom, Zain, Fastlink, Tishknet, Goran-
Net, Mobitel

Towercos: TASC Towers (pending acquisition of Zain’s towers)

ESCOs: None

MNOs: Partner & Hot Mobile, Pelephone, Cellcom

Towercos: Communication Towers

ESCOs: None

MNO owned

MNO owned

MNO owned

MNO owned

Towerco owned

Towerco owned

Towerco owned

Towerco owned

<1%

<1%

<1%

<1%

25-50%

25-50%

25-50%

25-50%

1-25%

1-25%

1-25%

1-25%

50-75%

50-75%

50-75%

50-75%

>75%

>75%

>75%

>75%

Proportion of sites off-grid/on bad grid:

Proportion of sites off-grid/on bad grid:

Proportion of sites off-grid/on bad grid:

Proportion of sites off-grid/on bad grid:

MENA

EUROPE

MENA

MENA
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Italy

Jordan

Japan

Kazakhstan

Population (mn):
60.3

Population (mn):
10.2

Population (mn):
125.8

Population (mn):
18.5

Subscribers (mn):
80.6

Subscribers (mn):
7

Subscribers (mn):
186.5

Subscribers (mn):
25.7

Access to electricity: % of population

Access to electricity: % of population

Access to electricity: % of population

Access to electricity: % of population

Access to electricity: % of urban population

Access to electricity: % of urban population

Access to electricity: % of urban population

Access to electricity: % of urban population

Access to electricity: % of rural population

Access to electricity: % of rural population

Access to electricity: % of rural population

Access to electricity: % of rural population

100%

100%

100%

100%

100%

100%

100%

100%

100%

100%

100%

100%

61%

39%

100%

100%

99%

1%

Towers
47078

SIM Penetration

133.7%

Towers
6853

SIM Penetration

68.6%

Towers
220000

SIM Penetration

148.3%

Towers
16000

SIM Penetration

138.9%

MNOs: Iliad, TIM (Telecom Italia), Vodafone, Wind Tre (CK Hutchison)

Towercos: Cellnex, EI Towers, INWIT, HighTel, Rai Way, Phoenix Tower 
International

ESCOs: Medipower

MNOs: Orange, Umniah (Batelco), Zain

Towercos: TASC Towers

ESCOs: None

MNOs: NTT Docomo, KDDI, Softbank, Rakuten Mobile

Towercos: JTower

ESCOs: None

MNOs: Beeline (VEON), kCell (Kazakhtelecom), Tele2/ALTEL 
(Kazakhtelecom)

Towercos: Logycom Group

ESCOs: None

MNO owned

MNO owned

MNO owned

MNO owned

Towerco owned

Towerco owned

Towerco owned

Towerco owned

<1%

<1%

<1%

<1%

25-50%

25-50%

25-50%

25-50%

1-25%

1-25%

1-25%

1-25%

50-75%

50-75%

50-75%

50-75%

>75%

>75%

>75%

>75%

Proportion of sites off-grid/on bad grid:

Proportion of sites off-grid/on bad grid:

Proportion of sites off-grid/on bad grid:

Proportion of sites off-grid/on bad grid:

EUROPE

MENA

APAC

EUROPE
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Kenya

Laos

Kuwait

Lebanon

Population (mn):
53.8

Population (mn):
7.3

Population (mn):
4.3

Population (mn):
6.8

Subscribers (mn):
54.6

Subscribers (mn):
4.3

Subscribers (mn):
6.8

Subscribers (mn):
4.3

Access to electricity: % of population

Access to electricity: % of population

Access to electricity: % of population

Access to electricity: % of population

Access to electricity: % of urban population

Access to electricity: % of urban population

Access to electricity: % of urban population

Access to electricity: % of urban population

Access to electricity: % of rural population

Access to electricity: % of rural population

Access to electricity: % of rural population

Access to electricity: % of rural population

69.7%

100%

100%

100%

90.8%

100%

100%

100%

61.7%

100%

100%

100%

67%

33%

100%

70%

30%

100%

Towers
8660

SIM Penetration

101.5%

Towers
8014

SIM Penetration

58.9%

Towers
4139

SIM Penetration

158.1%

Towers
2600

SIM Penetration

63.2%

MNOs: Safaricom, Airtel, Telkom

Towercos: American Tower, Atlas Towers, SEAL Tower

ESCOs: None

MNOs: Beeline, ETL, Lao Telecommunications Company, Unitel

Towercos: Southeast Asia Tower Company, edotco

ESCOs: None

MNOs: Ooredoo, stc, Zain 

Towercos: IHS Towers

ESCOs: None

MNOs: Alfa, touch

Towercos: None

ESCOs: IPT PowerTech

MNO owned

MNO owned

MNO owned

MNO owned

Towerco owned

Towerco owned

Towerco owned

Towerco owned

<1%

<1%

<1%

<1%

25-50%

25-50%

25-50%

25-50%

1-25%

1-25%

1-25%

1-25%

50-75%

50-75%

50-75%

50-75%

>75%

>75%

>75%

>75%

Proportion of sites off-grid/on bad grid:

Proportion of sites off-grid/on bad grid:

Proportion of sites off-grid/on bad grid:

Proportion of sites off-grid/on bad grid:

AFRICA 

APAC

MENA

MENA
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Madagascar

Malaysia

Malawi

Mexico

Population (mn):
27.7

Population (mn):
32.3

Population (mn):
19.1

Population (mn):
128.9

Subscribers (mn):
10.7

Subscribers (mn):
44.6

Subscribers (mn):
8.9

Subscribers (mn):
122

Access to electricity: % of population

Access to electricity: % of population

Access to electricity: % of population

Access to electricity: % of population

Access to electricity: % of urban population

Access to electricity: % of urban population

Access to electricity: % of urban population

Access to electricity: % of urban population

Access to electricity: % of rural population

Access to electricity: % of rural population

Access to electricity: % of rural population

Access to electricity: % of rural population

26.9%

100%

11.2%

100%

79.5%

100%

45.5%

100%

7.7%

100%

4.1%

100%

77%

23%

60%

40%

100%

93%

7%

Towers
2571

SIM Penetration

38.6%

Towers
41540

SIM Penetration

138.1%

Towers
1035

SIM Penetration

46.6%

Towers
36258

SIM Penetration

94.6%

MNOs: Telma, Orange, Airtel, Blueline

Towercos: TowerCo of Madagascar, Helios Towers* (*pending acquisition 
of Airtel’s towers)

ESCOs: None

MNOs: ALTEL, Maxis, Digi, Celcom, U Mobile, Yes, Unifi  Mobile, Redtone

Towercos: EdgePoint, edotco, plus other smaller towercos

ESCOs: Medipower

MNOs: Airtel, TNM, Afrimax Malawi, Celcom, Access

Towercos: Helios Towers* (*pending acquisition of Airtel’s towers)

ESCOs: None

MNOs: Movistar (Telefónica), AT&T, Telcel

Towercos: American Tower, IIMT, Intelli Site Solutions, Mexico Tower Partners, 
Phoenix Tower International, Telesites, Torrecom, TowerOne Wireless

ESCOs: None

MNO owned

MNO owned

MNO owned

MNO owned

Towerco owned

Towerco owned

Towerco owned

Towerco owned

<1%

<1%

<1%

<1%

25-50%

25-50%

25-50%

25-50%

1-25%

1-25%

1-25%

1-25%

50-75%

50-75%

50-75%

50-75%

>75%

>75%

>75%

>75%

Proportion of sites off-grid/on bad grid:

Proportion of sites off-grid/on bad grid:

Proportion of sites off-grid/on bad grid:

Proportion of sites off-grid/on bad grid:

AFRICA

APAC

AFRICA

CALA
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Mongolia

Mozambique

Morocco

Myanmar

Population (mn):
3.2

Population (mn):
31.2

Population (mn):
36.9

Population (mn):
54.4

Subscribers (mn):
4.4

Subscribers (mn):
14.8

Subscribers (mn):
49.2

Subscribers (mn):
61.1

Access to electricity: % of population

Access to electricity: % of population

Access to electricity: % of population

Access to electricity: % of population

Access to electricity: % of urban population

Access to electricity: % of urban population

Access to electricity: % of urban population

Access to electricity: % of urban population

Access to electricity: % of rural population

Access to electricity: % of rural population

Access to electricity: % of rural population

Access to electricity: % of rural population

99.1%

29.6%

99.6%

68.4%

100%

72.5%

100%

92.7%

97.2%

4.9%

98.9%

57.5%

100%

100%

100%

55%

45%

Towers
1000

SIM Penetration

137.5%

Towers
4400

SIM Penetration

47.4%

Towers
21052

SIM Penetration

133.3%

Towers
23207

SIM Penetration

112.3%

MNOs: Mobicom, Unitel, Skytel, G-Mobile

Towercos: None

ESCOs: None

MNOs: Vodacom, TMCel, Movitel

Towercos: None

ESCOs: None

MNOs: Inwi, Maroc Telecom, Orange 

Towercos: None

ESCOs: IPT PowerTech

MNOs: MNOs: MPT, M1 (pending acquisition of Telenor opco), Ooredoo, Mytel

Towercos: Irrawaddy Green Towers, AP Towers, edotco, OCK, Eco-Friendly 
Towers, MNTI

ESCOs: Voltalia, Yoma Micro Power

MNO owned

MNO owned

MNO owned

MNO owned

Towerco owned

Towerco owned

Towerco owned

Towerco owned

<1%

<1%

<1%

<1%

25-50%

25-50%

25-50%

25-50%

1-25%

1-25%

1-25%

1-25%

50-75%

50-75%

50-75%

50-75%

>75%

>75%

>75%

>75%

Proportion of sites off-grid/on bad grid:

Proportion of sites off-grid/on bad grid:

Proportion of sites off-grid/on bad grid:

Proportion of sites off-grid/on bad grid:

APAC

MENA

MENA

APAC
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Namibia

Netherlands

Nepal

New Zealand

Population (mn):
2.5

Population (mn):
17.3

Population (mn):
29.1

Population (mn):
5.1

Subscribers (mn):
2.6

Subscribers (mn):
21.8

Subscribers (mn):
39.2

Subscribers (mn):
6.4

Access to electricity: % of population

Access to electricity: % of population

Access to electricity: % of population

Access to electricity: % of population

Access to electricity: % of urban population

Access to electricity: % of urban population

Access to electricity: % of urban population

Access to electricity: % of urban population

Access to electricity: % of rural population

Access to electricity: % of rural population

Access to electricity: % of rural population

Access to electricity: % of rural population

55.2%

100%

89.9%

100%

74.6%

100%

94.2%

100%

35.0%

100%

88.8%

100%

42%

58%

62%

38%

100%

100%

Towers
749

SIM Penetration

104.0%

Towers
13966

SIM Penetration

126.0%

Towers
6000

SIM Penetration

134.7%

Towers
4250

SIM Penetration

125.5%

MNOs: MTC, Telecom Namibia, Paratus

Towercos: PowerCom

ESCOs: None

MNOs: KPN, T-Mobile (Deutsche Telekom), VodafoneZiggo (Vodafone/ 
Liberty Global)

Towercos: Cellnex, Open Tower Company, Wireless Infrastructure Group

ESCOs: None

MNOs: NCell, Nepal Telecom, Smart Telecom

Towercos: None

ESCOs: None

MNOs: Vodafone, Spark, 2degrees

Towercos: None

ESCOs: None

MNO owned

MNO owned

MNO owned

MNO owned

Towerco owned

Towerco owned

Towerco owned

Towerco owned

<1%

<1%

<1%

<1%

25-50%

25-50%

25-50%

25-50%

1-25%

1-25%

1-25%

1-25%

50-75%

50-75%

50-75%

50-75%

>75%

>75%

>75%

>75%

Proportion of sites off-grid/on bad grid:

Proportion of sites off-grid/on bad grid:

Proportion of sites off-grid/on bad grid:

Proportion of sites off-grid/on bad grid:

AFRICA

EUROPE

APAC

APAC
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Nicaragua

Nigeria

Niger

Norway

Population (mn):
6.6

Population (mn):
206.1

Population (mn):
24.2

Population (mn):
5.3

Subscribers (mn):
5.8

Subscribers (mn):
184.6

Subscribers (mn):
8.8

Subscribers (mn):
5.7

Access to electricity: % of population

Access to electricity: % of population

Access to electricity: % of population

Access to electricity: % of population

Access to electricity: % of urban population

Access to electricity: % of urban population

Access to electricity: % of urban population

Access to electricity: % of urban population

Access to electricity: % of rural population

Access to electricity: % of rural population

Access to electricity: % of rural population

Access to electricity: % of rural population

88.2%

55.4%

18.8%

100%

100%

83.9%

49.9%

100%

71.4%

25.5%

12.6%

100%

96%

4%

69%

31%

40%

60%

68%

32%

Towers
1785

SIM Penetration

87.9%

Towers
38320

SIM Penetration

89.6%

Towers
1880

SIM Penetration

36.4%

Towers
25100

SIM Penetration

107.5%

MNOs: Tigo (Millicom), Claro (América Móvil ), CooTel (XinWei)

Towercos: SBA Communications, Sitios Latinoamérica, Torrecom 

ESCOs: Hybrico 

MNOs: Airtel, Glo, MTN, 9mobile

Towercos: IHS Towers, American Tower, Eastcastle Infrastructure, African 
Mobile Networks, Pan African Towers and other smaller Nigerian towercos

ESCOs: None

MNOs: Airtel, Moov, Orange, Sahelcom

Towercos: American Tower

ESCOs: Aktivco

MNOs: ICE, Telenor, Telia

Towercos: Telenor Infra, Telia Towers

ESCOs: None

MNO owned

MNO owned

MNO owned

MNO owned

Towerco owned

Towerco owned

Towerco owned

Towerco owned

<1%

<1%

<1%

<1%

25-50%

25-50%

25-50%

25-50%

1-25%

1-25%

1-25%

1-25%

50-75%

50-75%

50-75%

50-75%

>75%

>75%

>75%

>75%

Proportion of sites off-grid/on bad grid:

Proportion of sites off-grid/on bad grid:

Proportion of sites off-grid/on bad grid:

Proportion of sites off-grid/on bad grid:

CALA

AFRICA

AFRICA

EUROPE
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Oman

Panama

Pakistan

Paraguay

Population (mn):
5.1

Population (mn):
4.3

Population (mn):
220.9

Population (mn):
7.1

Subscribers (mn):
6.3

Subscribers (mn):
5.7

Subscribers (mn):
175.6

Subscribers (mn):
7.8

Access to electricity: % of population

Access to electricity: % of population

Access to electricity: % of population

Access to electricity: % of population

Access to electricity: % of urban population

Access to electricity: % of urban population

Access to electricity: % of urban population

Access to electricity: % of urban population

Access to electricity: % of rural population

Access to electricity: % of rural population

Access to electricity: % of rural population

Access to electricity: % of rural population

100%

95.8%

73.9%

100%

100%

99.7%

100%

100%

100%

87.7%

58.7%

100%

17%

83%

69%

31%

36%

64%

49% 51%

Towers
7126

SIM Penetration

123.5%

Towers
2211

SIM Penetration

132.6%

Towers
38437

SIM Penetration

79.5%

Towers
4281

SIM Penetration

109.9%

MNOs: Omantel, Ooredoo, Vodafone Oman

Towercos: Oman Tower Company, Helios Towers (pending acquisition of 
Omantel towers)

ESCOs: None

MNOs: Cable & Wireless (Liberty Latin America), Claro (América Móvil ), 
Tigo (Millicom), Digicel

Towercos: Phoenix Tower International, SBA Communications, Sitios 
Latinoamérica, Torrecom

ESCOs: None

MNOs: Jazz, Telenor, Ufone, Zong, PTCL

Towercos: edotco, Enfrashare, Associated Technologies Ltd, AWAL 
Telecom, Helium (plus several other licenses held)

ESCOs: REON Energy

MNOs: Claro (América Móvil), Personal, Tigo (Millicom), Vox

Towercos: American Tower, Sitios Latinoamérica

ESCOs: None

MNO owned

MNO owned

MNO owned

MNO owned

Towerco owned

Towerco owned

Towerco owned

Towerco owned

<1%

<1%

<1%

<1%

25-50%

25-50%

25-50%

25-50%

1-25%

1-25%

1-25%

1-25%

50-75%

50-75%

50-75%

50-75%

>75%

>75%

>75%

>75%

Proportion of sites off-grid/on bad grid:

Proportion of sites off-grid/on bad grid:

Proportion of sites off-grid/on bad grid:

Proportion of sites off-grid/on bad grid:

MENA

CALA

MENA

CALA
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Peru

Poland

Philippines

Portugal

Population (mn):
33

Population (mn):
37.9

Population (mn):
109.6

Population (mn):
10.3

Subscribers (mn):
39

Subscribers (mn):
52.3

Subscribers (mn):
167.3

Subscribers (mn):
11.9

Access to electricity: % of population

Access to electricity: % of population

Access to electricity: % of population

Access to electricity: % of population

Access to electricity: % of urban population

Access to electricity: % of urban population

Access to electricity: % of urban population

Access to electricity: % of urban population

Access to electricity: % of rural population

Access to electricity: % of rural population

Access to electricity: % of rural population

Access to electricity: % of rural population

98.3%

100%

95.6%

100%

100%

100%

98.0%

100%

92.5%

100%

93.5%

100%

73%

27%

53% 47%

2%

98%

100%

Towers
14741

SIM Penetration

118.2%

Towers
27849

SIM Penetration

138.0%

Towers
23971

SIM Penetration

152.6%

Towers
13317

SIM Penetration

115.5%

MNOs: Claro (América Móvil ), Bitel (Viettel), Entel, Movistar (Telefónica), 
DirecTV 

Towercos: American Tower, Andean Telecom Partners, BTS Towers, 
Continental Towers, IHS Towers, Innovatel/ Torresec, Phoenix Tower 
International, SBA Communications, Torrecom, Turris Telecom

ESCOs: Hybrico

MNOs: Orange, Play (Iliad), Plus (Cyfrowy Polsat), T-Mobile

Towercos: ATC Europe, Cellnex, Emitel

ESCOs: None

MNOs: Smart, Globe, Digi

Towercos: ATC, edotco, Frontier, PhilTower, Adoitz, China Energy 
Equipment and several other license holders

ESCOs: None

MNOs: MEO (Altice), NOS, Vodafone

Towercos: Cellnex, Vantage Towers

ESCOs: None

MNO owned

MNO owned

MNO owned

MNO owned

Towerco owned

Towerco owned

Towerco owned

Towerco owned

<1%

<1%

<1%

<1%

25-50%

25-50%

25-50%

25-50%

1-25%

1-25%

1-25%

1-25%

50-75%

50-75%

50-75%

50-75%

>75%

>75%

>75%

>75%

Proportion of sites off-grid/on bad grid:

Proportion of sites off-grid/on bad grid:

Proportion of sites off-grid/on bad grid:

Proportion of sites off-grid/on bad grid:

CALA

EUROPE

APAC

EUROPE
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Qatar

Rwanda

Russia

Saudi Arabia

Population (mn):
2.9

Population (mn):
13

Population (mn):
144.4

Population (mn):
34.8

Subscribers (mn):
3.8

Subscribers (mn):
10.6

Subscribers (mn):
239.8

Subscribers (mn):
43.2

Access to electricity: % of population

Access to electricity: % of population

Access to electricity: % of population

Access to electricity: % of population

Access to electricity: % of urban population

Access to electricity: % of urban population

Access to electricity: % of urban population

Access to electricity: % of urban population

Access to electricity: % of rural population

Access to electricity: % of rural population

Access to electricity: % of rural population

Access to electricity: % of rural population

100%

37.8%

100%

100%

100%

93.1%

100%

100%

100%

26.2%

100%

100%

100%

97%

3%

53%47%

58%

42%

Towers
5000

SIM Penetration

131.0%

Towers
1648

SIM Penetration

81.5%

Towers
146651

SIM Penetration

166.1%

Towers
37038

SIM Penetration

124.1%

MNOs: Ooredoo, Vodafone

Towercos: None

ESCOs: None

MNOs: Airtel, MTN

Towercos: IHS Towers, Vanu

ESCOs: None

MNOs: Beeline (VEON), MegaFon, MTS, Tele2 Russia (Rostelecom)

Towercos: First Tower Company, Russian Towers, Service Telecom, 
Vertical (plus several hundred smaller players)

ESCOs: None

MNOs: Mobily, stc, Zain

Towercos: TAWAL

ESCOs: None

MNO owned

MNO owned

MNO owned

MNO owned

Towerco owned

Towerco owned

Towerco owned

Towerco owned

<1%

<1%

<1%

<1%

25-50%

25-50%

25-50%

25-50%

1-25%

1-25%

1-25%

1-25%

50-75%

50-75%

50-75%

50-75%

>75%

>75%

>75%

>75%

Proportion of sites off-grid/on bad grid:

Proportion of sites off-grid/on bad grid:

Proportion of sites off-grid/on bad grid:

Proportion of sites off-grid/on bad grid:

MENA

AFRICA

EUROPE

MENA
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Senegal

South Africa

Serbia

South Korea

Population (mn):
16.7

Population (mn):
59.3

Population (mn):
6.9

Population (mn):
51.7

Subscribers (mn):
17.9

Subscribers (mn):
97

Subscribers (mn):
8.5

Subscribers (mn):
68.9

Access to electricity: % of population

Access to electricity: % of population

Access to electricity: % of population

Access to electricity: % of population

Access to electricity: % of urban population

Access to electricity: % of urban population

Access to electricity: % of urban population

Access to electricity: % of urban population

Access to electricity: % of rural population

Access to electricity: % of rural population

Access to electricity: % of rural population

Access to electricity: % of rural population

70.4%

85.0%

99.8%

100%

95.2%

87.9%

99.9%

100%

47.8%

79.2%

100%

100%

68%

32%

65%

35%

68%

32%

100%

Towers
3823

SIM Penetration

107.2%

Towers
26235

SIM Penetration

163.6%

Towers
5146

SIM Penetration

123.2%

Towers
30000

SIM Penetration

133.3%

MNOs: Airtel, Moov Africa, Orange, Sahelcom

Towercos: Free Senegal, Expresso, Sonatel

ESCOs: Helios Towers

MNOs: MTN, Vodacom, Telkom, Cell C, Rain

Towercos: American Tower, SBA Communications/ Atlas Tower, Helios 
Towers, Gyro Towers, Sentech, Eagle Towers, Blue Sky Towers + ~20 other 
middlemarket towercos

ESCOs: Abbott Technologies

MNOs: mts (Telekom Srbija), Telenor (PPF Group) vip (Telekom Austria)

Towercos: CETIN

ESCOs: None

MNOs: SK Telecom, KT, LG

Towercos: None

ESCOs: None

MNO owned

MNO owned

MNO owned

MNO owned

Towerco owned

Towerco owned

Towerco owned

Towerco owned

<1%

<1%

<1%

<1%

25-50%

25-50%

25-50%

25-50%

1-25%

1-25%

1-25%

1-25%

50-75%

50-75%

50-75%

50-75%

>75%

>75%

>75%

>75%

Proportion of sites off-grid/on bad grid:

Proportion of sites off-grid/on bad grid:

Proportion of sites off-grid/on bad grid:

Proportion of sites off-grid/on bad grid:

AFRICA

AFRICA

EUROPE

APAC
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Spain

Sweden

Sri Lanka

Switzerland

Population (mn):
47.1

Population (mn):
8.6

Population (mn):
21.9

Population (mn):
8.6

Subscribers (mn):
55.3

Subscribers (mn):
12.7

Subscribers (mn):
30.8

Subscribers (mn):
10.9

Access to electricity: % of population

Access to electricity: % of population

Access to electricity: % of population

Access to electricity: % of population

Access to electricity: % of urban population

Access to electricity: % of urban population

Access to electricity: % of urban population

Access to electricity: % of urban population

Access to electricity: % of rural population

Access to electricity: % of rural population

Access to electricity: % of rural population

Access to electricity: % of rural population

100%

100%

100%

100%

100%

100%

100%

100%

100%

100%

100%

100%

100%

100%

88%

12%

53%47%

Towers
38986

SIM Penetration

117.4%

Towers
13478

SIM Penetration

147.7%

Towers
9323

SIM Penetration

140.6%

Towers
11388

SIM Penetration

126.7%

MNOs: Movistar (Telefónica), Orange, Vodafone, Yoigo (Masmovil)

Towercos: ATC Europe, Axion, Cellnex, TOTEM, Vantage Towers

ESCOs: None

MNOs: Hi3G (Hutchison), Tele2, Telenor, Telia, Teracom

Towercos: 3GIS, Cellnex, Net4Mobility, SUNAB, Telenor Towers Sweden, 
Telia Towers

ESCOs: None

MNOs: Dialog, SLTMobitel, Hutch, Airtel

Towercos: edotco

ESCOs: None

MNOs: Salt, Sunrise (Liberty Global), Swisscom

Towercos: Cellnex

ESCOs: None

MNO owned

MNO owned

MNO owned

MNO owned

Towerco owned

Towerco owned

Towerco owned

Towerco owned

<1%

<1%

<1%

<1%

25-50%

25-50%

25-50%

25-50%

1-25%

1-25%

1-25%

1-25%

50-75%

50-75%

50-75%

50-75%

>75%

>75%

>75%

>75%

Proportion of sites off-grid/on bad grid:

Proportion of sites off-grid/on bad grid:

Proportion of sites off-grid/on bad grid:

Proportion of sites off-grid/on bad grid:

EUROPE

EUROPE

APAC

EUROPE
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Tanzania

Tunisia

Thailand

Turkey

Population (mn):
59.7

Population (mn):
11.8

Population (mn):
69.8

Population (mn):
83.4

Subscribers (mn):
47.7

Subscribers (mn):
14.9

Subscribers (mn):
129.6

Subscribers (mn):
80.8

Access to electricity: % of population

Access to electricity: % of population

Access to electricity: % of population

Access to electricity: % of population

Access to electricity: % of urban population

Access to electricity: % of urban population

Access to electricity: % of urban population

Access to electricity: % of urban population

Access to electricity: % of rural population

Access to electricity: % of rural population

Access to electricity: % of rural population

Access to electricity: % of rural population

37.7%

100%

99.9%

100%

73.2%

100%

99.9%

100%

19.0%

100%

99.9%

100%

33%

67%

100%

70%

30%

80%

20%

Towers
7835

SIM Penetration

79.9%

Towers
7955

SIM Penetration

126.3%

Towers
53000

SIM Penetration

185.7%

Towers
50215

SIM Penetration

96.9%

MNOs: Tigo and Zantel (owned by Axian Group), Vodacom, Airtel, Haltoel, 
TTCL, Azam

Towercos: Helios Towers, Minara Towers

ESCOs: None

MNOs: Ooredoo, Orange, Tunisie Telecom

Towercos: NATIC

ESCOs: None

MNOs: AIS, TrueMove, Dtac, MY, TOT

Towercos: DIF

ESCOs: None

MNOs: Turk Telecom, Turkcell, Vodafone

Towercos: Global Tower, PTT Kule, TRT

ESCOs: None

MNO owned

MNO owned

MNO owned

MNO owned

Towerco owned

Towerco owned

Towerco owned

Towerco owned

<1%

<1%

<1%

<1%

25-50%

25-50%

25-50%

25-50%

1-25%

1-25%

1-25%

1-25%

50-75%

50-75%

50-75%

50-75%

>75%

>75%

>75%

>75%

Proportion of sites off-grid/on bad grid:

Proportion of sites off-grid/on bad grid:

Proportion of sites off-grid/on bad grid:

Proportion of sites off-grid/on bad grid:

AFRICA

MENA

APAC

EUROPE
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Uganda

United Arab Emirates

Ukraine

United Kingdom

Population (mn):
45.7

Population (mn):
9.9

Population (mn):
44.4

Population (mn):
66.8

Subscribers (mn):
25.4

Subscribers (mn):
18.4

Subscribers (mn):
54.8

Subscribers (mn):
79.5

Access to electricity: % of population

Access to electricity: % of population

Access to electricity: % of population

Access to electricity: % of population

Access to electricity: % of urban population

Access to electricity: % of urban population

Access to electricity: % of urban population

Access to electricity: % of urban population

Access to electricity: % of rural population

Access to electricity: % of rural population

Access to electricity: % of rural population

Access to electricity: % of rural population

41.3%

100%

100%

100%

70.8%

100%

100%

100%

31.8%

100%

100%

100%

18%

82%

100%

9%

91%

99%

1%

Towers
4433

SIM Penetration

55.6%

Towers
13000

SIM Penetration

185.9%

Towers
22855

SIM Penetration

123.4%

Towers
37660

SIM Penetration

119.0%

MNOs: MTN, Airtel, Africell, Smile, UTL

Towercos: American Tower, Ubuntu Towers

ESCOs: None

MNOs: Etisalat, du

Towercos: None

ESCOs: None

MNOs: Kyivstar (VEON), lifecell (Turkcell), Vodafone (MTS), TriMob 
(Ukrtelecom) plus regional players and MVNOs

Towercos: UkrTOWER

ESCOs: None

MNOs: 3 (CK Hutchison), EE (BT), Virgin Media O2 (Telefónica/ Liberty 
Global), Vodafone

Towercos: Britannia Towers, Cellnex, Cornerstone, Freshwave, MBNL, 
Shared Access, Wireless Infrastructure Group

ESCOs: None

MNO owned

MNO owned

MNO owned

MNO owned

Towerco owned

Towerco owned

Towerco owned

Towerco owned

<1%

<1%

<1%

<1%

25-50%

25-50%

25-50%

25-50%

1-25%

1-25%

1-25%

1-25%

50-75%

50-75%

50-75%

50-75%

>75%

>75%

>75%

>75%

Proportion of sites off-grid/on bad grid:

Proportion of sites off-grid/on bad grid:

Proportion of sites off-grid/on bad grid:

Proportion of sites off-grid/on bad grid:

AFRICA

MENA

EUROPE

EUROPE
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Vietnam

Zimbabwe 

Zambia

Population (mn):
97.3

Population (mn):
14.9

Population (mn):
18.4

Subscribers (mn):
136.2

Subscribers (mn):
13.2

Subscribers (mn):
17.2

Access to electricity: % of population

Access to electricity: % of population

Access to electricity: % of population

Access to electricity: % of urban population

Access to electricity: % of urban population

Access to electricity: % of urban population

Access to electricity: % of rural population

Access to electricity: % of rural population

Access to electricity: % of rural population

99.4%

41.1%

43.0%

100%

85.4%

79.9%

99.1%

20.1%

13.9%

9%

91%

100%

100%

Towers
89050

SIM Penetration

140.0%

Towers
3000

SIM Penetration

88.6%

Towers
3399

SIM Penetration

93.5%

MNOs: Viettel Mobile, MobiFone, Vinaphone, Vietnamobile, Gmobile

Towercos: OCK, Golden Towers, Dozens of small local towercos

ESCOs: None

MNOs: Econet, Telecel, NetOne

Towercos: None

ESCOs: None

MNOs: ZAMTEL, Airtel, MTN

Towercos: IHS Towers, Africa Mobile Networks, Infratel

ESCOs: None

MNO owned

MNO owned

MNO ownedTowerco owned

Towerco owned

Towerco owned<1%

<1%

<1%25-50%

25-50%

25-50%1-25%

1-25%

1-25%50-75%

50-75%

50-75%>75%

>75%

>75%

Proportion of sites off-grid/on bad grid:

Proportion of sites off-grid/on bad grid:

Proportion of sites off-grid/on bad grid:

APAC

AFRICA

AFRICA

100
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TowerXchange: SerEnergy was recently 
acquired by Advent Technologies – can 
you tell us how this is going to influence 
the company going forward?  

Morten Thomsen, Senior Sales Manager, 
Advent Technologies: SerEnergy was a 
part of the German family-owned Fischer 
Group since 2011, and joining Advent is 
a significant milestone for us. Prior to 
Fischer’s engagement as a shareholder, 
the company was founded as a spin-off 
from Aalborg University, and we made 
commitment to generate methanol based 
sustainable energy in 2008.

Joining Advent Technologies is a huge 
opportunity for us, as we join a larger 
portfolio of core technology and  
products, supporting a wider range of 
solutions. We will be able to tap into 
their engineering expertise, whilst our 
experience in telecom, creates synergies 
useful to the entire group.

As part of the Advent family, we also have 
a broader presence worldwide –in addition 
to our locations in Denmark, Germany and 
the Philippines, we now have a presence 
in the USA and Greece. This gives us a joint 
platform to enter these markets, working 
with a well-established and recognisable 
company.

We expect that off-grid and telecom tower 
products will benefit significantly from 
Advent’s capabilities in new materials 
product development. In addition, we 
predict that their manufacturing experience 
will further accelerate our go-to-market 
plan. The merger of SerEnergy and Fischer 
Eco Solutions into the Advent Group 
positions the group as a fuel cell leader with 
the ability to deliver thousands of systems 
yearly in the off-grid, portable, and other 
power-generation markets.

TowerXchange: You mentioned your 
commitment to generating methanol 

Are fuel cells the answer to meeting sustainability 
targets and 5G energy requirements?
Advent Technologies share their thoughts on the viability of fuel cells for telecom tower power and talk 
the recent merger between SerEnergy and Advent

•  New opportunities available to 
SerEnergy following their merger 
with Advent Technologies

•  Why methanol fuel cells offer a 
sustainable alternative to diesel 
gensets

•  Use cases in rural and urban areas, 
and on bad/off grid locations

•  How fuel cells can help meet 5G 
energy requirements

Read this article to learn:

SerEnergy, a leading supplier of power solutions based on methanol fuel cell 
systems was recently acquired by Advent Technologies. In this interview 
TowerXchange speakers to Morten Thomsen to explore the opportunities 
arising as a result of the merger and to understand the role for methanol fuel 
cells in powering telecom networks
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based sustainable energy – why is this 
so important and why do you think 
Methanol is such a viable fuel source?

Morten Thomsen, Senior Sales Manager, 
Advent Technologies: Our solution is an 
environmentally-friendly and sustainable 
energy storage and power generation 
supply. We see a lot of operators setting 
carbon reduction targets and we offer a 
CO2 emission reducing solution (the degree 
of reduction depending on the source of 
the methanol chosen) that also solves 
other challenges as well. For example, 
our solution makes less noise and does 
not vibrate, meaning lighter footprints 
posed on local environments. Our systems 
are strongly climate resilient and can be 
remotely monitored, which is critical to 
secure uptime, and stability of operations. 
Besides, fuel cells are not subject to 
vandalism nor fuel and equipment theft to 
the same extent as diesels gensets.

Methanol fuel cells offer a cheap fuel 
source and represent a technology placing 
operators in a favourable position as they 
prepare for green transitions. Methanol 
fuel cells run on a blend of water and 
methanol which is easily accessible in 
most parts of the world at low rates. Green 
sources of methanol are rapidly emerging 
world-wide also.

TowerXchange: What types of sites does 
this have the most impact on?

Morten Thomsen, Senior Sales Manager, 
Advent Technologies: Fuel cells have their 
use in both urban and rural areas. In urban 
areas they are convenient; they generate 
less noise, have reduced emissions and 
leave smaller footprints than conventional 
energy solutions, which means in tight 
spaces they are compact systems taking up 
far less valuable room.

In remote locations, we offer a remote access 
system and a cloud-based management 
system that allows for long service intervals. 
In some instances, service intervals have 
been extended by up to 10 times, and 
inspections are not required as regularly 
either. Another benefit in rural areas is that 
operators do not need to refuel as frequently 
compared to a diesel generator.

In both urban and remote locations, fuel 
cell systems are very flexible. They offer a 
compact design per kW. They can either be 
installed in an outdoor cabinet next to the 
actual telecom equipment or integrated into 
an existing indoor solution. In an outdoor 
solution, the footprint for up to 15 kW is 
typically not bigger than 1×1 metre. This 
includes the cabinet, fuel cell units and a 
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tank. For an indoor installation, fuel cell 
systems offer an even smaller footprint, 
for example they can be integrated into 
a 19’’ rack system. Not only are fuel cells 
convenient on existing sites but also low 
cost in rental and installation.

They are also versatile in terms of grid 
reliability. If a telecom site requires six to 
eight hours of back-up power (no matter 
how frequently), batteries are often too 
heavy, space demanding and expensive 
to maintain. Diesel generators offer long 
back-up times but are characterised by an 
extensive maintenance and due diligence 
schedule. Fuel cells do not have these 
drawbacks, but offer the same back-up 
power potential.

When it comes to supplementary power, 
fuel cells will take over power generation 
when the primary power system is 
not running. Alternatively, as part of a 
hybrid solution, fuel cells ensure the 
site functionality 24-7 by substituting for 
renewables like wind and solar when they 
are unavailable.

Methanol fuel cell systems are a great 
alternative to traditional diesel generators 
when it comes to providing power on 
off-grid sites. Typically, there are large 
investments involved in connecting 
especially remote sites to the grid, so 
together with the low operation costs and 
the relatively small investment, the fuel cell 

system can offer significant cost benefits 
for the customers. Compared to diesel 
generators, both maintenance and fuel cost 
are often less when operating a methanol 
fuel cell system.

TowerXchange: How do SerEnergy 
anticipate 5G rollouts will impact energy 
requirements on sites?

Morten Thomsen, Senior Sales Manager, 
Advent Technologies: I think there are 
two elements at play. Firstly, due to the 
increased capex requirements caused 

by the 5G rollouts, we will see increased 
collaboration between operators, towercos 
and suppliers. To facilitate this, we 
anticipate closer and more long-term 
partnerships between energy providers and 
tower operators.

5G networks are also far more power-
intensive to run, and it is increasingly 
critical that those networks stay running 
in order to safeguard new business models 
and value-chains including new end-users 
in health-care, critical infrastructure, 
industry and utility.

Fuel cells are versatile and easily scalable 
systems. The unit produces up to 5kW 
and as it is modular, multiple units can be 
interconnected in a system. Our systems 
scale power of 1- 15kW – meeting the 
increasing power demands from base 
stations and the 5G rollout. It has a flexible 
run time with external fuel kit, and typically 
runs several weeks on IBC tanks. The 
systems are ready to plug and play as a 
single back-up unit or in hybrid solutions.

To find out more about Advent 
Technologies, visit their website here.

In an outdoor solution, the footprint for 
up to 15 kW is typically not bigger than 
1×1 metre. This includes the cabinet, fuel 
cell units and a tank.

https://www.advent.energy
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In the early 1980’s Robert Metcalfe posited 
that the value of a communications 
network increased with the square of the 
number of users in that network.  Initially 
this ‘Metcalfe’s Law’ was used to sell 
more Ethernet network cards but it more 
recently was recognised to see how this 
network effect could be seen in telecoms 

networks, the internet, social media and 
even cryptocurrencies.

The basic premise? More users =  
more value.

How could this network effect be 
attributed to energy consumption for 

telecom towers? Well sharing of radio 
towers and even radio access equipment 
is not new. Towercos’ business models are 
built on the ability to share infrastructure 
with multiple tenants.

But more users = more value = also more 
power required!

What is pushing up power at bad grid 
cell sites in Africa and Asia?

Energy efficiencies can be easier to attain 
with multiple tenants or tower sharing. 
Each tenant may require between 1kW-
3kW depending on what technologies are 
used. The direction of travel of site power 
requirements is going only in one direction 
now…. Up. So, should sharing of power 
generation be considered outside the 
boundary of the telecom site itself? 

We already know that there is no magic 
bullet to solve the energy challenges 
of balancing energy costs, reducing 
dependency on diesel and increasing use 
of renewable energy and energy storage. 
Using 100% renewable energy, if there 
is enough space on site, does NOT equal 
100% availability, nor reliability, nor 
predictability compared to a generator. This 
challenge is especially acute in Africa with 
load shedding, aggressive rural network 
rollouts with no grid connections, and 

Can mini-grids or standalone power solve the telecom 
tower power paradox?
Guest White Paper by Stuart Kelly, VP, Market Development, Bladon

Stuart Kelly, VP, Market Development, Bladon
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logistics challenges, not to mention asset 
theft (fuel and batteries alike).

According to Statista the share of renewables 
in primary energy consumption has only 
seen marginal change in the past decades. 
Between 2007 and 2018, figures increased 
from 12 percent to just 13.5 percent, far from 
the share needed to reach 2050 zero carbon 
goals as aspired to by many governments. 
The OPEC forecasts that daily renewable 
energy demand would grow to 77 million 
barrels of oil equivalent by 2045, still far 
below the demand for oil and natural gas, 
which is to see the greatest growth.

At what level of grid quality does 
increased power load start to stretch 
currently dimensioned sites? Is 20 hours 
a day power enough?

By 2030 65% of every car driven in Europe will 
be electric, 5G will drive a massive increase 
in computing power, edge computing will 
expand, EV charging will explode, and rural 
telecom rollouts across Africa, Asia and even 
Europe are all coming at the same time – this 
is a perfect storm of energy demand from all 
sectors just at a time where media attention is 
on carbon emissions reduction.

This time is different since the electricity 
grid wasn’t built, designed nor received the 
investment to see this massive transition of 
energy away from fossil fuels. Grid quality 
in Africa is already stretched to breaking 

point in many markets before these new 
pressures have emerged in volume. So, it 
will not be telecom networks on their own 
that will stretch or fracture grid quality. 
Distributed power generation is going to be 
a must have for sectors beyond just telecom.

Are cell sites which rely on solar and 
hybrid systems in danger of overtopping 
their energy supply with expanding 4G 
overlay?

The direction of travel of multitenant sites, 

shared networks, network densification is 
at odds with using 100% renewable energy 
in the form of solar PV, wind, and energy 
storage. So increased pressure on radio/
BTS vendors is required to invest not just in 
broadband capacity and quality of service but 
squeeze every percentage efficiency out of the 
BTS and transmission equipment too. Higher 
temperature tolerances lead to eliminating 
the need for air-conditioning systems in some 
markets, but modular power systems are 
key. Starting with power modules that can 
grow in lock step with actual not predicted or 

forecast power consumption will control costs 
and make primary power generation more 
durable. Rectifiers, batteries, solar PV, 5G 
antennae all come in modular formats so why 
can’t power generators be modular too?

Do solarised hybrid sites need re-
dimensioning and expanding or are 
there limits to what can be achieved 
through cleantech energy sources?

Bladon has seen many instances where rural 
sites start with a solar hybrid installation with 
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enough capacity to serve the local population 
but very quickly becomes obsolete with 
people coming from other rural areas to take 
advantage of new nearby mobile network 
coverage. Human behaviours can sometimes 
be left out when dimensioning sites, especially 
rural ones. Modular power that is silent and 
low emissions is also an important factor 
when installing near residential areas that 
may be new to this technology and to avoid 
noisy, dirty diesel generators are important to 
reduce vandalism, running costs and theft.

When 5G comes to bad grid areas of 
Africa, how much will this issue worsen?

The looming 5G energy crisis cannot be 
underestimated. Yes, it’s more efficient than 
4G per MB but it’s hardly relevant if data 
traffic will increase 400% by 2025 (according 
to the GSMA). That will in turn give a network 
power consumption increase of almost 
double! This can also mean adding 5G to a 
tower will push an extra 2-5kW load onto the 
tower and bring the site outside the scope of 
renewable sources of power generation. So 
who pays for the difference? Well scalable 
standalone power independent of the grid 
will help insulate networks from huge swings 
in power demand, load shedding from utility 
networks or increased ‘carbon’ taxes that 
make grid power more expensive or difficult 
to factor and leverage efficiencies.

Bladon see increased popularity in mini-grids 
in our work with Horizon Power in Australia, 

for example, where geography prohibits 
widespread deployment of grid connections. 
Even where there are grid connections, 
recent and more frequent bush fires have 
melted thousands of kilometers of grid lines. 
Customers seriously reconsider whether to 
rebuild or simply generate their own power.

What would an ideal energy system look 
like that is more robust to uncertainty over 
current and future maximum site loads?

Using the word ideal is always dangerous 
since there are a million plus towers out 

there with no grid connection or bad 
grid connection. Each tower can bring 
slight changes in site power design and 
setup based on available space, access, 
security of fuel supply not to mention 
increases in extreme weather which can 
damage solar PV. It’s clear that the more 
dependent we are on renewable sources of 
energy the more we need durable, reliable, 
and modular ways to generating power. 
Adaptability and agility built into to how 
power is delivered is key and being able to 
mold into the power needs of sites in the 
medium to long term.

If the solution is a partial return to 
diesel generators for primary power, 
how can hydrocarbon fuels be made 
cleaner?

Modular power using technologies like 
Micro Gas Turbine engines to deliver 
Micro or Mini Grids allows high levels of 
adaptability which by their very nature 
can handle running with multiple types of 
fuels including use of low and no carbon 
fuels. HVO or hydrotreated vegetable oil 
has the same energy density as diesel but 
emits 90% less CO2, 40% less NOx and zero 
particulate matter. Using this type of fuel 
bridges paradox of using energy dense fuel 
but also tackle carbon emissions.

Furthermore, using hydrogen-based fuels 
can also be used in turbines without 
modification so once logistics and storage 
challenges for hydrogen derived fuels are 
solved at scale then moving progressively 
out of diesel to low/zero carbon fuels 
becomes a more realistic endeavour.

Hydrogen is currently seen as the lesser 
alternative compared to energy storage 
technology which is coveting most of 
the PR right now. But over US$500bn is 
being invested by governments all over 
the world to embrace hydrogen based 
production, transport and power generation 
technologies. Network operators and 
towercos also need to ready to future proof 
their power generation investments.

Hydrogen is currently seen as the lesser 
alternative compared to energy storage 
technology which is coveting most of 
the PR right now. But over US$500bn 
is being invested by governments all 
over the world to embrace hydrogen 
based production, transport and power 
generation technologies
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With power demands on cell sites increasing and steeper increases predicted, 
finding the right backup power solution partners is an increasingly important 
task for towercos. With variables in location, climate, budget, maintenance and 
deployment, keeping the total cost of ownership (TCO) to a minimum can be tricky. 
Henrik Sundh, Director Product Management & Applications, Energy Systems 
EMEA at EnerSys® talks us through their global experience and how they work with 
customers to choose the most efficient solutions to meet their requirements. 

TowerXchange: The first question our 
readers will want to know is ‘how proven 
are your batteries in the field’ – please 
tell us about your performance in the 
field – who is using it and what results 
have been achieved?

Henrik Sundh, Director Product 
Management & Applications, Energy 
Systems EMEA, EnerSys:

EnerSys® battery systems have been in 
existence for more than 100 years through 
our predecessor companies. We serve 
over 10,000 customers in 100 countries 
as a recognised global leader for stored 
energy solutions and systems. To illustrate 
its credentials, EnerSys® launched the 

PowerSafe® SBS EON Technology 12V 
range of batteries in 2008 aimed at robust 
applications. They have a very long design life 
(15 years at 20°C) and high cyclic life, meaning 
that they can be discharged and recharged 
regularly without compromising their 
performance. PowerSafe® battery solutions 
are used in a variety of applications, from 
stable grid-controlled operations to high-
temperature environments with unstable 
grids. They can also function in a standalone 
off-grid solution.

Our Thin Plate Pure Lead (TPPL) technology 
has an improved surface area. The result is a 
higher energy density solution (lower volume 
and weight) than traditional Absorbent Glass 
Mat (AGM) batteries. Pure lead and other 

Powering the cell sites of the future
EnerSys® can become the only partner towercos will need to support their evolving power needs

Henrik Sundh, Director Product Management & Applications, Energy Systems EMEA, EnerSys® 

•  EnerSys®’s offerings for global tower owners
•  How 5G power requirements will change in the short and long run
•  Supporting increasing power demands in developing markets
•  How the right energy controls can help cell sites stay online

Read this article to learn:
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high purity materials make the grids more 
resilient to corrosion and prolong the battery 
life. Our technology developments continue 
to focus on longer battery life, resulting in 
fewer battery replacements and enhancing 
the Total Cost of Ownership benefits of our 
energy storage solutions. TPPL technology 
also fits well in data centre applications 
where UPS systems provide short term 
autonomy while backup generators come 
online during a power outage.

Another example of our understanding of 
application requirements is the PowerSafe® 
SBS XL range of batteries that are suited 
to stable grid applications. They offer 
long battery life even in high-temperature 
conditions. PowerSafe® SBS XL batteries 
have a design life of 20 years at 20°C or 10 
years at 35°C.

As far as future developments go, EnerSys® 
has a program for developing a Lithium-Ion 
battery portfolio for the telecom market. 
This solution is based on the lithium 
chemistry and technology used in our 
NexSys® Ion battery range for the material 
handling market. Both these applications 
have high cyclic duty requirements.

TowerXchange: Although primarily 
known as a battery vendor, EnerSys® has 
also acquired Alpha® Technologies and 
NorthStar® Battery. What can you tell 
me about how these acquisitions have 
changed the EnerSys® offer to Towercos?

Henrik Sundh, Director Product 
Management & Applications, Energy 
Systems EMEA, EnerSys:

Alpha® Technologies provides a full line 
of power products, software, services, 
and consulting principally aimed at the 
broadband and renewable industries. 
This acquisition made EnerSys® the only 
complete power solution provider for 
broadband telecom and energy storage 
systems. It allows us to take responsibility 
for the entire power conversion, storage, 
and distribution.

Our integrated solutions have significant 
advantages for the towercos. It means they 
have one partner to deal with who can 
support across the whole portfolio. We also 
believe this step is crucial for the future 
of smart, connected sites. In other words, 
the acquisitions position us to provide the 
services and solutions the industry will 
need in future. Having one partner can 
greatly improve and simplify this transition.

The NorthStar® Battery acquisition is about 
global TPPL battery supply. An upgrade to 
the NorthStar® production facility in the 

USA results in high production volumes 
of TPPL batteries, locally produced by 
EnerSys®. This will enable improved service 
to our customers in terms of available 
products and time to deliver.

TowerXchange: A spate of M&A and 
Towercos carve-outs by MNOs saw 
100,000s of sites pass into Towercos 
hands last year. What top power 
management advice would you give to 
newly formed Towercos? 

Henrik Sundh, Director Product 
Management & Applications, Energy 
Systems EMEA, EnerSys:

The industry is going through significant 
change with the rollout of 5G. It is vital 
for towercos not to lock themselves into a 
technology roadmap that limits their options 
for the future. We would advise organisations 
not to jump on the next thing without having 
a clear strategy for their development. For 
example, technology for power or energy 
storage is a use case selection. It is important 
to use systems that support your strategy to 
avoid the expense of replacement later.

Giving careful thought to the idea of 
“energy-as-a-network” will be critical to 
forming a power strategy. Future energy 
solutions will be smart and connected. 
This will open new business models if a 
Towerco prepares in advance by selecting 
the appropriate technology. Applying the 

Giving careful thought to the idea of 
“energy-as-a-network” will be critical to 
forming a power strategy. Future energy 
solutions will be smart and connected. 
This will open new business models 
if a towerco prepares in advance by 
selecting the appropriate technology
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correct sensors is a typical example. Having 
them easily integrated to the local site 
and further up the network management 
systems will be key to enable reduced OPEX 
and new revenue streams.

TowerXchange: How is 5G adoption 
changing power management for cell 
sites, and how can you help?

Henrik Sundh, Director Product 
Management & Applications, Energy 
Systems EMEA, EnerSys:

This question has both a short-term and 
long-term answer:

Short term
The short-term focus of 5G systems is high 
speed coverage. Lower frequencies cover 
the broadest areas but don’t have the same 
speed of high frequencies. As such, some 
operators are developing their low and 
mid-range frequency networks first to get 
the coverage before moving into higher 
frequencies.

To achieve a broad 5G coverage, we will see 
a massive increase in power demand driven 
by massive MIMO (Multi-Input and Multi-
Output), AAS (Advanced Antenna System) 
antennas et cetera. The 5G solutions will 
co-exist with existing radios and can 
challenge our ability to get enough power 
on the site. Power distribution to the tower 
loads on a site may also be challenging. 5G 

remote radio units (RRU) have a substantial 
power demand and could be located at long 
distances from the power equipment.

We will likely see a mix of new power 
feeding options, new higher density battery 
technologies and smart load shedding SW/
HW (Software/Hardware) to overcome these 
challenges.

Long term
The long-term focus of 5G systems is 
latency. Ultra-high-speed bandwidth 
is essential for future networking 
applications, including interactive gaming, 
remote surgery, and autonomous vehicles.

Operators need to deploy small cells and 
mmW spectrum to reach ultra-low latency 
and high data speeds. Small cells need to be 
located very close to the user because high-
frequency signals do not give broad coverage. 
This limitation introduces the challenge of 
obtaining space/building permits, as well as 
access to power and backhaul.

Remote powering solutions deploy multiple 
small cells on a single meter combined with 
fibre or coax backhaul. This strategy can 
help to provide for the power needs of small 
cells. Stealth designs and zero maintenance 
solutions will also be key enablers to get 
networks rolled out at speed.  We are aiming 

to speed up 5G deployment by simplifying the 
delivery of fibre and electrical power to small-
cell wireless sites. Our next-generation remote 
power system is based on a high-voltage, 
high-power fault-managed power distribution 
topology. It leverages a composite cable 
solution that is tailored to meet deployment 
requirements, with the ability to power up 
to 15 small cell site locations from a single 
access point on the electrical grid. The end 
devices can be individually controlled in a 
point-to-point architecture up 1,700 metres 
in each direction (3,400 metres in total). 
The intent is to achieve capital expenditure 
savings and increased deployment speed for 
our customers.

TowerXchange: Loads are increasing in 
the developing world, too, with many 
sites running multiple technologies 
for multiple tenants. How can you help 
manage this increasing power demand?

Henrik Sundh, Director Product 
Management & Applications, Energy 
Systems EMEA, EnerSys:

EnerSys® is well-positioned to provide 
solutions to the developing world because of 
our customised approach. Some applications 
rely on high-density energy storage, while 
others need an optimised total cost of 
ownership (TCO). Either way, EnerSys® has 
the solutions to meet the need.

We offer flexibility to increase battery storage 

To achieve a broad 5G coverage, we will see 
a massive increase in power demand driven 
by massive MIMO (Multi-Input and Multi-
Output), AAS (Advanced Antenna System) 
antennas et cetera. The 5G solutions will co-
exist with existing radios and can challenge 
our ability to get enough power on the site
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capacity by adding a further battery string 
in parallel to an existing installation. This 
ensures the customer demand for increased 
power requirements can be achieved. In 
addition, battery solutions using 2V cells 
of up to 3900 Ah can provide high-capacity 
needs.

A feature of the EnerSys® TPPL battery 
technology is the low internal resistance. 
This feature allows batteries to operate in 
higher temperature environments without 
adverse effects. It also facilitates faster 
charging and discharging rates.

Electricity costs in developing countries are 
high. This challenge creates an opportunity 
for battery solutions in grid-tied sites. 
Peak shaving is where the battery supports 
the peak load during high demand and 
recharges when the load decreases. 
EnerSys® helps clients in developing 
economies to manage increasing load 
without excessive peak demands.

TowerXchange: How much tailoring to 
the specific requirements of individual 
sites can really be achieved through the 
selection of the right energy control and 
storage solution?

Henrik Sundh, Director Product 
Management & Applications, Energy 
Systems EMEA, EnerSys:

Tailoring offers tangible benefits to customers 

in terms of increased life expectancy and 
reduced opex. However, it seldom applies at 
an individual site level. Most applications use 
similar site types across their networks, so it 
makes sense to design an energy control and 
storage solution for each type. The tailored 
solution then applies to multiple sites of the 
same type.

Choosing the best sensors and data 
collections can also contribute to the 
benefits. They allow customers to react faster 
to unexpected events, therefore, reducing the 
cost of an incident and improving the site’s 
uptime. EnerSys® has developed technology, 
which measures both temperature and 
voltage, to support its customers with 
additional site data. By utilising remote 
connectivity, we can help to prevent 
premature failures caused by inadequate or 
non-optimised power and cooling solutions. 
When implemented appropriately, the 
technology has the potential to deliver 
significant savings for our customers.

TowerXchange: SLAs often demand 
99.9% or higher uptime – tell us about 
the reliability and autonomy of your 
solution.

Henrik Sundh, Director Product 
Management & Applications, Energy 
Systems EMEA, EnerSys:

It is essential to understand the reasons 
behind an uptime performance metric. 

Sometimes, a generic target does not fully 
describe what the client is trying to achieve 
and what risks they are trying to mitigate. 
The higher the uptime requirement, the 
greater will be the cost of the solution. Some 
sites cannot afford to lower their uptime 
requirement at all, and they are willing to 
spend the capital to achieve it.

However, many sites can accept an uptime 
of 95%. This change makes a significant 
difference to the capital investment 
required. Some operators even do away with 
the battery backup for the 5G installation, 
using the 4G network as the fallback if the 
5G network goes down.

Greenfield solar sites are an extreme 
example because they cover very few users 
in an area with no previous coverage. In 
these cases, 95% uptime is a significant 
improvement from zero.

TowerXchange: Battery theft remains 
a major issue in some markets. How do 
you protect your batteries and deter 
theft? 

Henrik Sundh, Director Product 
Management & Applications, Energy 
Systems EMEA, EnerSys:

Battery theft is not a new issue, but thieves 
are constantly evolving to find ways around 
security measures. We have been working 
with physical protection – as part of our 

outdoor enclosure solutions – in some of 
the worst affected areas for many years. 
However, even though our experience in 
this field is very effective, we still need 
continuous improvement and adaptation to 
the latest security threats.

Also, changing from Lead to Lithium does 
not solve the problem of theft. There is 
no single solution that will eliminate the 
problem. Most cases involve a multi-faceted 
approach, including pre-scoping workshops 
with the client.

TowerXchange: How do you see the 
EnerSys® offer to the telecom tower 
world developing over the next five years?

Henrik Sundh, Director Product 
Management & Applications, Energy 
Systems EMEA, EnerSys:

We see greater collaboration between 
technology suppliers and the operators 
in future. Our solutions will be far more 
integrated into the Towercos’ management 
systems. Together, we strive to innovate 
new ways of balancing OPEX and CAPEX. 
This partnership of EnerSys® and Towerco 
will also accelerate the development of new 
revenue streams.

Technologies will change over time both 
on energy generation and storage leading 
us into a new era of telecom power/energy 
solutions.
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eSite Power Systems has over 20 years’ experience designing, manufacturing and 
deploying sustainable green power infrastructure across Africa and Asia. Its eSite 
deployments have shown that switching to a reliable power system is an incredibly 
efficient way to cut operating costs and increase business profitability. Here 
TowerXchange speaks to eSite’s Head of Sales, Christian Jonson to find out more.

TowerXchange: eSite power systems 
used to be a part of Flexenclosure – what 
has changed since eSite began operating 
as its own company?

Christian Jonson, Head of Sales, eSite 
Power Systems: A lot and not much. We 
have the same product that we provide to 
all major tower companies, and we are the 
same competent team.

Our focus is much more clear: reliable 
telecom site power, and honing in on this 
means that no other product line that can 
change that focus. Recently, we got new 
owners that together with existing owners 
have funded the company to ensure continued 

growth. We are now expanding the team and 
speeding up product development.

TowerXchange: Cell sites are typically 
powered by many different systems 
that work together with varying levels 
of suitability for the conditions at a 
particular site. Why did you feel the 
need to reimagine this ecosystem when 
designing eSite?

Christian Jonson, Head of Sales, eSite 
Power Systems: In the past we also used 
standard components and built a site 
power system using what was available in 
the market. After having deployed more 
than 3000 of those systems in more than 

eSite Power Systems: Why we created an all-in one 
telecom site power system
Reducing maintenance costs and energy efficiency is just the tip of the iceberg

• Why holistic power systems reduce operational complexity and cost
• What makes eSite stand out from other power systems on the market
• How data collection is driving energy efficiency
• How making smart decisions around energy tools can improve sustainability

Read this article to learn:
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25 developing countries, we realised that 
the equipment was just not fit for purpose. 
Standard components need to operate in 
a nice environment, like a datacentre in 
Stockholm.

But our customers sites are very far from 
such an environment! Both electrical and 
ambient environment can be extremely 
challenging where they are running towers. 
All forms of heat, dust and overvoltage 
create huge problems for standard 
components and with that short life span 
and constant replacements.

TowerXchange: How is eSite different 
from this initial product you went to 
market with?

Christian Jonson, Head of Sales, eSite 
Power Systems: eSite x10 is different 
in all aspects. We started by looking at 
what problem we needed to solve for our 
customers.

We then built the system from scratch 
with sustainability and reliability in mind 
throughout all design decisions. We have 
created a site power system that works 
and survives for many years in the most 
challenging environments, and at the same 
time optimises the use of available energy 
sources. It requires no maintenance and has 
all site power related functions built in.

We launched the very first eSite in 2007 in 

Kenya and since then we have working on 
OPEX optimisation. We were one of the very 
first telecom site power systems with built-
in hybrid power functionality, and from 
that point we have been the leaders in how 
to secure the lowest possible site OPEX in 
all aspects.

The eSite x10 features convection cooled 
rectifiers and solar converters together 
with all necessary control and monitoring 
functions to form a complete power system 
out of the box.

It has all the necessary software and 
hardware components already integrated 
into one single outdoor system. Since it 

is all integrated into one single tamper 
free unit, the hurdles of setting up and 
integrating different sub-systems on 
site can be avoided. The configuration is 
conveniently done via one single interface, 
either remote or on site via the built in 
WLAN and WEB server.

We designed eSite x10 to be able to handle 
sites at both end of the grid availability 
spectrum – from good reliable grid all 
the way to a site that is powered purely 
through solar energy. There is no additional 
equipment required to handle the different 
site types and functions such as automatic 
selection of power from grid or genset is 
already built into the system.

The other thing that makes us stand out is 
since eSite x10 is convection cooled, battery 
cabinet cooling layouts have minimum 
requirements. Since no heat from rectifiers 
and other electronics is added to the battery 
cabinet, no energy is needed to be spent on 
cooling. This ensure that the batteries do 
not get exposed to high temperatures that 
reduces the battery lifetime.

This relaxes the demand for maintenance 
intense cooling systems such as air 
conditioners and free air-cooling systems, 
compared to standard site power systems 
that have all electronics in the cabinet.

We built modem communication for access 

We have created a site power system that works and  
survives for many years in the most challenging 
environments, and at the same time optimises the use of 
available energy sources. It requires no maintenance and 
has all site power related functions built in
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to RMS system eSite tools but data can also 
be extracted to other systems both locally on 
site and remotely via servers. It also features 
remote software download for upgrading new 
functionalities. We are working with leading 
battery manufacturers using our connectivity 
to enable remote software upgrades of 
the battery management system (BMS) in 
connected Lithium-Ion batteries to further 
ensure system stability and performance.

TowerXchange: Why is it becoming more 
important for energy system lifecycles to 
be extended and maintenance frequency 
and costs to be reduced?

Christian Jonson, Head of Sales, 
eSite Power Systems: There are two 
aspects here, the financial side and the 
environment. In the towerco and ESCO 
space, running an efficient operation with 
low OPEX is absolutely key, and reducing 
maintenance costs is a big part of this.

I think we are all aware of the climate 
challenges we are facing today and the need 
to use solutions that are sustainable. Using 
equipment that breaks down regularly and 
needs to be replaced is not a sustainable 
environmental choice.

By designing a solution that has no 
maintenance needs and that is designed 
to last for more than 10 years, we have a 
solution that solves these problems. The 
fact it’s maintenance free and uses almost 

no energy to run with its convention 
cooling, we can give our customers a very 
low OPEX solution for site power.

TowerXchange: Collecting data and 
using this to optimise energy efficiency 
is a key priority for towercos. How is 
eSite supporting this vision?

Christian Jonson, Head of Sales, eSite 
Power Systems: eSite x10 manages all power 
related parts at a telecom site. This includes 
incoming power, consumed power and battery 

charging. This makes eSite x10 the perfect 
data collecting point. The eSite has all needed 
sensors inbuilt and keeps track of all data.

Many site monitoring solutions are a collection 
of sensors and controllers. This can often result 
in duplicate and conflicting data. eSite x10 is a 
fully integrated system and all data has been 
processed by the eSite x10 controller before it’s 
made available for data collection.

All the data is safely stored at site and sent 
to our RMS, eSite Tools, in minimised and 

timestamped packages. From eSite Tools 
you can easily visualise all the data and 
get alarms and graphs. If our customer 
has an over-all monitoring system in place 
already, they can easily read data from 
Tools directly in their system.

Our customers use the data and the 
knowledge to make the right decisions 
about future deployments. Having eSite x10 
collecting the data means they can analyse 
how good the grid is, what they actually get 
from solar and so on and make even better 
site configurations in the future.

TowerXchange: Which types of sites 
benefit the most from the solution?

Christian Jonson, Head of Sales, esite 
Power Systems: Any site can really benefit 
from using an eSite x10 as it is suitable for 
most site types but generally the absolutely 
best business case is for sites in harsh 
environmental and electrical conditions. 
With its inbuilt (and patented) Automatic 
transfer switch (ATS)S switching between 
genset and grid, eSite x10 is extremely 
efficient at a bad grid site.

With all our experience that we have put 
into the software off grid in hybrid mode, 
with or without solar power is also a 
perfect fit. Since the system requires no 
maintenance and is extremely reliable, 
it makes a lot of sense to use eSite at 
extremely remote locations.

Our customers use the data and the 
knowledge to make the right decisions 
about future deployments. Having 
eSite x10 collecting the data means 
they can analyse how good the grid 
is, what they actually get from solar 
and so on and make even better site 
configurations in the future
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TowerXchange: Can you suggest 
how the forecast energy demand and 
carbon footprint of mobile networks is 
set to change over the next decade ?

Dr Fang Liangzhou, CMO of Digital 
Power Product Line, Huawei 
Technologies Co. Ltd: Well, that’s a  
good question.

First, we think that based on the 
development new ICT technologies 
such as 5G, we will see more and more 
new services such as unmanned mines, 

online education, smart events and smart 
agriculture, et cetera.

These new services will bring end-to- 
end changes and challenges to the 
network architecture and consequently 
the power solutions must be ready to 
support these new opportunities. Mobile 
networks are facing many challenges 
for example insufficient mains supply, 
insufficient space, bearing loads, hence 
requiring modernisation of the sites: this 
will be the opportunity to implement 
green power solutions.

Huawei take a deep dive into the challenges ahead and how the industry can work together to meet these

Dr Fang Liangzhou, CMO of Digital Power Product Line, Huawei Technologies Co. Ltd

•  How the energy demand and carbon footprint of mobile networks is set to change
•  Pressures this will place on the sector
•  Tools available to the mobile sector to combat these energy challenges
•  The role towercos should play in managing power
•  Energy priorities in good grid markets
•  How edge computing at cell sites may change the energy paradigm

Read this article to learn:

How the power requirements of mobile networks will 
evolve over the next decade

Explosive data growth in the mobile industry will lead to an exponential increase in the 
energy consumption of mobile networks. As mobile operators look to curb both power 
costs and carbon emissions, they must work closely with their most important partners, 
optimising the way in which power is generated, consumed and managed by the 
industry. In this interview we speak to Huawei’s Dr Fang Liangzhou to understand the 
power trends ahead, the new solutions being developed and the key steps the mobile 
sector must take to drive energy efficiency and reduce the sector’s carbon footprint.
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Carbon neutrality is also a very important 
topic for our planet, and it represents a 
common goal for all mankind. 30 countries 
around the world have now officially 
committed to carbon neutrality targets. As 
recently as April 2021, during the “GSMA 
Mobile Net Zero state of the industry on 
Climate Action 2021” event, more than a 
third of the mobile industry, by revenue, 
have now credibly committed to achieving 
net zero emissions by 2050 or earlier. 
Research conducted by the GSMA with the 
Carbon Trust found that while the mobile 
industry is currently responsible for around 
0.4% of carbon emissions globally, it 
enables carbon reductions on other sectors 
that are 10 times larger, equivalent to 
approximately 4% of global emissions. So, 
our industry is the enabler to a much wider 
goal. The Graphs show illustrations of this.

TowerXchange: What kind of pressures 
do you envisage being placed on 
telecommunications players (from 
government, society and otherwise), 
especially as the energy consumption 
of the sector escalates?

Dr Fang Liangzhou, CMO of Digital 
Power Product Line, Huawei 
Technologies Co. Ltd: As the impacts 
of climate change become increasingly 
visible around the world, urgent action 
is required to curb greenhouse gas (GHG) 
emissions and further improve energy 
efficiency from component level up to 

network level. Telecom players all have 
ambitious targets to use 100% renewable 
energy as soon as possible, and plan to be 
carbon neutral. The pressure comes from 
society primarily and is passed onto both 
operators and government. Towercos will 
feel this pressure from both sides.

TowerXchange: Players such as Huawei 
are working to optimise 5G technologies 
and network architecture to improve 
energy efficiency – what are the key roles 
that mobile network operators and their 
partners such as towercos need to play 
in helping to reduce energy consumption 
and curb carbon emissions – what are the 
tools in their arsenal?

Dr Fang Liangzhou, CMO of Digital 
Power Product Line, Huawei 
Technologies Co. Ltd: Operators start 
to support the climate action journey by 
taking three steps:

The first step is Climate disclosure, which 
has grown significantly in recent years 
with most of the industry disclosing their 
climate impact.

The second step is to go through the ICT 
sector pathway. In the current period, 
many mobile operators and their partners 
need to agree on the pathway for reaching 
net zero carbon emission by 2050. They 
can use this approach to reduce energy 
consumption and carbon emissions.

Supporting GSMA collaboration together 
with Global e-Sustainability Initiatives(GeSI), 
the International Telecommunication Union 
(ITU) and SBTi (Science Based Targets 
initiative)to calculate and consult on a 
science-based carbon reduction pathway. 
This will not only be for mobile operators 
themselves, but also the entire ICT sector 
including vendors and towercos, with step 
by step guidance for operators to align their 
carbon reduction targets.

The third step is with mobile industry’s 
efforts together to align each key target to 

the new ICT sector pathway and the UN 
Global Compact Business Ambition for 
1.5°C warming. Currently we know that 
50 percent of mobile industry companies 
have committed to the SBTs and 31 
percent have a net zero target of 2050 or 
earlier.

TowerXchange: Lets talk a little bit 
more about infrastructure sharing 
and the role for towercos in managing 
power. In developing markets, there is 
trend for towercos to provide power as 
a service, with this service being very 

5g is more economical than 4G
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much a strategic differentiator as well 
as in some cases, a source of additional 
revenue and profit. In developed 
markets, we generally see power being 
managed by the MNOs. What role do 
you see towercos playing in energy 
management in developed countries? 
What needs to change to drive or 
incentivise them to do this? What 
progress have you seen to date?

Dr Fang Liangzhou, CMO of Digital 
Power Product Line, Huawei 
Technologies Co. Ltd: Another important 
good question! In many low and middle-
income countries, access to mobile 
connectivity has been expedited by the 

expansion of mobile towers into areas 
either not connected to a national grid, 
or connected but receiving unreliable 
electrical power. In these locations, “off-
grid” and “bad-grid” sites tend to rely on 
diesel generators, inflicting a huge fuel 
cost and damage to the environment. 
The progress and transition to renewable 
energy is slow. Nearly half of towers in 
Sub-Saharan Africa, and 16 percent of 
towers in South and Southeast Asia, 
are still categorised as either off-grid or 
bad-grid, and over 80 per cent of these 
continue to run on diesel power.

The tower-sharing model has transformed 
tower ownership and the renewable 

energy business models are being re-
assessed and re-evaluated. In 2014 MNOs 
owned about 90 per cent of the world’s 
mobile towers, but today 70 percent are 
owned and managed by tower companies.

With renewable energy solutions and 
the transition away from diesel power 
a key step is identifying the incentives 
and aligning the strategies across the 
decision-making entities is key.

What’s more, standardised energy 
contracts with good price benchmarking 
data can encourage the growth of 
energy service companies (ESCOs) 
and can promote towerco investments 
in renewable energy. We already see 
that MNOs and towercos have started 
to renegotiate their energy contracts, 
to achieve the agreements of models 
that incentivise energy reductions and 
renewable energy installations. More 
policy-related dialogue is needed between 
the organisations that own the towers and 
manage the energy (MNOs, TowerCos and 
ESCOs) and between telecom and energy 
sector policymakers. This we believe is the 
key to incentivise renewable energy.

Finally, we think that all of these 
issues are still relevant in developed 
countries because there are still areas 
where for example, rural coverage is 
poor. Solar power is a cost effective and 
green solution across the world. Few 

countries really want to see the continued 
proliferation of diesel generators. 
Increasing densification demands new 
power solutions. In-building solutions 
like for example DIS will ensure coverage 
to promote usage and the use of lithium 
batteries to ‘time shift’ power demand to 
less expensive tariffs we see as areas of 
increasing interest.

TowerXchange: In good grid markets, 
what do you see as some of the quick 
wins when it comes to reducing 
energy consumption/ improving 
energy efficiency on cell sites? Do 
you see outdated configurations 
and equipment common place? Is 
this having a significant impact on 
efficiency?

Dr Fang Liangzhou, CMO of Digital 
Power Product Line, Huawei 
Technologies Co. Ltd: Well, business 
evolution in good grid markets is one of 
the key focal points from many operator’s 
perspectives. Since a large number of 
connection sites exists, ultra-simplified 
sites and green power supplies are 
important, whether that is for new built 
sites or the expansion of existing sites.

For the simple site, our point of view is 
to replace an indoor room by an outdoor 
cabinet, to consider convection cooled 
pole mounted blade solutions, to remove 
the diesel generator, and to add solar 

5G Benefits Industry GDP and drives demand
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panels when feasible. This way, operators 
will save on electricity bills and rent, 
and thus support business evolution 
without increasing energy related OPEX. 
Our ultimate goal is to comprehensively 
improve energy efficiency and reduce 
carbon emissions, and finally achieve a 
carbon neutral energy target network.

TowerXchange: What new 
technologies or technology 
enhancements are coming through the 
pipeline which have the capacity to 
further enhance energy efficiency on 
cell sites?

Dr Fang Liangzhou, CMO of Digital Power 
Product Line, Huawei Technologies Co. 
Ltd: First, the construction of simplified 
sites will help operators to improve energy 
efficiency and reduce energy waste. Second, 
deploying advanced solar PV solutions 
can make more use of renewable energy 
to achieve ubiquitous green electricity 
generation and save cost.

Talking about the details, we offer very 
high-density eMIMO power supply and 
CloudLi lithium batteries so that the 
outdoor cabinet can be smaller and 
require less cooling (CloudLi can work 
at 35°C in normal operation). With the 
use of ultra-high-efficient 98% efficiency 
modules, Site Energy Efficiency (SEE) can 
reach up to 90%, compared to indoor 
equipment room (around 65%).

The site footprint will also effectively be 
reduced and this consequently avoids 
expensive rent.

Finally, to optimise the power 
consumption of the site and effectively 
reduce the O&M costs, our eMIMO power 
supply includes smart features, such as 
intelligent peak shaving, 57Vdc output as 
per ITU & ERTSI 5G power standard but 
also intelligent circuit breakers enabling 
visualisation of the power consumption 
of each item of equipment connected, as 
well remote control (on/off).

Our blade power solution, with the 
natural heat dissipation technology, 
eliminates noise and additional cooling 
energy consumption allowing a Site 
Energy Efficiency (SEE) of up to 97%.

TowerXchange: Do you see on-site 
renewable energy as having a role 
to play in Europe and other good 
grid markets? To what extent do the 
economics stack up and where does 
this make the most financial sense?

Dr Fang Liangzhou, CMO of Digital 
Power Product Line, Huawei 
Technologies Co. Ltd: Yes, most of the 
time, the cost of electricity produced 
by PV panels is now lower than the 
traditional generation. Adding solar 
panels on site is a good way to reduce the 
electricity bill but also to reach carbon 

neutrality. An alternative is to buy green 
electricity and we can see many operators 
signing PPAs

TowerXchange: The provision of edge 
computing services, both at cell sites 
or other locations, is very much on 
the horizon for some towercos – apart 
from the amount of power required, 
please can you explain some of the 
critical differences in the way that 
energy systems need to be designed 
and managed to suit such applications. 
What do companies need to be 
thinking about?

Dr Fang Liangzhou, CMO of Digital 
Power Product Line, Huawei 
Technologies Co. Ltd: Nowadays, the 
new services such as enterprise campuses, 
e-learning, tele-medicine, mining or port 
terminals drive the expansion of bandwidth 
and the requirement for low latency: IT and 
CT devices will coexist at most sites. 

The power system design should be very 
flexible and ready to power multiple 
types of IT & CT equipment such as BBUs, 
transmissions, servers, storage, cameras, 
et cetera, and hence have multiple voltage 
output capabilities to meet the different 
requirements.

First and most important is to have a high 
density design Unified Power that can 
support multi-standard energy input and 

output, meeting the requirements for all 
devices in ICT scenarios.

The second point is related to the ICT 
converged accommodation, where 
the cabinet design should allow 
the accommodation of both CT & IT 
equipment such as blade servers which 
can be up to 800mm deep.

Third is to have a precise environment 
management with controlled and stable 
temperature and humidity inside the 
cabinet, to ensure high reliability and 
stable running of ICT devices.

Besides this, and as we know, Carbon 
Neutrality is a key strategy for many 
operators, so energy saving is also 
important. With lithium battery 
deployment we can increase the working 
temperature range from 25°C to 35°C, 
saving on cooling requirements. Solar 
energy supporting implementation is also 
an element need to consider.

Finally, and in addition to the above, 
the connection to an intelligent Cloud 
management system with remote 
management and scheduling functions, 
visualisation of power and lithium battery 
running states and alarms, etc., will 
help both an operator and a towerco to 
optimise CAPEX & minimize OPEX by 
managing their networks in a smart & 
efficient manner.
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HYBRICO is one of the first energy companies to land an ESCO contract in Central 
America. The energy provider has successfully deployed its hybrid system for an 
operator in a very challenging region of Honduras, reducing energy cost, increasing 
site uptime and minimising operational hurdles. TowerXchange talked with Luis del 
Cid, HYBRICO’s CEO and Co-Founder, about the company’s vision and ambitions as 
well as the energy challenges faced by regional telecom players.

TowerXchange: Could you please 
introduce HYBRICO and yourself to our 
readers?

Luis del Cid, Co-Founder & CEO of 
HYBRICO Energy Technologies: 
HYBRICO designs, manufactures, installs, 
and operates smart energy infrastructure 
solutions for off-grid and on-grid telecom 
sites. We are leading the adoption of 
long-term energy-as-a-service and/or 
backup-as-a-service contracts with Latin 
America’s biggest MNOs. HYBRICO is 
committed to finding ways to maximise 
value to Towercos and MNOs for any 
energy challenge, in any telecom site, in 
any country in Latin America.

In terms of my personal background, I’ve 

been involved in the telecom industry for 
over 15 years.  I ran Claro’s operations 
in Honduras and launched Costa Rica, 
later was CEO of Telesoluciones, which 
at the time was the largest provider of 
O&M services for active and passive 
infrastructure in Central America, with 
over 15,000 sites under management.

TowerXchange: What are HYBRICO’s 
strengths and competitive advantages? 
And why should MNOs and Towercos 
select you as a partner?

Luis del Cid, Co-Founder & CEO of 
HYBRICO Energy Technologies: 
HYBRICO has years of proven track  
record exceeding customers’ expectations, 
both in meeting high-energy uptime SLAs 

Hybrico: Expanding the ESCO model in CALA
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in the harshest operating conditions,  
and in reducing CO2 emissions and  
achieving OPEX savings. As mentioned 
before, we are leading the adoption of 
long-term energy-as-a-service and/or 
backup-as-a-service contracts with Latin 
America’s biggest MNOs; both in terms 
of number of contracts and in number 
of sites under contract. Decades of 
commercial, technical, and operational 
experience, maximised by proprietary 
software that enables remote monitoring 
and control capabilities allows us to  
offer the most diverse, flexible, and 
competitive solutions in the market. 
We currently have solutions operating 
in eight Latin American countries and 
rapidly expanding.

TowerXchange: Could you describe 
your business model and share some 
success stories in Latin America?

Luis del Cid, Co-Founder & CEO of 
HYBRICO Energy Technologies: 
HYBRICO provides its solutions in both 
CAPEX and as-a-service business models. 
We understand our customers’ needs vary 
and we are committed to finding ways to 
maximise value for any energy challenge, 
in any telecom site, in any country.

Three of Latin America’s major MNOs have 
trusted specific energy needs to HYBRICO. 
We are operating in eight countries 
exceeding customers’ expectations.

TowerXchange: What are the main 
energy challenges that MNO’s and 
Towercos are facing in the region and 
how are you helping them?

Luis del Cid, Co-Founder & CEO of 
HYBRICO Energy Technologies: 
HYBRICO was born to help solve three 
main operations challenges of the telecom 
industry in emerging markets: levelised 
cost of energy (which is a combination of 
both energy and energy-backup CAPEX and 
OPEX), site uptime, and carbon footprint. 
Through our innovative tech-based 
solutions, we make it profitable for telecom 
operators to reduce carbon emissions and 
increase connectivity.

Energy-as-a-service and backup-as-a-
service is transformational for telecom 
operators, and even though the value 
proposition clear, it fundamentally changes 
the way they buy energy solutions and/
or solve energy challenges. Aligning 
all stakeholders (technical, operations, 
purchasing, finance, legal; both local and 
regional or global) has proven to be the 
biggest challenge, however we have already 
been able to convert 3 of the main Telecom 
Operators in Latin America, and are in 
advance conversations with others to help 
them transition into smart energy and/or 
energy backup as-a-service.

TowerXchange: How does the CALA 

market differentiate from other regions 
where you operate?

Luis del Cid, Co-Founder & CEO of 
HYBRICO Energy Technologies: We believe 
CALA is one of the toughest regions in terms 
of building compelling business cases in 
energy-as-a-service and/or backup-as-a-
service. Differences with other regions include 
scale of operations, geographic dispersion, 
regulation, grid penetration, grid quality, 
diesel and energy costs and quality of skilled 
workforce. HYBRICO was born in Latin 
America and is focused in serving the region, 
requiring us to deliver the most efficient 
solutions and maintaining flawless field 
execution to exceed customers expectations.

Giving careful thought to the idea of “energy-as-a-network” 
will be critical to forming a power strategy. Future energy 
solutions will be smart and connected. This will open new 
business models if a towerco prepares in advance by 
selecting the appropriate technology
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With over four million products installed in the field since 1993, Morningstar is one of 
the leading solar contractors in mission-critical installations around the globe. They 
are supporting the growing shift to solar technologies that is being seen across the the 
telecommunications industry by offering an extensive line of solar components and 
systems that are offering greater energy efficiency and cost reductions.

TowerXchange: For those who don’t 
know, can you start off by telling us a 
little bit more about Morningstar and 
your history of providing solutions to 
the telcoms industry?

Jim McGrath, Director Sales & Business 
Development, Morningstar Corporation: 
Telecom infrastructure is increasingly 
located in remote, isolated areas—from 
mountain tops to desert regions— usually 
far from any electrical grid and rely on 
on-site power generation to operate. But 
between fuel and maintenance costs, 
generators are expensive to own and 
operate. For MNOs, the ultimate goal is to 
establish self-sustainable mobile networks 
with higher efficiency and profitability and 
remain competitive in a lower Average-
Revenue-Per-User (ARPU) environment.

Morningstar offers both serial and 
Ethernet communications using industry 
standard MODBUS™ protocol with many 
different solar controllers including the 
ProStar and TriStar families. Selected 
components are now Simple Network 
Management Protocol compatible (SNMP). 
Morningstar’s proprietary TrakStar™ solar 
harvesting technology and fanless design 
make for inherently more reliable and 
efficient systems.

TowerXchange: Can you share some 
examples of how this has benefited 
tower operators in the field?

Jim McGrath, Director Sales & Business 
Development, Morningstar Corporation: 
The first which comes to mind is an 
example in the far northern Yukon Territory 

How Morningstar are revolutionising battery efficiency
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in Canada. The tower operator managed a 
network of extremely remote line-of-sight 
microwave repeater stations, completely 
inaccessible by road. In fact diesel was 
required to be transported twice annually 
by helicopter. The installation of our 
solar controllers enabled the reduction of 
diesel consumption by 60% and realized 
a payback in less than two years for some 
sites. This clearly represents an extreme 
scenario, but proves the value and 
reliability of pure solar PV for telecoms 
under the most challenging conditions.

Another example is rural networks in 
Africa, where one of the requirements 
was to allow the partial shut-down of 
on-site equipment to conserve power 
and extend battery life, while keeping 
critical backhaul equipment available for 
administrative access. In such cases the 
ability to remote power-cycle connected 
loads and enable system resetting allows 
applying configuration changes and 
updates to on-site equipment.

Morningstar charge controllers support this 
functionality in small, remote “packaged 
solution” systems designed and engineered 
for this application. The same approach is 
now being used for networks in Indonesia, 
Pakistan and Egypt, with thousands of 
such systems successfully deployed.

TowerXchange: Many towercos are 
looking to optimise the batteries they 

are using to improve energy efficiency – 
how is Morningstar helping with this?

Jim McGrath, Director Sales & Business 
Development, Morningstar Corporation: 
Optimising battery charging and maximizing 
energy efficiency is our core competency 
and singular focus as a company. We 
manufacture the world’s most advanced 
solar battery charging systems consistently 
achieving at least 96% power conversion 
efficiency across our entire MPPT controller 
range with peak performance as high as 
99% in a fully optimised system. This 
entails engineering power electronics with 
an approach prioritizing thermal efficiency 
over cost, then tuning the remaining system 
architecture and components with that same 
mindset.

We build several features into our charge 
controllers specifically to optimise 
charging and protect batteries. This 
is more vital than ever with many 
installations now using lithium batteries, 
which represent a much larger capex 
investment as compared to traditional 
lead-acid. Morningstar charge controllers 
have built-in temperature compensation 
and “fold back” circuitry for example. 
When temperatures drop below the point 
where charging could potentially damage 
lithium batteries, our charge controllers 
“throttle back” their operation to prevent 
harming them.

Regarding charging, our MPPT controllers 
feature our TrakStar technology which 
maximizes solar harvesting so that the 

batteries can take advantage of every watt 
available from a solar array– even under 
fluctuating lighting and temperature 
conditions. There’s nothing wasted. 
And we use a patented 4-stage charging 
algorithm to further optimise battery 
health. We achieve higher operating 
efficiencies through a series of engineering 
innovations including superior heat 
management and passive cooling. By 
eliminating on-board cooling fans other 
controllers require, we free the controller-
battery system from having to run 
parasitic loads that consume electricity.

TowerXchange: Why is optimising the 
efficiency of ultra-rural, off grid sites 
more important now than it ever has 
been?

Optimising battery charging and maximizing 
energy efficiency is our core competency and 
singular focus as a company.
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Jim McGrath, Director Sales & 
Business Development, Morningstar 
Corporation: MNOs are racing to 
increasing their number of subscribers 
which requires new coverage in rural areas 
where traditional infrastructure hasn’t 
been developed. New high bandwidth 
satellite services enable site placements 
where fiber and microwave aren’t 
practical.

Optimising efficiency is really about 
building the most resilient networks 
possible. An ultra-rural cellular network 
operating with consistent uptime builds 
subscriber confidence. We see solar 
solutions as the key to the required uptime 
and providing the cost-effectiveness to 
make the rural networks reliable and 
profitable Embracing solar quickly before 
your competitor can help you capture 
subscribers forever.

The reason for this is in these areas, 
power grids either don’t exist or are 
unreliable. Generators wreak havoc on 
the environment with dirty emissions and 
noise, are costly to maintain, and diesel 
fuel is often stolen. Solar is the answer; it 
has truly come of age. Module efficiency 
is up 20% in the last 5 years and costs 
have declined rapidly. Lithium battery 
storage is nearly ubiquitous across all 
telecommunications markets now due to 
technical and cost advantages. Looking at 
all of these factors, solar is one of the key 

essential pillars of success in ultra-rural 
applications. Go a different way, and you’ll 
miss the growth.

TowerXchange: Solar power has been 
long touted as a solution to the telcom 
industries energy woes. While progress 
is no doubt being made, what are some 
of the key challenges you see that is 
stopping more solar energy being used 
to power cell sites?

Jim McGrath, Director Sales & 
Business Development, Morningstar 

Corporation: One of them is awareness. 
Many operators simply haven’t considered 
solar because they aren’t aware of its cost 
benefits relative to other remote powering 
solutions. A solar electric system may 
have a comparatively higher up-front cost 
compare to a generator because you have 
to consider the arrays, balance-of-system 
components and the batteries for storage. 
But once both powering solutions are 
switched “on” the cost impact changes 
dramatically. Solar simply has no moving 
parts, and requires minimal maintenance. 
Solar needs no fueling. Generators, on the 

other hand, have frequent maintenance 
and overhaul requirements and require 
constant fueling. Both maintenance and 
fueling are especially expensive at remote 
sites. In contrast, a well-designed solar 
electric system can operate for years 
“hands off.”

Another is priority based on perception, 
and by that we mean the belief that the 
main reason to “go solar” is to implement 
greener systems. But in other industries 
the opposite has been proven true. Take 
oil & gas production– that’s an area where 
the rapid adoption of solar for remotely 
powering critical systems was driven by 
purely pragmatic forces. First came the 
need for powering remote monitoring and 
other systems on ocean platforms and 
along thousands of miles of pipelines.

To manage that, operators quickly learned 
that PV/Solar had a tremendous advantage 
in achieving lower overall operational 
costs. The new “digital oilfield” 
technologies being implemented were 
saving companies hundreds of millions of 
dollars, and they quickly recognized solar 
as an integral part of that success. In that 
field while there’s emphasis on “greening 
the oilfield,” the incentive to solarise is 
solidly driven by greening the bottom line. 
We believe that a similar awakening is 
occurring in the telecom sector, with solar 
successes in small rural systems showing 
the way for larger implementations.

We believe that a similar 
awakening is occurring in 
the telecom sector, with 
solar successes in small rural 
systems showing the way for 
larger implementations
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Data capture and analysis is front of mind for all towercos looking to optimise the 
operational efficiency of the passive infrastructure they provide. The challenge that 
comes after collecting data from a portfolio of sites is knowing what to do with it and 
how to quickly extract and implement efficiencies at scale.  
 
While monitoring systems can flag when something is going wrong, it can be 
incredibly difficult and time consuming for those responsible for analysing the data 
to spot where a site is operating sub-optimally. It is harder still to use the data to 
recommend the necessary adjustments and finally implement them, especially as 
portfolios are growing in size and complexity while the information collected from 
them is increasing alongside. Enter PowerX.

TowerXchange: Can you tell us a little 
more about PowerX?

Justin Head, CEO, PowerX: I founded 
PowerX in 2017 out of a determination 
to solve a problem that has been in the 
industry for years. During my time in 
telecoms, I’ve been struck to see there’s 
been so much investment in the active 
infrastructure to enable faster and faster 
connectivity – but the passive infrastructure 
has really lagged behind.

Passive infrastructure investment lacks the 
intelligence that its active counterpart has 
been afforded over the years. There really 
has been no data intelligence available for 
tower management teams who run complex 
tower infrastructures in the same way to 
help deliver efficiencies.

So I decided to change that. I set up PowerX 
and we developed the world’s first artificial 
intelligence platform, focused solely on 
boosting the performance inefficiencies 

PowerX: “We thrive where there is uncertainty”
How implementing AI at the heart of day-to-day operations drives the next round of efficiencies in 
passive infrastructure
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of cell phone towers. We help businesses 
in the telecom space meet those massive 
scale and pace demands that are placed on 
towercos all the time.

By using AI and machine learning, we bring 
data science techniques that can harness 
huge amounts of data to spot how to run 
things more efficiently, how to reduce CO2, 
and we bring tools to the towerco or the 
operator so their teams are able to optimise 
their network at scale and in real-time.

TowerXchange: Towercos and MNOs are 
analysing and using the data they are 
collecting around energy use already. 
What makes PowerX unique?

Justin Head, CEO, PowerX: We give the 
towercos and the operators the tools to be 
able to do it at scale and pace. So yes, there 
is a lot of monitoring data and analysis 
of data. Some data is ignored because it’s 
just so vast. It’s very difficult for a human 
to get their head around the granularity of 
the data when they manage thousands of 
towers and when site-level data is in most 
cases not in the easiest of formats to read, 
let alone come up with insights and areas 
for optimisations to drive down cost and 
CO2 emissions at scale.

One of the other challenges of doing this 
manually is that networks are only going 
to increase in complexity and scale over 
time. We all agree to that, which means the 

amount of data is going to increase and the 
amount of analysis that is needed is going 
to increase and the importance of running 
an efficient network is going to increase.

In my opinion, the only way to support 
these networks is with machine learning, 
artificial intelligence, and some very clever 
data science techniques, which is what 
PowerX offers.

TowerXchange: Achieving tower 
efficiencies, be it energy, maintenance, 
CAPEX or OPEX, is bread and butter 
to towercos and operators. They have 
been doing it for years. What benefits 

can towercos and operators derive from 
using artificial intelligence solutions?

Justin Head, CEO, PowerX: The PowerX 
platform is agnostic to hardware and 
monitoring systems installed at the towers. 
That’s important because it allows us to 
sit as an intelligent layer above them and 
take data from all the different power 
systems, and all the different RMS systems. 
We run the data through our platform 
and we can spot anomalies, opportunities 
for efficiency improvements, and 
opportunities for CO2 and cost reduction. 
Where the artificial intelligence layer 
we bring comes in is that it allows tower 

management teams to optimise towers 
individually, at scale, all at the same 
time. Each individual tower is unique and 
operates in a unique environment where 
they will have specific requirements. No 
two towers are identical.

By using artificial intelligence, we 
help optimise each individual tower’s 
performance, and automatically make 
adjustments at a specific site, as soon as 
the system spots that there is something 
that could be improved. We do this at scale, 
24 hours a day and most importantly it’s 
automatic, with no manual interventions or 
visits to the sites. That’s a benefit of AI that 
you won’t get anywhere else.

TowerXchange: What are some examples 
of how your clients have used data 
collection and analysis to optimise 
energy use?

Justin Head, CEO, PowerX: I can give you 
three specific site-level examples of how 
we’ve been able to make a huge difference 
to the way that a site is run.

Firstly, a very simple and straightforward 
case – one of our customers had a diesel 
generator that would run every night to 
recharge the site batteries to 100% so every 
day they were guaranteed that if the solar 
solution at their hybrid site didn’t produce 
the kind of power that they needed, the site 
would continue to be powered.

In my opinion, the only way to 
support these networks is with 
machine learning, artificial 
intelligence, and some very clever 
data science techniques, which is 
what PowerX offers
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We implemented our platform and by 
looking at the data, we realised that the 
batteries didn’t actually need to be recharged 
to 100% every single night because they 
never got discharged below a certain point. 
Rather than recharging every single night 
and effectively waste a lot of money and 
increase the CO2 footprint, our platform 
recharges the batteries as and when required 
to be recharged based on a prediction of 
the future load based on recent learnings 
and how much power there’s going to be 
delivered by the solar and the hybrid sites. 
This has made the site far more efficient 
in terms of both financials and carbon 
emissions. What is even more important, this 
types of efficiencies are spotted and rectified 
in real-time across thousands of sites.

Another quick example: We had a client 
whose site was running perfectly well. That 
is to say, everything was doing exactly what 
it should do, and all the lights were green on 
the monitoring equipment. However, PowerX 
AI spotted that when the site was receiving 
power from the solar implementation, which 
was enough power to run it, the diesel 
generator was also running for eight to nine 
hours during a day.

Looking into this problem with the 
customer, it was apparent that there was a 
piece of equipment in the cabin that was 
overheating.

What this meant was that both air 

conditioning units in the cabin had to 
run on full power to keep the cabin cool. 
In order to power the air conditioners, 
the diesel generator had to kick in, as the 
solar solution was unable to power the  
site and both the air conditioner units. 
Once the overheating piece of equipment 
was replaced, it ended up saving about 
1000 litres of fuel a month as the  
generator was used far less often. No  
one knows how long the site had been 
running like this, but without PowerX it 
most likely still would be.

My third example is related to PowerX’s 
ability to detect where assets are 
underutilised. We had a customer who was 

generating solar power all day, but their 
battery capacity wasn’t sufficient enough 
to capture it all. So just after lunchtime, all 
the solar power that was being generated 
was wasted.

So that was the first problem. The second 
problem was that meant that at 4am the 
diesel generator from the site had to fire up 
because the battery capacity wasn’t enough 
to take it through to when the sun came up.

The platform was able to dynamically 
adjust the batteries’ depth of discharge 
at individual site-level to use more 
solar energy available. In addition, the 
information from our platform helped the 

customer see how much diesel they would 
be saving by making an adjustment to their 
battery capacity. For sites where solar has 
already been implemented, it was only a 
small additional investment to upgrade 
battery capacity – but with huge upsides.

I think all three of these examples show 
that just because nothing is technically 
wrong with a site, it doesn’t mean 
that everything is right. There can be 
inefficiencies hidden under the surface, 
and hidden in the data that it would be very 
difficult for a human to spot. By harnessing 
the power of AI, tower teams can deliver 
efficiencies at scale with reduced manual 
interventions and visit to the sites.

Just because nothing is technically wrong with a  
site, it doesn’t mean that everything is right. There 
can be inefficiencies hidden under the surface, and 
hidden in the data that it would be very difficult for a 
human to spot
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TowerXchange: Can you tell us 
more about the predictive modelling 
functionality? Lots of towercos are 
looking to make sure it is as easy for 
them as possible to accommodate new 
tenants and equipment, so how can 
PowerX help with that?

Justin Head, CEO, PowerX: When 
additional tenants are added and when 
towers need 4G and 5G upgrades we 
champion the use of the real data that has 
actually come from the tower as key inputs 
into the decision makings to de-risk for both 
the lessor and the tenant.

Specifically, we work with towercos to 
run “what if” scenarios to understand the 
implications on the power infrastructure that 
it is currently in place. We also benchmark 
between towers to understand how efficient 
different sites are and that really helps speed 
up decision making, and empowers tower 
cos and operators to make smarter decisions 
around their networks as well.

And of course, this still ties into our core 
philosophy of using real data running 
through our AI platform to ensure that 
the tower co has the absolute best tools 
at its disposal to make those decisions at 
scale, across their whole network, on an 
individual tower basis.

TowerXchange: Which type of sites 
benefit the most from PowerX?

Justin Head, CEO, PowerX: We thrive 
where there is uncertainty. Whether that be 
grid uncertainty, solar uncertainty, battery 
uncertainty – it doesn’t matter. If there are 
volatile conditions, then we have the power 
to help paint a clearer picture of what is 
going on. If you think about hybrid sites, 
they obviously require complex power 
provision to ensure network availability 
and tower up time. They’re often in remote 
locations with increasingly growing 
populations and the demand for mobile 
connectivity is growing alongside.

So with that in mind, running an energy 
efficient operation is vital. But it’s not just 
rural, hybrid sites, its everywhere really – 

everywhere needs to be able to support greater 
co-location or greater coverage. We are also 
seeing the emergence of OpenRAN, and this 
again is going to require new power solutions.

TowerXchange: What else does the 
future hold for PowerX? Where else do 
you see the machine learning platform 
being able to create efficiencies?

Justin Head, CEO, PowerX: Looking beyond 
the immediate passive infrastructure, we see a 
lot of benefits of the platform. Leveraging data 
in this kind of way might be new to the tower 
world, but look at some of the largest tech 
companies in the world – Netflix, Amazon, 
Google, Uber – all of these use artificial 

intelligence and machine learning as a core 
business practice. And I believe its now time 
for our industry to embrace that, and take 
advantage of the huge amounts of data that 
will be generated as edge data centres increase 
in scale as 5G is rolled out for example.

Having processes, systems and tools in 
place to leverage that data is absolutely 
the only way you can ensure an optimal 
network at the lowest possible cost with 
the lowest possible carbon footprint. 
We’ve talked a lot about that today, but as 
more trust is built up in the analytics we 
provide, I’m certain PowerX will be able to 
help towercos design optimal towers and 
networks across the world.

We thrive where there is uncertainty. Whether that 
be grid uncertainty, solar uncertainty, battery 
uncertainty – it doesn’t matter. If there are volatile 
conditions, then we have the power to help paint a 
clearer picture of what is going on
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PRAMAC is one of the global leaders in back-up power generation and energy 
technology solutions. 2016 saw PRAMAC become part of the Generac group forming 
the world’s third largest generator and lighting tower producer.  
 
Through acquisitions like that of Deep Sea Electronics, a leader in control and energy 
management systems, PRAMAC has evolved beyond its original form to become an 
energy technology solution provider. Cell site energy is growing in complexity with 
5G driving higher energy requirements, grid power increasing in cost and drives to 
decarbonisation leading operators to look beyond simple diesel back-up power. With 
these challenges in mind, TowerXchange speaks with Amir Cherif, Global Business 
Development Manager Telecom BTS & DCC Applications at PRAMAC about what they 
offer to tower owners.

TowerXchange: The first question our 
readers will want to know is ‘how proven 
is the solution in the field’ – please 
tell us about the deployment of your 
solution in the field – who is using it and 
what results have been achieved?

Amir Cherif, Global Business 
Development Manager Telecom BTS 
& DCC Applications, PRAMAC: Despite 
being in this industry for many years and 
working with most of the players you need 
to continue innovating and anticipating the 

new applications and operational needs. 
We have successfully deployed most of 
the technologies and applications that I 
referenced previously. We are now focusing 
most of our efforts on the new hybrid 
and bundled solutions as well as rooftop 
solutions with our natural gas and propane 
generators to reduce the carbon footprint 
while improving operational efficiency.

TowerXchange: Tell us about the range 
of gensets you provide – KVA, AC or DC, 
variable speed etc.

PRAMAC: Leader in stand-by power for telecoms
PRAMAC has evolved from purely a generator manufacturer to an energy technology solution provider

Amir Cherif, Global Business Development 
Manager Telecom BTS & DCC Applications, 
PRAMAC 

• Who are PRAMAC?
• What solutions do PRAMAC offer to cell site owners?
• How PRAMAC are helping reduce carbon emissions on telecom sites
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Amir Cherif, Global Business 
Development Manager Telecom BTS & 
DCC Applications, PRAMAC: Today, we 
provide different types of solutions which 
include diesel and gaseous generators 
in the range of between 7KW to 3.2MW 
for stationary and mobile applications. 
Where each individual generator sits is 
dependant on the fuel it consumes. Hybrid 
solutions with lead and lithium batteries 
are customized to the customer specific 
requirements but usually range between 
7Kw to 50KW and DC generators between 
15KW to 20KW.

TowerXchange: How do you fit into the 
wider cell site energy ecosystem? What 
expertise sits in-house and what do you 
outsource?

Amir Cherif, Global Business Development 
Manager Telecom BTS & DCC Applications, 
PRAMAC: We only outsource the most 
commoditised components like batteries. 
Everything else we are offering as part of 
a site ecosystem is vertically integrated. 
That give us a significant advantage when 
trying to customise solutions for specific 
site requirements or being able to provide 
a more comprehensive solution going from 
the basic back-up generator to an energy-as-
a-service solution.

TowerXchange: What is the sweet spot 
for your solutions in terms of grid 
availability and the load your solutions 

can support? Reducing total cost of 
ownership is crucial for cell site energy 
systems, how has your solution been 
designed to maximise autonomy and 
minimise the number of site visits 
required?

Amir Cherif, Global Business 
Development Manager Telecom BTS 
& DCC Applications, PRAMAC: It really 
does not make any difference to us. Our 
range of solutions can adapt to the site 

conditions. Despite the larger initial capital 
investment, current hybrid solutions 
are demonstrating significant long-term 
savings (over 65% for off-grid applications) 
and are having an impact on reducing the 
carbon footprints at the same time. On top 
of that, our remote monitoring platform 
allows not only a constant connection to 
site status but also the ability to analyse 
data points and evolve from preventive 
maintenance to a predictive type of service, 
reducing further operational costs. Again, 

we can build to match customer specific 
site requirements.

TowerXchange: Many towercos and 
MNOs are now looking at ways to 
minimise their carbon emissions – in 
what ways have you created the most 
efficient genset you can?

Amir Cherif, Global Business 
Development Manager Telecom BTS & 
DCC Applications, PRAMAC: As part of 
PRAMAC’s sustainability commitment, 
we thrive on creating innovative solutions 
that really make a difference. We continue 
developing solutions with our natural gas 
and propane generators that, being part of a 
hybrid DC bundle, truly minimises the carbon 
emissions as well as the operational costs.

In the next few years, the telecom market 
will require not only an increased energy 
demand but also a more resilient energy 
supply while securing a significant 
carbon emission reduction. PRAMAC has 
grown into a full energy solution and 
energy technology company. they have 
implemented a strategy of developing 
critical components to serve the future 
requirements of this market by integrating 
through internal innovation or strategic 
acquisitions those. The Deep Sea 
Electronics acquisition (a leader in control 
and energy management systems) might be 
the most recent example, but it is unlikely 
to be the last.
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One area of optimising energy efficiency on telecom tower sites that can sometimes 
be overlooked is the importance of having the right cooling system in place. For a 
relatively low CAPEX investment, towercos and operators can optimise the operating 
conditions of their energy equipment and extend lifecycles while simultaneously 
increasing efficiency. With this in mind, TowerXchange has invited Ole Zinck, Key 
Account Manager for EMEA Telecoms at Stulz to share his insights and experience 
helping towercos and operators do just that.

TowerXchange: Can you start off by 
telling us a little bit about yourself and 
Stulz as a company?

Ole Zinck, Key Account Manager, EMEA 
Telecoms: My Pleasure! I’ve been with 
Stulz for over ten years now in different 
positions in sales and marketing. I work 
with a team of colleagues who are spread all 
over the EMEA region and our main focus 
is to provide the customers in the telecom 
vertical with failsafe and efficient cooling 
solutions for the radio access, edge and core 
networks.

Stulz is a successful family run business 
that has been operating for 75 years, with 
headquarters in Germany. We were one of 

the first specialists in data centre cooling, 
and today one of the world’s leading 
suppliers of cooling systems for mission 
critical applications.

We engaged in the telecom vertical 
alongside the upcoming of the first 
operators in 1995, but mainly in data centre 
applications. Then in 2000, the foundation 
of Stulz SPA (an Italian production facility) 
meant we had access to the technology and 
production capabilities to enter the radio 
access markets with specialised products 
that could be used in telecom shelters and 
other situations.

There’s a big difference in the business 
models of towercos, who we are now 

Stulz: Optimising energy through next-gen cooling solutions 
Commercial cooling units just aren’t cutting it in today’s energy landscape

• The history of Stulz’s involvement in the telecoms industry
•  Top tips for operators and towercos when they are thinking about implementing 

cooling systems
• How free cooling is driving energy efficiency and sustainability
• How battery lifecycles can be extended through optimising operating environments

Read this article to learn:
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working with as well. I think back in those 
days the operators needed to run networks 
that could quickly expand and had greater 
penetration than their competitors. The 
business of the towerco right now is totally 
different. It’s more about offering a high 
quality network at an economic price. I 
also expect that the telecom companies 
won’t be the only users of the radio access 
network in the future, so I think that will 
cause another large shift in the business 
models.

TowerXchange: With so much 
experience, what are some of your top 
tips for operators and towercos when 
they are thinking about implementing 
cooling systems?

Ole Zinck, Key Account Manager, EMEA 
Telecoms: Generally, we believe that the 
total cost of ownership of a cooling system 
over its entire life service should always be 
taken into account. Considering this gives 
the customer the best operating results in 
terms of reliability and energy efficiency 
in the long term. I always strongly suggest 
moving away from a short-term CAPEX 
decision and tend to suggest a more long 
term sustainable solution.

In my opinion this is the key to energy 
efficiency and profitable operations 
in the network. Energy efficiency and 
sustainability are more important to 
towercos now than they ever have been.

TowerXchange: Why else is cooling 
becoming important now more than 
ever?

Ole Zinck, Key Account Manager, EMEA 
Telecoms: I would say 5G rollouts are the 
third main contributing factor beyond 
sustainability targets and energy efficiency. 
5G is going to bring with it wave of new 
technology, and a switch to equipment 
which has a much tighter operation 
envelope. This needs to be considered, 
especially when thinking about precision in 
the HVAC equipment. 5G is far more energy 
efficient than 4G which is a step in the 

right direction when it comes to reaching a 
sustainable future.

But its important to consider that cooling 
has always been unaccounted for when 
it comes to energy consumption, which 
means there are huge potential energy 
savings to unlock. If you strive to run an 
efficient network, cooling, sustainability 
and lower total cost of ownership for the 
customer all go hand in hand.

TowerXchange: Can you tell us a little 
more about why having the right cooling 
system in place can unlock these benefits?

Ole Zinck, Key Account Manager, EMEA 
Telecoms: I think that idea of having 
the right cooling in place is important. 
Your cooling systems need to be mission 
critical, fail safe, and guarantee continuous 
operation all year long. Looking into the 
details, precision climate control creates an 
operating condition that the client’s specific 
equipment performs best in.

We have an emphasis on free cooling, which 
harnesses the lower outdoor temperatures 
whenever possible and reduce the 
compressor operation as much as possible. 
There are various ways to set this up, and 

But its important to consider that cooling has always been 
unaccounted for when it comes to energy consumption, 
which means there are huge potential energy savings to 
unlock. If you strive to run an efficient network, cooling, 
sustainability and lower total cost of ownership for the 
customer all go hand in hand
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we are flexible to meet the requirements of 
the customer and the specific site. It lends 
itself to some countries and regions more 
than others – There are very few countries 
in the EMEA region where there is no free 
cooling potential that can decrease energy 
usage and cost per site. This applies both to 
new constructions and retrofitting in exiting 
telecom shelters.

Estimates assume that we have around 1.2 
million telecom shelters. I think we can 
assume that 60-70% of these are still fitted 
with commercial solutions. We’ve engaged 
in projects in thousands of sites, and 
have evidence that we can reduce energy 
consumption by 70% in Sub-Saharan 
Africa, to 90-95% in Europe. With these 
savings, you are able to pay off the Capex of 
the solution in less than one year.

The easiest thing for tower operators to do is 
retrofit their existing pure direct expansion 
(DX) systems if they want to reduce energy 
costs. For how difficult it is versus the 
reward, it really is low hanging fruit when it 
comes to efficiency and carbon reduction. 

TowerXchange: Tower operators 
are changing their approach to what 
batteries they are using and are looking 
to extend battery lifecycles. How are you 
helping with this?

Ole Zinck, Key Account Manager, EMEA 
Telecoms: Premature replacement and 

disposal of batteries, regardless of  
their type, is incompatible with 
sustainability and environmental targets, 
and with running an efficient and cost-
effective network.

One of the main reasons for premature 
replacement is the operation of the  
batteries at temperatures that are too high 
for them – especially when they are fully 
charged. This significantly shortens the 
lifetime of the battery. So, with proper 
temperature management and monitoring 
of these batteries, a large part of the 
manufacturers’ specifications regarding 
lifetime can be achieved.

The challenge is often that the optimum 

temperature for the batteries might not be 
the same as the optimum temperature for 
the other equipment.

TowerXchange: Where do you see Stulz 
adding value to the telecoms market in 
the future?

Ole Zinck, Key Account Manager, EMEA 
Telecoms: The most important thing for me 
is looking for win-win situations. I want to 
find out how we can win as a supplier, how 
operators can win by having a more efficient 
network, and how the environment can win 
through decreased energy consumption. 
We were pioneers in the data centre cooling 
landscape, and huge strides have been 
made here to reduce energy waste.

I think the same attention has not been 
applied to radio access networks, if you 
compare the metrics of the two. So that is 
a huge focus for us. Thankfully the retrofit 
costs are low enough that the break even 
point on the initial expenditure comes 
pretty quickly.

The other low hanging fruit is in edge 
infrastructure. We want to be there to help 
create efficient networks and systems from 
the day of implementation. Ultimately 
our hope is to deliver energy efficient 
cooling solutions access, edge and core 
networks with free cooling can help to 
shift into motion a collective goal to drive 
performance benefits, reduced operating 
costs and environmental sustainability.

We’ve engaged in projects in thousands of sites, and have 
evidence that we can reduce energy consumption by 70%  
in Sub-Saharan Africa, to 90-95% in Europe. With these 
savings, you are able to pay off the Capex of the solution in 
less than one year
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